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Cancel Clinic
The housine clinic, which was
to be held at Universal Llie Insurance co. on June 26, sponsor.
ed by the Memphis Negro Chain
her of Commerce, wsas c a n
celled last Thursday. The Tr-state Defender was advised cot
the development by A L. Thomp
son, FHA racial Relations offi
cer, whose headquarters are in
Atlanta, Ca.
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CIVIC ACTION GROUP —
Steps were taken last meet at
Mt. Olive CIVIE Cathedral 'to
have every member of the
church become a qualified sot:cr. The drive got underway
when Rev. H. C. Bunton, min-

ister of Mt. Olive, organized
a elide Action Camillo* for
laila church. Thr foerman
group which is going all-out
to obtain MO per cent registration of the congregation is
shown. Left to right are: Mayo

Williams, Herman Coleman, J.
T. Lanier, chairman, and 115%.
woodBetts Jr., secretary and
co.chairman. All are members
of Mt. Olive CME. (Hooks
Photo)

•
Knoxville kying Desperately To
Avoid Mistakes In School Mixing
By,- PETER B*ADBY

Dr., John Hope Franklin,'„noted
American historian and author,
• (Second in h‘Series)
spoke recently f o r Fellowship
Knoxville, 83rd largest city‘ (population) in the na- House on "Democracy's Perennial
Dilemma", in Knoxville college's
tion, is trying desperately to.avoid incidents and dilemmas Fine Arts auditorium. He told a
suffered by other cities whose public officials, civic, reli- capacity crowd, "There has been,
gious, business and labor leaderslailed to do the necessary since the founding Of the Repubunderstand or to
citizen's duties by preparing :communities for school in. lic, a failire.to
accept the fact that political detcgration. St. Louis' leaders admocracy and human freedom must
mitted that they had failed to do aiming to intimidate them. One go hand in hand."
hat they should have done.
telephone agitator said; "Vs e
He continued that influential
Many organizations are working know where you live now," a groups attempted to reconcile the
together on the local scene to re- panelist recalled.
Institutions of political democraeducate the people in "Americancy and slavery before 1865. Since
"The White Citizens Council,
ism," which would recognize a
the Civil War, the dilemma has
from
all
indications,
is
losing
person as an individual measured
continued in the form of the con
grounds,"
a
sociologist
rewhite
-ivy his contributions to life. This
flirt between the ideals of political
-is far-fetched from former train- marked on hearing what had derriocracy and the facts of sec
happened.
"But
the
Ku
Klux
nog in "RACISM."
end-class citizenship."
Among these organizations are Klan seems to be operating iiow PEACE AND ORDER
underground
in
this
area,"
he
_the National Council of Christians
The Peace and Order Commitand Jews, Fellowship House, As- added.
tee has two unique features. First,
Fellowship
House,
inter-denomi- .sociated Council For Full ChiIt is so named to dissasoeiate it
s'szenship, Parent-Teaci:er Associa- national and inter-racial group, with integration; thus, onposition
sponsored
many
discussionhas
Council,
MainCommittee to
- -Don
is not welcomed by arousing emotain Peace and Order, National ists, panelists, and lecturers dur- tions. Secondly,-the inter - racial
Association for the Advancement ing its existence. Members include committee is composed largely by
of Colored People. Other ci v I C. Univerltv of Tennessee and Knox- white borderline Tennesseeans and
church, and sociel groups are Oar ville college professors, TVA ex.- ,heir deep Southern brothers.
operating in these joint effort*, ecutives and employes, and per"Decency vs. Indecency" and not
sons from various civic, church "Segregation vs
TENSION REDUCED
Desegregation" is
The NCCJ's program was great- and social orders throughout the
See MIXING Page 2
ly responsible for reduced tension city.
in areas already desegregated, especially in St. Louis where °Meals "did not consciously prepare
for desegregation." In Knoxville
the Council conducted panels entitled, "New Horizons in Human
I
Relations", over a local TV channel during a two-month period
Various white persons who appeared on these panels with NeThreat of a t r u s t e e resigning if denominational
groes have been victims of
s anonymous telephone callers schools were integrated failed to impress the Louisville

Methodists Put Some
'Teeth In New Rulifig

t

Methodist annual conference which last week voted to
open the doors to Negroes and noted that "those (trustees) not abiding could be removed."

. A.

Initiative To Pay Off Next Year

Elks Launch
$100,000
Fund Drive
A $100,000 program to extend
scholarships ''to young crusaders
of freedom- is being launched by
the Elks' department of education.
announces George W, Lee, of
Memphis, grand commissioner of
education.
Mr. Lee said the plan is to give
scholarships to those young students who break the jim crow barrier in coileges and universities
that deny admittance to young
Americans of color. "This is a
program in which individuals who
are non-Elks and who want to help
the cause of freedom can be ask-

w
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A great
majority of Tennessee's Nears
hysicians have become blinded to
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Plan 'Awards For Students
Will Get Out Votes At Mt. Olive
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knee
ihe Bible
I shall bless the Lord at all
times; His praise shall continually be in my mouth.—
(Psalm 34,1.)
How may we bleas and
praise the Lord? Surely
through acts of love and kindness to our fellow men—in
seeking only the good that is
God in all of us, striving to
be of service, in His name, to
those who need our help.
•

The resolution to integrate Kentucky Wesleyan at Owensboro and
Lindsey Wilson at Columbia (ITh.
ion, the mother Methodist schriol
in the conference is already integrated), passed by voice vote
over protest of Dr. John B. Horton. president of Lrindsey Wilson.".,
Dr. Horton accused the confer"
once of setting one standerd for
the schools and another for the
churches He said one member of
the college's board of trustees had
threatened to resign if the integration resolution passed.
CAN EIE REMOVED
s Presiding Bishop William T. Watif kins said those not abiding by the

resolution could be replaced. The
conference, which takes in Louisville and churches to,the west and
south, elects the trustees, •
The resolution permits the trustees-. to pass on the final' admittance of students.
'An amendment adopted last year
by the Methodists at Minneapolis
and now' being voted on by the
various jurisdictions, would permit a Negro church or an individual to petition a white conference
for admission. Currently all Negroes compose the denomination's
sixth jurisdiction.

Scout Official
Cites Views On
Local Program

IT'Ll, BE NEXT YEAR be'
lore Roland Beasley, 12-year•
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Beasley, of afel W. Brooks,
and Perry Withers, llyearold,aq, of Mr. and Mrs. Er.
nest Withers, of 480 w. Brooks,
or other interested Negro boys
can compete in the model
plane meets sponsored by the
Downtown Memphis Exchange
Club and the Memphis Press'
Scimitar. Plans to include.
competition of Negro youths
were announced after Roland
and Perry sought to enter
planes in this year's Mid.

South Model Plane meet held
Sunday on Navy field 21. An
executive board meeting ruled
the boys ineligible because
plans were completed for the
meet without provision for Negroes but Oliver Barbour, Exchange club president, said
next year's plans would set
up competition for everyone.
The boys picked up their en.
try blanks last Friday at a
hobby shop and called Ex'
change club member Red Cavette to see if they could enter, They said they were re•
ferred to the Press-Scimitar.

Hay W. Sweazey, of the relationship division of Boy Scouts of
Anierica, said here last week that
the set-up the Chickasaw Council
now has is the same as used in
other cities of the South.
Mr. Sweazey, from headquarters
in New Brunswick, N. J., said the
local program appears to be moving along fine now.
For a long time Memphis operate .Seminole division for Negro
troops with an executive and its
various committees. Sometime ago
the division was abolished and the
Negro troops put into three diva.ions each, headed by a professional scout leader.
ATLANTA, Texas, — The Texas Department of PubSeminole division' headquarters lic
Safely last week entered the investigation concerning
was abolished.
the death in Atlanta of a 31-year-old resident, Wesley
,
MANY DISAPPOINTED
Many Negro volunteer leaders Stephen Golden.
who are influential in the commu-

(Planning and operation of
the meets is handfed by the
Exchange club.) They said
a woman there told them she
would check on it Monday
morning and fleet she called
later and said the executive
board meeting would decide It
and she would let them know.
They said she called hack
Thursday and informed them
about plans for next year. Roland, who has five planes, has
been flying them five years
and Perry has been at it a
aear and a half. (Newson Photo)

Probe Brutal Police Slaying
Of Chkagoan's Kin In Texas
Golden died Tuesday.In a Shreveport hospital from

See SCOUT Page 2

N hat

doctors desorihed • awe loss
of blood due to a gunshot wound
and beating,
According to the wictim's sis•
ter, Josephine Golden, of '6441 S.
Ellis ave., Chicago, Golden .was
shot in the stomach by a policeman as he sat .in a car with a
companion, known as-"Bubba."
Meanwhile, Cass County officials
Some additional information IA 83 ended their silence on the Sun
revealed this week about the bru- day morning shooting. In a prepared statement following his
tal murder in Benton, Miss. (10
investigation of the case, District
miles from Yazd, City), in which Attorney Joe Lovelace gave this
a white farmer ripped the life account of the shooting:
out of 3 Negro airman with a
"There is evidence the man
shotgun blast because he thought had been drinking for four hours
friendly"
man
was
"to
paling
the
before the incident. He was ar
with his sister.
rested for drunkeness downtown
The victim is Airman Charles in Atlanta about 1 a.m. CST Sun
Brown, who was reared in the day.
Benson farm community, and who "Golden evaded arrest and was
was home on leave from Barks- pursued by night marshal Olen
dale, La Air Force Base.
Richardson and department of
Charged with the slaying is Rai- public safety officer Kenneth
ford Walton, who reportedli has Rose. Golden attacked one of the
served time in jail and who went officers after they caught him.
and borrowed a shotgun to kill In the struggle that ensued a
Brown, after he found the airman shot was fired, Gelden was woundseated at the dining room table ed"
Following the shooting Golden
in the home of his sister, Mrs.
was charged with drunkeness,
Hilda Robinson.
resisting arrest, assanit and batWOMAN NOT HOME
At the time of the murder, ac- tery and destruction of city propcording to law enforcement offi- erty.
Investigators from the Departcials, Mrs. Robinson was not at
home. County Atty, Griffin Nor- ment of Public Safety and the
eoist said that Walton's niece and District Wfloruey's office are
her husband, Edwin and Felice awaiting a balistics report to deHutton, were present but that they termine which of the officers
didn't want to talk about why fired the bullet.
A report from the coroner stated:
Bnown_skas in the hcme.
Sheriff James Moore stated that "The billet which 'entered' Goldflattened on
Walton admitted slaying Brown. en's abdomen was
and evidently had struck
Residents of Yazoo City contacted one side
ricochetrock
and
concrete or a
by the Defender indicated that the
ed."
farmer Walton is not highly re-Golden was taken by his mother
garded in -some circles in the
to the Veterans hospital in Shrevearea.
port where he died from, loss of
They indicated also that Brown blood Tuesday morning.
would not have been at the home
The case is to be presented to
of Mrs. Robinson, since he is a the Cass County grand jury in
native of Mississippi and knows July.
its customs and traditions, unless
The victim's sister said the ofhe felt he would not be harmed. ficer shot her brother in the

More Light
On Brutal
Miss. Murder

•

stomach, pulled him out of the
vehicle, beat and threw him into
a ear and hauled him off to jail.
• Miss Golden also told friends
in 'Atlanta that the family did
not learn of the incident until
the following day, when Mrs. Malin Golden went to the jail, ob-

•

the Volunteer State Medical asao.
ciation charged here last week.
Failure of the physicians to attend professional meetings of their
own state association, and, t h •
equally serious failure of the doe•
tors to expose themselves to refresher courses after having been
out of metical school for long per.
iods of time, was scored by or.
H. B. Moore, South Pittsburgh, in
his annual message at the V. S.
H. A.'s 195? convention.
"Either of these failings," charged Dr. Moore, is often accountable for the differences between
a "rich doctor" and a "good doctor."
DAMAGES BILLFOLD
Ile said the opinion is apparently abroad that professional
meetings take too much time from
regular practice, hence cut intl.
the income, and that periodic refresher courses, while placing the
physician in position to render bete
ter service, also take time from
daily practice and damage t It •
same billfold.
. "All of us know doctors in our s
organization," added Dr. Moore.
"who have never attended our
medical meetings and have nes%
er taken any refresher courses,
yet they think they are leading
doctors in their communities, ere
ing modern up-to date service. 1
"I would be ashamed to expetli
people to look to me for meal. ,7
cal supervision after being out l
of school for 12 years and due.
Mg this time had never put forth :
any Wart to Increase my sci.
entitle knowledge."
The association president, a 1944
Meharry Medical college graduate,
recalled that up to eight year/
ago Meharry had offered refresher course's for the family doctor,
but had to discontinue the service.
'NOT INTERESTED'
He said his inquiry at Meharry
as to why the service was closed
down, brought this answer; "Some
Negro doctors are not interested
in scientific advancement."
A small representation of t h •
VSMA's membership attending the
meeting at Meharry generally applauded Dr. Moore's searing statements for they knew he was act-

See GREEDY Page 2
tained her son's release and took
4.1.1•41
him to Brooks clinic in Atlanta.
However, when she got him to
the clinic, medical authorities told
her that Golden had already lost
so much blood that there was
nothing they could do for him.
The mother and the victim's
wife then implored friends to take
him to any other hospital and
Representative Tom Abernethy
they drove to Shreveprot, La. He
was admitted to Veteran's hosl (D., Miss.) charged last week that
pital
national Republican leaders are
Atlanta is a small community plotting to regain control of the
located near Texarkana, Texas, South '-with Negro votes."
and there are only two police"In their all-out support of ebe.
men in the town.
il rights," the Mississippian doe
dared in a letter to constituents.
"Republicans are looking ahead to
•
the day when they will once again
control the South, as they did in
the days of Reconstruction, with
Negro votes.
"The plan was conceived in the
politically fertile mind of Atty.
Gen. Brownell and is being push.
period of years.
ed by Vice President Nixon and
They further charged that Local Republican Chairman Meade Al186 failed to help them and, in corn. Eisenhower has given apfact, conspired with the company. proval and behind his smile 111
DENY BIAS
playing a strong leading role."
Both Firestone and the enion de- ONE MAN'S VIEW
nied discriminatory practices.
Saying "the plan is well uncle,
Some other employes and many way," Mr. Abernethy said that
observers feel the trio would have 'Richard Nixon is meeting, frataccomplished more by
going ernizing and having his picture
through with the suit.
made at every opportunity with
They point out that the trio ap- racial Negro leaders, his latest
peared to have an iron-clad po- with Negro preachers from Mont.
gomery, Ala.
sition on the seniority question.
"The photos reflect his uncomWOULD START ALL OVER
As things stand now, they say, fortable and conspicuous self-conshould there be more job dis- sciousness but given time he will
crimination, there will not be an feel at hemee.
Noting the Republicans' new
injunction already standing — the
one they felt would have been won "Operation Dixie," Mr. Abernethy
in the present suit—and the next said:
victims will have to start from THE TRUE GOAL
"This is the second such operascratch again.
To back their feeling that there tion of the Republican Party. The
will be more of the same type job latest in all respects won't be
discrimination, these persons con- exactly similar to their drive oi
tend that the case which was just the 1860's, but the political prize
is intended to be the same—Negro
dismissed grew up although there
was supposed to be a seniority senators, Negro congressmen, and
Negro votes for Republican presiprovision already In effect.
dential nominees."
These men take the position
He charged that in the course ell
everyone would have been better
off had the trio got an injunction their planning national Republican leaders "are playing Northern
because the next time a matter,
Democrats for a bunch Of suckers

Worried About
GOP Backing
Of Rights Bill

ase May Backfire
What did the three Negroes win
last week who brought the joo
discrimination suit in Federal
court against Firestone Tire and
Rubber Co. and some officials of
their union, Local 186, United
Rubber, Cork, Linoleum and Plastic Workers of America?
An out-of-court settlement was
reached and the case was disissed with prejudice by Judge
arion S. Boyd. That means it
cannot be brought again,
The plaintiffs, Coraine Smith,
Thomas Jenkins and Glenn Brown,
were represented by Atty. Anthony
S. Sabella and the defendants by
Atty. John Ileiskell.
Atty. Sabella said tnese were
the terms of the agreement:
AFTER 00 DAYS
The plaintiffs will get back their
jabs at Firestone within 90 days.
Firestone has agreed there will
be no future discriminatory practices. But the plaintiffs get no
back pay. They were assured that
lay-offs, recall job openings and
job assignments would be done
according to contracts.
The trio had charged they were
laid off first and recalled last
despite the fact they had seniority over white employes. They accused the company of discrimina•

tion against Negroes over a long See VICTORY Page 2

and making it stick."
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Members Of Mt Oive
Bible Class lionorged

(Coistfaued From Page 1)

the committee's motto. They are
approaching the problem with certified methods. This is oue way of
The Kimbrough Memorial Men's I likened to a torch-bearer, whose
evoking an emotional atmosphere
Bible Class, of Mt. Olive CME Ca- torch has radiated spiritual and
and making integration a secondthedral held a fellowship break- material enlightmant to others."
ary issue Committee workers are
.the fame teaches," Mr. Wilfast recently in honor of memcompiling helpful information, setbers of the class who have given son said "that you are the light
ting up workshops with young peoof the world. That means you have
long and devoted service.
Three Railroad Men Get Awards
ple, reached mainly through alumGuest speaker for the occasion stature as a human being, that
. Three Memphis railroad men, wiper and John Henry Robinson, ches. Workshop teams discuss techwas L. Alex Wilson, editor and you merit and deserve full digwttlra total of 150 years of service carman. E. H.
general manager of the Tri-State nity."
of Chi- niques found helpful and successbet•een them, received special cago, director Hellmann
of personnel for ful in integration in other cities
Defender, who spoke on the subThe speaker told the honorees
eV/Ws from the Illinois Central the I. C. made a
and
how
each
person
can do his
special trip to
ject: "Let's Face Some Import- that they were to be commended
Railroad last week. ;They are Memphis to present the
part.
awards at
ant Facts"
for their contributions through the
Itlessrs. Steve W. Banks, carman Metropolitan
Baptist church last ROLE FOR STUDENTS
The speaker told the audience years to the spiritual growth of
helper; James L. Peeples, engine
Students are first urged to exthat "each of the dedicated mem- the area of their service.
White Women In Battle Royal
amine themselves. Next, these
bers of the Bible class cpuld be "It has helped us," Mr. Wilson
The identities of "several worn- police, although
10 officers had to young ambassadors of peace and
pointed out, "to maintain a balen" who engaged in a free-for-all be called to
quell the melee, in order must talk with parents and
ance against adversity; it has
fight at the concession stand at which one
woman was reportedly teachers, make their own behavhelped us to gird for the groat
Rusgwood Park the other night blodied
THE LEE FAMILY — The
illness of six years. He was
of the family; Mrs. Hattie
considerably. It is under- ior an example for other young
struggle ahead in citizenship. Coneould not be ascertained from stood that all were
death of Abner John Lee, forthe brother of well-known Lt.
white women. people, and meet with other conCarrington, daughter of the
tinue to hold your torches of enBravery In Clinton Rewarded
mer executive of the Atlanta
G. W. Lee, veteran GOP leaddeceased; U. G. W. Lee,
lightment high."
NEW YORK—The First Baptist iParent-Teacher Association of the cerned students to plan specific
Life Insurance co. last week
(Continued
er
and
businessman.
From
Thombrother;
MemMrs.
Dorothy
page
1)
action.
J. Shflnrion served as master of
Church of Clinton, Tenn., whose
brought together the Lee fambers
of
the
family
shown,
fol.-,
!once beleagured high school, will
as,
daughter;
Lee,
Gilda
The committee's program outnity and who had been in the ceremonies for the program. The
Ininister, the Rev. Paul W. Turily for the first time in a numlowing
the
funeral
last
Thursniece;
Mrs.
Mr.
Chester
and
receive
a
similar amount as ap- lines several reasons why Clinscout program for many years Mt. Olive Male Chorus sang imner (white), was beaten while ,
ber of years. Mr. Lee died at
day, left to right, are: Mrs.
W. Lee, brother and sisterhave become inactive as a result pressively during the affair. The saa
escorting Negro students to Clin- Predation prizes presented via the ton had difficulty and violence:
E. H. Crump hospital after
Azalla
Lee,
widow;
Charles
in-law
of
the
deceased.
(Hooks
1.
of the new set-up, claiming they guest speaker was introduced by ,C0
Lack of Negro leadership
ton High school, during the tote- 1 "See It Now" television produce
W. Greene, long-time friend
Photo)
have been denied any voice what- C. W. Holmes. The foreword and
gration disturbance there, will from the Robert E. Sherwood TV . .Clinton had no professional
ever in the operation.
receive $5,000, and the Clinton Award foundation.
Negroes. 2. Lack of preparation
presentation to honorees was made
•
As the set-up operates now, Neamong the lower classes of
Two Life Termers Go Free
by John Cox.
groes communicate mainly
NASHVILLE — Two Memphis since they were convicted under whites. 3. Absence of anyone to
Thought provoking remarks were
through an interracial committee. made by Rev. H. C. Bunton, paslife termers, Morris Lemmons, 51, the Habitual Criminal Act of Ten- say integration was right. 4. VaMany were disappointed when they
and William James, 58, both Ne- nessee they should have been in- cillation of public officials. 5.
tor of Mt. Olive and Walter Hunt.
found their "voice" had
groes, were freed from the State dicted
been
(Continued from page 1)
on the same charge. The Lack of preparation for violence
After the program members of
Pententiary last week by Crimistripped to the extent they were
and
proper
decisive
action
on
the Bible class and visitors er.nal Court Judge Charles Gilbert, state did not contest the petition the part of law enforcement
overuled in selection of the chairof- vocating practices for his fellow.
joyed an excellent prepared breakdue to a technicality in their in- for freedom. They were sentenced ficials. 6. Lack of
man for this committee.
preparation physicians that he has yearly foifast.
dictments. The judge ruled that for robbery and theft in 1540.
Mr.
Sweazey
said
last week that
for integration in outlying com- lowed since leaving Meharry.
Sentence 3 For Attack On Boy
selection of a chairman for the
In addition to heading the state
munities. 7. Outside interference.
Three youths, accused of beat- of nine Negro boys arrested in the S. The fact that
Interracial
committee
is usually
group,
Dr. Moore is president of
many whites
made after consultation with Negro
big and robbing a 14-year-old white case were found to be involved live in 3 "separate but equal" the Chattanooga (Negro) Medical
workers.
boy earlier this month have been in the attack on Kolliam Griffith, dream world. %Thy other areas Society, and he has taken post
; the white youth. Six bystanders
graduate study at the Cook Court- President, Baptist Industrial Col- in our lives we could reach back DISTRICTS
succeeded was also outlined.
given suspended sentences to the were placed on probation
for six
The Southside Sweethearts SoWhite scout leaders who have the
The Associated Council for Full ty (Illinois) Graduate School of lege & seminary, Hernando, Miss. and grab just a little faith that
State Training school at Pilesville, ' months. The three given suspendMedicine, Meharry, and the New
The rising tide of doubt in our what we are trying to do can be same rank as Negro scout leaders cial club is planning its pre-Fourth
Juvenile Judge Elizabeth McCain ' ed sentences will be on probation Citizenship, headed by a prominent Negro minister, was organiz- York university post agraduate day and time is justifiable reason done. Men in all walks of life to- who head the three divisions for of July lawn party which is to
said last week. She said only three for a year.
ed to form a united front to start School of Medicine. In August lie for cone er nnhot erpato eafc hof day are so filled with fears that colored—the whites are properly be held Saturday night, June 28
More Echoes From John Kasper
returns to the latter school for an- for concern on the part of each of only a dynamic and meaningful designated districts — hold mem- at the lime of the business manKNOXVILLE—lieveral teachers ed by Mrs. Wade Keever, chair- integration procedures. This organother course.
us.
faith in God will remedy their bership on the executive commit- ager, Mrs. Louise (Little Junior)
and others have reported receiv- man of the organization's steering ization, composed by persons reptee of the council. Negroes do not. Parker, 232 Modder st.
Never before in the history of conditions.
lug a letter from "Save Our committee, who has been asso- resenting civic, religious and fraFour prizes will be given away.
There is currently a need for
Schools," an organization which ciated with segregationist John ternal groups, was the initial force
Life is so designed that under
mankind have so many people
more volunteer workers if the NeThe club reporter, Mrs. Julia
behind the filing of the suit against
aims to establish private schools
been bogged down in life be- many of our skies we must reach yro
nothing
Boy
said
she
had
Scout
program
She
Kasper.
is
to
conPollard, of 1888 S. Parkway E.
the City School Board.
it public schools are integrated.
cause of the fears that haunt so back and find a sustaining faith. I tinue
to
progress.
took
a vacation that included stops
The letters were reportedly sign- to do with the letter.
many of us. A conversation with have seen many people who were
NEGRO INACTIVITY
Mr. Sweazey said he bilieves in Chattanooga, Washington, D. C.
Settle Autopsy Case
any man on the street closes mit upon their beds of afflication and that
"White persons," the minister
a successful program will and New Jersey.
(Continued From Page I)
with the sentiment, "I would if I after havingtalked with their doe' William Newbern, 47, of 367 bern, 42, who was dead on arrival said, "were already trying to credraw many of the former workers
Flynn rd., received payment of at John Gaston hospital. The au- ate sentiment for peaceful inte- came up the victim could go to could but I don't think that I can." ' tors he told me that there is one back into the fold as well as new
COUPLE WANTED 2 am looking for a reliable midMany of us find ourselves in thing lacking: the will to want to ones.
$1,153 as settlement of his $25,000, topsy was performed, Newbern gration." He explained `that they court asking punishment for vioHe said it was understood
dle aged man and wife who are
refusal
his
to
despite
charged,
thoroughly experienced w,
rking Si
law suit which grew out of an
could not do much until the Ne- lation of 'the injunction forbidding deplorable conditions that could get well. Regardless to h o w that with any change there will be
a house couple. W11:• to do cookeasily be overcome if somewhere small the patient's sickness might some persons who will not be satunauthorized autopsy performed grant hospital authorities permis- groes had taken the initiative. discrimination.
ing and light hotarkeepIng.
so.
to
do
sion
assist
to
nerve
to
be
and
able
band
NewOn his late wife, Mrs. Mary
When the foundation for a suit was
be, regardless to the many forms' isfied.
wife with housework. Beautiful. privote living quarters in • new home.
Top Priority For Vance Ave. YWCA
laid, white persons of good will BEAT DOWN PRO-SEGS
of good medicine that might be 'WEREN'T BIG ENOUGH'
and a wonderful opportunity for
Rawls, were
Some background information
Mr. Sweazey said "if these men
able to offer more assistadministered the patient must have
'Replacement of the Vance Ave-led, according to Miss Flora
the right people. Top salary. Located
on the struggle reveals that on
! president of the YWCA board.
50 miles from OhIcago. Write comthe will to want to get well him- (those now inactive because they
nue Branch of the YWCA, vain a I Tightening money forced the Y. W. ance.
plete information as to qualificaJune 1C, Local 186 ratified its conself if the medicine is going to do do not f a vor the new set-up)' tics and previous experience. letThe PTA Council, composed of tract
new building on a different site, a
with Firestone after some
erenees and photo must be furnishh
e
see
enough
t
big
to
weren't
C. A. to change plans for other parents and
any good.
ed. Write ROME SERVICE, 238 0.
teachers of 10 Negro delay caused by reactionaries.
will be given top priority in use , projects and to extend its fund
good of the change, maybe they
Wellingkm, Memphis, Tenn.
schools of Knexville, has also pro- The vote was
'A SICK WORLD'
553 to 154. A memo
weren't the men we should haye
of funds already pledged and rais. drive over a three-year period.
posed to hold integrated panel dis- which was attached
Everysick
live
world.
in
a
We
to the contract
had at first."
Lt. Watkins' Squadron Cited
cussions to educate people. One
thing we see points to the fact
However, he said he planned
A widely-known young Memphi- . award for the best marching. Lt. such discussion was held at Vine by the industrial relations manall
walks
men
in
of
that
life
are
ager, J. L. Guthrie, called for the
to see some of them while in
An, Air Force First Lieutenant Watkins is the son of Dr. and Jr. High school. A
CAN YOUsick. Yet the medicine is right at Memphis. (Contact with several
leadership study abolishment of discriminatory facThomas H. Watkins, jr., was in- Mrs. T. H. Watkins, sr., of 733 group was held for
hand. But even with the nearness leaders revealed this did not hapall new PTA tors at the plant. A group of proformed last week that the 3348th
MORE
of the medicine our fears, inse- pen.)
Bellevue. He is a LeMoyne col- officers and the public was invit- w whites had one meeting on
Student Squadron at Chanute Air N-.
ed.
curity, our doubts, and our un- He said the former set-up which
the contract delayed. however.
Farce Base in Ulinois, command- lege graduate and has been in the
certain lives are still with us. For included Seminole division, was
"Churches are not taking lead- supporters of non-bias at ,the final
ed by him, received the IM a y Air Force for six years.
some unknown reason we don't outside the organizational proviership in this matter (integration) meeting won despite the fact they
in Knoxville as they should," a had to win with voice vote, standseem to be able to rise above sions of scouting
GROUND FL'OOR,
Mr. Sweazey sees the change
them. But we must! Although we
professional observer exclaimed ing vote and secret Lallot to gain
BUILDING
STERICK
integrated
an
toward
step"
as
"a
;ire chained with fears, insecurity,
during a recent interview. Around ratification of the contract.
WHIRF FOlKS LINE YOU
150 churches operate in the area.
doubts and the like there is a way council.
PREFERENTIAL
GET
He says progress to that end
out — this way is through a faith
ALLIANCE SPLIT
SERVICE
The Danube is 1,750 miles long
in the life of the community
in God.
Knoxville's Ministerial Alliance, and drains an area of 320,200
determine just how
to
have
would
sq.
Men are trying all the eavenues
core of local Christian leadership, miles.
fast the program of integration in
to find rest for their weary souls.
has split on the issue itself Not
scouting could be pushed.
S,ome try to satisfy their unrest
A Shelby County welfare proj- legitimate children, will be launch- necessarily because of individual
Wise
Words of the
through fine homes, bank acect, designed to provide a work- ed next month, according to an beliefs are they separated. Being
When a work of art appears
counts, big cars, elaborate vacatrig solution to the growing probe announcement made in Nashville humans first, these Godly servarts
period,
its
advance
of
be
in
to
tions
and the like. Many of these
undoubtedly have been influenced
lem of aid to dependent children, last week.
It is really the period that has
WILL BE
things bring about happiness and
Mrs. Eric Bedendreer of Mem- and pressured by forces both in
particularly to the problem of itlagged behind the work of art.
peace
of mind for a season but
phis. chairman of the Shelby Coun- and out of the churches.
—(Jean Cocteau)
only for a season. After the seaAn an example, a Methodist
ty Welfare Advisory committee,
(Continued From Page g)
Banks, members of this assoson has passed they find themalluded to the Shelby County pilot church, one of the finest among
ciation, will not be open for
selves
JR.
whites'
RANKIN,
right
back
E.
EDGAR
where
they were ed to participate."
fabulous edifices, split on
project daring an address she dehas never been segr,2gating. Here
business on
11 _
at first.
, FACE:ClrEA.M
said the first two scholar- the transaction of
lie
livered at a luncheon of 29 chair- the integration issue. The minister a
The Board of Trustees of the
place is always provided for
Bleaches, beautifies "Makes Skin
sh46s in this direction were award- this day.
SUSTAINING FORCE
men of welfare committees in the was forced to leave his pasterate. men who want
college
Industrial
Mississippi
anto meet and disLike Velvet" Excellent for skin
He told his successor what the
Some sustaining force must come ed to Ernest McEwen, former
MEMPHIS CLEARING
ennshes from external causes. state
score was and the newcomer has cuss mutual problems. Knoxville flounced the appointment of Ed. into each of our lives. Each one president of the Student Council
Try it. One jar will convince you.
Mrs. Babendreer said the pro
HOUSE ASSOCIATION
Rankin,
college
presijra
as
Everett
is
a
gar
symbol
of
the
Amen.
been afraid sa whisper the subject
Mississippi,
college
in
CI
Alcorn
Shia With Presto Slue Soap lem of growing aid to dependent fr
at
of
us
must be able to look withh.
can way of life often preached dent of the college, following its
out himself and there find some- and Bobby Cain, first Negro gradchildren grants remains to
be
Yet leadership is not denied on about bet seldom practiced. The annual meeting on May 28.
thing
that
will sustin him in life's uate of recently integrated Clinsolved.
Mr. Rankin becomes the seventh darkest hour s. There must be ton High school.
that account. It is available in college has organized a Commit•
tee
NEED BETTER WAY
on
Integration
to
acquaint
its
president of the 52-year-old insti- some invisible force that will en- ASKS SUPPORT
abundance at the University of
"Those who oppose a law cut- Tennessee,
hay with inte- tution and succeeds the late Wilthe department
Lee
said
able
Mr.
us
to
find
ourselves
Knoxville college pub-- i
once
we
Liza
Wass
grmani
tienciniapterobermm
ting off ADC to illegitimate chit- lie schools
s.
liam McKinley Frazier. who held are lost.
plans to call "on our big names
themselves, and capdren should unite behind the ef- able leaders
The 'University of Tennessee the post for 22 years prior to his
In this life each one sometimes in business, industry, music and
are on tap in many
iprt to find a better way of solv- respectable
has committees working on inte- death.
finds himself at the end of his the theatre, both white and Negro,
positions in the city.
•
ing the problem," she said.
oration, but they hold on to this
DOES NOT SEGREGATE
Since the death of President Fra- wits. We find that within ourselves to lead out in this crusade which
Recently announced by the WelKnoxville college, which has al-. information like it's an atomic en- zier in October, 1956, Mr. Rankin we have gone as far as we can. will be joined by people from ev
10-Year
Commissioner, Christine ways maintained
fare
defense project," a reliable has served as chairman of an In- We find ourselves wandering cry rank and creed who are willtee
an integrated fac- ergo
Cr
•
'
Reynolds, the Shelby County pilot ulty, is now
quaii• source
reported.
treasure
sacrifice
and
time
to
open
Committee
Executive
ing
termin
desaround in a deep darkness unable
to any
There Is a reason why people
project calls for increasing the fied student.
EIGHT
POSSIBLE
PLANS
freedom
new
to
extend
fronto
ignated
board
This
by
to
the
administo
find a way out. It is during
institution like'
like to do business with us It welfare staff in the county
899
T!
laa.
by 10 all United Negro College
Hence, the City Boerd of Edu- ter the operation of the institu- such hours that we normally turn tiers."
Fund par.
os our prompt, friendly serrie•
additional workers with 32 of the ticipants, has been
cation
LICENSED
kept
its
eight
possible
Mr.
Lee
to
plans
letters
pointed
tion
from
pending
selection
of
a
new
to
God
through
segregated
our
faith in Him
bat
courteous treatment and desire
most experienced case workers asminus
for integration a secret until the president.
and ask for a way out. Something the mother of one of the five stuto help you.
signed to ADC (aid to dependent
The. Knoxville News-Sentinel, a BORN IN CITY
whose
resulted
dents
suits
in
the
must
dispel
Money
the
darkness,
weeding
gloom,
No
out
of those who are not
children) cases along.
• an ohpps . war paper with
Open Thursday and Friday Nights
despair and uncertainties that en- Supreme Court's May 17, 1954 ruleligible for assistance,
Down!
Mr.
Rankin,
the
of
oldest
son
NEW
APPROACH
jective,
humane editorial policy,
Until 8 P M.
ing and from the associate dean
"Such an intensified program, if
N. Credit
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Rankle, is gulf our world.
Each case worker, will concen"Closed 511 eley S•turday"
of Georgetown university where
'Dear
successful, will serve as a model reported that the plans were made a native of Holly Springs, Miss., TURN TO FAITH
trate on from 50 to 75 families infrom
suggestions
submitted by
Installed
the first white scholarship winner
for use elsewhere across the
Somewhere
the
faith
that
half
and a graduate of Mississippi Instead of the state-wide averace of
lo
2 Hours!
state,- the Governor said. He de. elementary and secondary school dustrial college and Springfield col- characterized people down through is enrolled to show how important
275 per person. This will enable
dared, "Probably one of tice principals, directors and supervis- lege, Springfield, Mass. lie has the ages must once again come the assistance has been to wincloser and better screening of
ners.
ors. Time 'elements were t o
served the institution since 1941 into the lives of' modern individcases reqvesting aid, and closer commonest misconceptions (
short or too long in the plans.
the department's scholarship
euals
and
once
again
least
make
it
appears
of
us
to
us
at
the
sta
te
as
head
of
the
physical
education
attention to how they use the asHowever, Knoxville has waited
a generation of people who will students numbered 53 for the 1957
level
to
be
so)
is
the
feeling
that
department,
and
director
of
athsistance.
152 MADISON AVE.
long enough now to profit by exonce again envision the things that term.
letics.
Gov. Frank Clement, in addres- we have an inexhaustible supply amples of
Phone JA. 5-7611
numerous cities that
are highest and noblest in our
PLUMIIIING COMPANY
of
money
with
which
to
pay
pubMora Owned Home '0n -rated
Mr. Rankin and his wife, the
sing the committee chairman, in
The U. S. aircraft carrier Saraare now adjusted. to integrated
BR 8-676.5
549 S. Cooper
referring to the Shelby plan sched• lic assistance benefits."
former Robbie Lee cf Columbus, world. The rising tide of doubt
24-110tft ISEILVICE
school
systems.
toga
measures
Washington,
187
feet
from
D.
waterC.,
must be dispelled and it can be
uled to start next month, said, JUST A 'REPRIEVE'
Miss , hove two sone, Anthony,
Baltimore,
line
to
St.
the
Louis,
top
of
the
foremast.
faith.
Wilmington,
The welfare chairman Were
"Out of the Shelby County nilot
Del., and other cities desearegat- 18 and Michael, 10; arid a daughWhatever our lot in this world
project will come more self-de- warned that Gov. Clement's veto ed soon after
the Supreme Court's ter, Janet, aged 4.
we must once again turn to a faith
edenying
bill
assistance to
penitent families, more help for , 0f the
Red Rooster
decision without incidence. SeverSeverthat will enable us to measure up•
constitutes
mothers looking for employment, Illegitimate children
Homes Repaired That Will Meet. City Requirements•
al had more Negroes than Knox,
Beer was first brewed in ancient to the greatest expectations of
better homes for children
and the only a "reprieve'
',
our 111
a
• AWNINGS ° ROOFING and SIDING ° YARD "
Mrs. Babendreer said she is vine'
Egypt.more than 8,500 years ago. fellowman and our God
a
•
Resistance is greatest." reFENCES WIRE ° CONCRETE PORCHES
hopeful the Shelby County pilot
II
• ORNAMENTAL IRON GARAGE-CARPORTS
project will help find a penman- searchers say, "where Negroes
WHY NOT ADD-A-ROOM NOW
ent solution to the illegitimacy comprise a large percentage Of
° GENERAL REPAIRS ° ROOMS BUILT
in
On FHA terms. Free estimates, easy payments. No Cash!
Up to 60 months to
problem and others a ssociatert the population." If that fact stands
• PLUMBING ° WIRING • GAS PIPING
pay! We handle all types of home repairs or remodeling on
PILLS
a
contract
basis.
If you nerd •
with aid to dependent children in with similar determinants of peace
hohle workshop. den, attic room or bedroom. phone us
▪ PAINTING and PAPERING • WATER HEATERS•
and order, Knoxville's problems
today. WE OFFER SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY
Tennessee.
•• FLOOR FURNACES ° FHA Terms To 60 Months.•
The Welfare ehairman held n should merely he adjustments,
HOME BUILDERS SUPPLY CO.
Are You SLIPPING?
III No Down Payment—Easy Terms—Free Estimate 411
two-day conference in Nashville, which are normal in any change.
820 SOUTH WILLETT
Phone 55 5-8128
Satisfy Your
("School Integration in i(noxville
ROMANTIC URGE
can be prefitable to both white
•'2072 WALKER — Phone BR. 6-1150 os.
Restores Your
and Negro . .Read final in semaa WILL
ries next week.)
REPAIR SERVICE
Yes— A-E00 kil le Liee.Crabs,
and their eggs in one treatConfirmed by top medical authorities throughout the world.
ment. A-toe works fast and
Plus Parts
sure—but won't irritate your
Introductory Offer:
akin, won't stain your
Picture Tube Repair
Treatment 55.00 - $8.00
clothes. A -too *melte good—
Service $250
sod it washes right out, like
Sae 52.00, for double treatment.
a
shampoo.
We Servo A Variety of Beer - Soft Drinks - Lunches
Sad cosh or Money order. No
W. Service All
Go to your drug store toC.O.D. or free samples.
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
and Sandwiches of All Kinds
day for A-t00!
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Honor H. F. Patton
Last Thursday the Memphis Di- citizens. We are proud of the fact
vision of the Brotherhood of Sleep tkat his concept of the Negro's
Mg Car Porters and other railroad role in civic life is that of the
men, retired and active, paid tri NEW NEGRO which has arisen in
bute, deserving tribute to one of the South, and that he is not a
Its stalwart leaders during a ban Johnny-come-lately in that endeaquet held at the Masonic Temple. vor.
Honored was well-known H..1
We know Mr. Patton as a ChrisPatton, who has served 48 years tian-hearted man. It takes that
in the Pullman service and who kind of man to counter ill - will
has held the torch of leadership with understanding, violence with
high as president of the Memphis passive resistance, unreason with
Division of the Brotherhood of toleration, and vindictiveness with
Sleeping Car Porters for 20 years. forgiveness.
Mr. Patton is remembered and In responding to the many tri
Will be remembered when he re butes paid him at the banquet,
tires, as a local citizen who stood Mr. Patton made clear that his
four-square for the advancement efforts in the civic realm were not
of his people toward first class ell- motivated by selfish interest. He
isenship, when fear here silenced pointed out that the key to our oh
many, 'regardless of race, more taming the rights and privileges
powerful and influential than he. we seek lie in the exercise of the
' We are proud of the fact that franchise.
as an Old Timer he is still very There he is eminently right. It
active in the struggle for the ex is sage and practical advice which
tension of full democracy to all must be heeded.

Methodists Climb Rung Higher
The Methodists climbed a rung
higher on the ladder of integre
tion last week when during their
annual conference at Owensboro,
Ky. a resolution was voted which
instructed the trustees of two of
the church's colleges to admit Ne
gro students. The two 'institutions
are Kentucky Wesleyan, of Owensboro and Lindsey Wilson, at
Columbia.
' The resolution did not designate
a specific date for integration to
begin. Already, one of t h e
church's colleges—Union Methodist—is integrated. All three are in
the conference.
Probably the most significant
factor in this action is: The reso
lution appears to have "teeth" In
It. It permits trustees to pass on

the linal admittance of a student.
However, Bishop William T. Wat
kins made clear that those trus
tees who do not abide by the
resolution could be replaced. The
conference elects the trustees.
Dr. John B. Melon, president
of Lindsey Wilson reacted unfav
orably toward the development,
contending that the 200 delegates
were "stepping into the internal
affairs of an institution."
One wonders whether Dr. Her
ton gave clear thought to his state
ment before he made it. Of course
he is entitled to agree or disa
gree with the action of the con
ference body. We don't think we
would be wrong to assume that
he can be removed, as trustee, if
he doesn't abide with instructions.
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A3-c Alma J. Roberson
Likes It In Air Force

Baptists Horse
Graham Crusade
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Faces Florida
Trial This Week
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FIREWORKS DISPLAY
In addition to this impressive
array of talent the Starlight Revue offers holiday spectacle that
wculd be impossible in any other
type sho.v. David James, the revue's cmalor and producer. promises a fireworks display like nettsing'ever seen before in Memphis.
Reservi section tickets are still
on sale for 81.75, children under
13, $t

‘Ruasiammg COUPON

aed

:RS 11
this. 11
tie

Jimmy Reed, whose VeeJay recordings of "You've Got Me Dizzy" and "The Sun Is Shining"
have been successive hits; B H.
King, a Memphis boy, whose Cinderella success in ,show business
Is an inspiration. Any list of B.
B.'s hit records would be pitifully
incomplete, but his recent hits include, "How Do.' Love You" and
"I Want to Get Married". The
Spaniels round out the list of top
talent. They, too, are to be remembered for many hits, the latest of which is "Everybody's
Laughing-.

Name New Envoy
To Luxembourg

1- • •

s

Force Base near Cheyenne,
Wyo. Leasing with aer was another area ratline., Airman 3-c
Fannie Harvey, 18, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Ilarvey,
of Arlington, Tenn. (Newson
Photo)

The fisheries of the world in
mrmal times annually yield more
than 8762,000,000 worth of food and
allied industrial products combined.

Republicans Make Heartening News
' Thousands of the minority group
were heartened last week by sue
cessful maneuvers of the Repub
licans in getting House 'approval
of the Civil Rights bill, and the
bypassing of Sen. Eastland's Ju
diciary committee in getting the
measure before the Senate for ac
lion.
President Eisenhower has n o t
done much talking about the bill
hut we have inforination from re
liable sources in Washington that
he has been calling the Playa. Ca
pable Sen. Knowland, with the sup
port of northern and western Re
ak publicans has been performing tin
W pressively. Whether or not the hill
. passes the Senate, we've had a
demonstration of what pressure
can effect over a highly contro
versial issue.
We are convinced also that the
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TO SHIP OUT — Air• READYrman 3-c Alma Jian-neberson.
19, daughter id Mrs. Imuella
Walker, 2193 Chelsea st., was
ready to shove off last Wednesday morning for Tech
school at Francis E. Wann Air

3

Sat., June 29,

NEV YORK — At the AME Bishop's Council meeting here which began Monday, several charges including
misappropriation of AME funds were made against Bishop
D. Ward Nichols of the 11th Episcopal District of Florida.
The following complaints were made by Rev. D. A.
minister.
A MUSICAL RECITAL featurLindsay of Gainesville, Fla. to
these talented five young
Bishop R. R. Wright, jr., presi- of the circumstances, "I will not ing
ladles is being sponsored at
dent of the Bishops Council:
'administer my district until these
Beulah Baptist church on SunI. Illegal handling of general charges are fully aired and the day. June 30 at 3 p.m. by the
church's educational commitbudget funds.
issues settled.
tee. The artists, front row, left
2. Placing burdensome al8SC:s. "Cortainly, I will not force upThe Air Force is givmg Airman far she likes it. She did not know ments upon the churches a n d on the good people of Florida, to right, are: Miss Delores
Macklin, of 1430 Kney, 1957
3-c Alma Jean Roberson just about where she would be sent after ministers for his own personal an Episcopal administration under are' cloud of suspicion no Manassas High graduate, and
what she had in mind when she Wann AFB but hopes to be sia- gain.
Miss Lora Mae Banks, of 1380
3. Disobedience to the order and matter how fraudently or caenlisted in March.
Gold, a Hamilton High stupricious."
discipline of the.AME church.
Daughter of Mrs. Louella Walk:
4. Levying unauthorized assess- Nichols claims that his troubles dent. Back row, same order:
er, o! 2193 Chelsea at. and a 1956
Miss Mary Bolden, of 1619
ments.
graduate of Douglass High, the its
stem from "Uncle Tomism" with5. Maladministration in office in the church and outside t h e Sunset, 1957 Douglass gradyear-old airman said she enlisted
uate; Miss Jean Lockett, of
In the church.
church. He declared that it is
recent Prayer Pilgrimage for Free so she could further her educaIn a prepared statement at his an offshoot of his move in pro- 230 Ashland, a junior at Bookdom in Washington, and the Ne tion, meet people and travel.
er T. Washington High, and
New York office oe Thursday, claiming the second Sunday in
gro's attack on the South's mores' The Air Force is giving her the
Bishop
Nichols
categorically June as NAACP day, and also of Miss Blanche West, of 639
and -traditions have conveyed the opportunity to do all.
denied the chatea and declared his taking out a 8500 Life mem- Stephens, a 1957 graduate of
true impression to many solons , She completed her Air Force
Melrose High. The public Is
that the burden of proof will be on bership in the Florida NAACP.
that the majority of our people basic military training at Lackland
Rev. Lindsay.
Bishop Nichols was warned that invited to attend this program.
are united in their demands for Air Force Base near San Anionic,
There will be a trial on these such action could only lead to Mrs. Josephine Winbush is
Texas.
full first-class citizenship.
charges in Jacksonville, Fla., more trouble and unrest for Ne- chairman of the program and
AIRMAN HARVEY
this week. Sitting on the trial groes in the state. Another reason
Rev. W. C. Holmes is church
Her close included another young
board will he the senior Bishop given wes his intervention or inlady from this area, Miss FanGreene and four presiding elders. fluence with the Bishops in having ident of Edward Waters college,
nie Harvey, 18, daughter of Mr.
Bishop Nichols said that in view William Stewart removed as pres- two weeks ago.
and Mrs. James Harvey, of Rte.
1, Box 387-A, Arlington, Tenn. They
WASHING 1 ON — (INS)—Presi- came home together and left Memdent Eisenhower yesterday nom- phis together early last WednesA3-C FANNIE HARVEY
inated Vinton Chapin, of N e w day morning.
sometime beHampshire, to be U. S. Ambassa- This time they were off f o r tinned in California
Fore's technical training at fore her enlistment is up.
Air
dor to Luxembourg.
Meanwhile Airman Roberson
Francis E. Wann AFB near CheyChapin, a veteran foreign servsaid she hopes she will be able
enne, Wyo.
ice officer, succeeds Wiley BuchAirman Roberson said she en- to attend one of the service colanan, who is now State Departlisted for three years and thus leges.
ment protocol officer.
Sizes 29-42 - Sanforized - Zipper Fly
With This Coupon Only

)ay
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Ticket sales for the WDlizt Starlight Revue are beginning to move
along at a rapid Pace:
A crowd in excess of 12,000 is
expected for the second annual
charity show to take place on the
night of July 3 at Martin Stadium.
Choice reserve tickets will he on
sale until they run out, and after
that only general admission seats
will be left.
GOSPEL TALENT
This year's revue features the
gospel talent of the Staple Singers. whose VeeJay recordings of
"If I Could Hear My Mother Pray
Again", "Uncloudy Day", a n
more recently, "Swing Down Chariot" have brought them into nationwide prominence: Rev. Cleophut, Robinson and his wife and
sister, Josephine James. whose
Peacock recordings of "Pray For
Me" and "Leaning on the Lord"
have been among the nation's favorites; and Memphis' own Spirit
of Memphis Quartet.
BLUES SHOW
The blues show will headline

EDFTOR, T'1 -STATE DEFENDER

Ith

5765

Tickets Selling At Brisk Pace
For 2nd Annual Starlight Revue
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VSITOR FROM DETROIT —
Mrs. Joyce James Latham
(shown right) of Detroit, Mich.
arrived in the Bluff City last
week for a two-week vacation
with her parents, Mr. a n
Mrs. L.V. Harris, 1158 Grant st.
at. Mrs. Latham was accompanied here by her five children. A former student of Manassas High school, Mrs. La-

tham has been living in Detroit for four years. Her husband (shown left), William Anthony Latham, Jr., remains in
Detroit and plans to vacation
here in August. He is well
known in the Klondyke area
and is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert James of 771 N. Claybrook at.

DALLAS — On recommenda- and may yet gain for us higher
tion of Dr. J. H. Jackson, presi- respect among nations of the
dent, National Baptist Convention, world.
For the sake of freedom, for
USA., the board of directors
democracy, and for
assembled in annual session in the cause of
the strength and welfare of this
Dallas, Tex.
The following message was sent republic, and, in the defense of
to the Billy Graham Crusade every citizen's right to vote, we
Evangelistic Association com- urge that you will still use your
mending the outstanding work Influence in every way to help
done by him in Madison Square bring this civil rights bill to a
Garden.
victorious vote in the Senate
Reverend Billy Graham and without too much delay."
Team:
"We, of the National Baptist
convention in board session here NIXON CALLS CABBIES
in Dallas, Tex., are conscious of WORLD'S BEST DRIVERS
the great crusade for Christ that
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Taxiis now being carried on in Madison Square Garden. Some of us cab drivers are probably the best
have heard you in person in the drivers in the world, according to
Garden, others by television.
Vice President Richard M. Nixon.
"We thank God for this great The vice-president made this
spiritual demonstration and we.
statement to 30 of the nation's
are greatly encouraged to observe what God can do when-men outstanding cab drivers who were
yield and listen. Our prayers brought here as guests of the
are with you and we look for- Plymouth and Fargo divisions of
ward to greater things yet to Chrysler Corporation as part of I
the activities in the annual Fourcome.
"Americans in our way of life Stir Drivers awards.

DON'T FORGET
Stores
Open
Every
Night
'Til 9

TN

VALUES

BUY TODAY!!

99c

MEN'S 10•01. DENIM DUNGAREES
THIS COUPON EXPIRES JULY 4th

MEN'S SWIMMING TRUNKS

MEN'S $2.00 SPORT SHIRTS

Sizes S-M-L - All Lastex
Assorted Colors & Styles

Table upon table of top summer styles on sale at
this one low price! Many, many styles, colors and
sizes to choose from ... Hurry! - Hurry! ...

$0149

$100

II PAIR
SHORTS - WOMEN'S & CHILDREN'S

SPORT SHIRTS • 110r

POPLINS, TWILLS, CHAMBRAYS!

COLORFUL PATTERNS TO CHOOS_ FROM
Cool, Short Sleeve Styles — All Sizes

Sizes 3-14 - 10-18

$100

55c

GIRLS' - LADIES' FLATTIES

STRAW HATS. MEN'S

HERE'S A BARGAIN!
All our summer flatties put into one big group.
Many styles and colors! Hurry for best selections!

SAILOR STRAWS - REG. $2.98 VALUE

$155

$100

EVERY ONE MUST GO!
LADIES DRESSES

PEDAL PUSHERS • SLIM JIMS
BERMUDA SHORTS

REG. $6.00
Rack after Rack of gorgeous styles must go .
None held back! Every one a terrific value.

$377
SUMMER SLACKS
OUT THEY GO!
Men's $4.00 Slacks. Here
you are men! You'll get
plenty of wear out of these
now . . . and next season.
Many patterns and colors to
choose from. $2.66 pair.
Save $1.34.

2

Pa., $500

Priced To Clear At Only

FOR PLAY AND FUN!
Cotton Sheen Fabrics - Fully Washable
Black, Khaki, Red, Pink, Navy. Sizes 12-20.

$198

*Oh
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plc CME church observed their
With assorted summer blooms, for children If this care seems
Annual Day Sunday. They were tits
I while the pianist, Joseph White best suited to the individual child.
Debt Funding, Trustee Aid, an4
playing musical interludes.
Children's Bureau began its proPastor Pride Boards. The joint
gram
of
foster
boarding
home
care
THE sUREAU
program, which was held at 3 p.m.
;
for
Negro
claildero
19S2
and
in
Children Bureau, lac. is a privfeatured the talents of Mr. and
non-sectarian
child-placing since that time has served both
Mrs. Thomas Vann and Mrs. Ruth
agency which is licensed by the Negro and white children.
Davis. Officers of the DCA Fundby HATTIE HOUSE
'. State of Tennessee. Management i COMMUNITY CHEST
ing, Trustee Aid, and Pastor Pride
of the agency rests with a Board SUPPORTED
Boards are MrkRuby Jopes, Mrs.
Children's Bureau, Inc. is
a COLUMBUS
of Directom which makes the pollRev. A. E. Campbell is the mm.
Lula Wills, and Mrs. Miles Watcies under which the organization member agency of the Memphis
The speaker during the morning
kins, respectively.
operates. The work of the agency and Shelby County Community worship hour st Columbus Eaptist EASTERN S:cAR BAPTIST
The Masons will he in charge of
!is carried out by the staff who are Chest and receives its support cLurch was the Rev. H. J.wies, a
A program under the auspices of
principally from the Chest The mea.!ir of to-f saoctuary Corn- the Mock Association was given the afternoon services at Martin
employed by the Board.
given
by
Vera
Raymond
by
Mrs.
Mary
Gaither.
was
also
sponse
Sunday.
The purposes which Children's Chest's allocation to Children's ISoid choirs of the cbsten tender- at the Eastern Star Baptist church Temple,
Solos and readings were given by and Johnnie Mae Canada, accomPresenting music for the mornBureau undertakes to serve are - Bureau for 1957 is 9109,833. Addi- ed u.n music.
Sunday. Mr. II. Parks was the
panied by A Z Young.
Granderson Shines, Rub Brown.
ing services will be the senior and
(1) to Study and treat problems tional income is in the form of
A musical PT, ci was .rioesor- moderator.
Chorus.
Arthur Lee Davis, Ralph Smith, STAFF GREETINGS
of children in Memphis and Shelby board payments from parents. en s the Ite,
J Circle GUIs and
Sunday's morning message at J. C. Martin
Greetings from the Staff of Chil- County who are referred to Chil- The agency's budget for 1957 is tSe mnior eturs a. 7:30 p.m. The Eastern Star Baptist church will
Rev. L. A. Storey is the minister.
along with the well known trio
composed of Juanita Cleaster and! dren's Bureau was brought by dren's Bureau and for whom the $115,427.00.
program will benefit the forthcom- be "Someone's At The Door. Rev. FIRST BAPTIST BEALE
Savannah Adams, accompanied by'Samuel T. Rutherford. executive agency's services are available
Parents are expected to pay to- ing Influence Day in August. Mr. W. M. Fields, the pastor, will deThe First Baptist Beale member.
director,
and
the
introduction
of
Miss Lois Miller. Other readings'
ship celebrated it's Men's Day,
and suitable. It aims to deal with ward the board of their children and Mrs. Jessie Webster were liver it.
and selections were given by Larry staff members st as made by Mrs. these problems in such a way that in accordance with their ability. the captain and co-captain of the
A visit with the Columbus Bap- Sunday. Lewis H. Twigg Jr.. the
Smith, Joe Willie Rome, Ralph Houston M. Mitchell, director of 'not only dependency and t h e However, children are accepted affair.
tist church is on the agenda for guest speaker, presented a memSmith, Peggy Lee Davis. James casework.
!breaking up of homes may be pre- for care regardless of the financi- I Sunday, the Junior choir will 3:90 p.m. Rev. Fields will offici- orable address on "The Church
Beard, Sam Lewis Smith. Henry
Following the interesting pro- vented but so that each child may al status of their parents. Many I launch its automobile drive. It will ate. The host pastor is Rev. A. E. Needs Men Today." Henry Shaw
Beard, Romelia Smith, Georgia gram, refreshments were served he assured his right tcg a normal of the children in care are sup- I begin at B p.m. Mrs. Georgia Walk. Campbell.
was chairman of the Day.
Mae Rome. Machealle Fletcher:from a lovely table overlaid with and healthy childhood 12) to pro- ported entirely by the agency.
A laymen program is scheduled
j er is the president.
Three auxiliaries of Martin Ternand Annie Pearl Brown. A duet: a maderia cut-lace cloth, centered vide foster boarding home care
Medical care for the Bureau's
to be held at the church, Sunday.
; children is provided through Le
born here during slavery, he Was at 7:30 p.m. The church, home and
Bonheur Children's Hospital.
never a slave.
christianity will be discussed.
FOSTER BOARDING PARENTS
Rev. E. J. Wilson is the pastor.
most of his productive
spentH
The ability of Children's Bureau
Years in Varnado and he took part CENTENARY METHODIST
for
children
foster
care
to provide
Of special interest at the Centersin the life of the community. That
who must be placed away from
is why 400 to 500 persons turned ary Methodist church, Sunday, will
their own families depends on the
recently at Mt. be a message by Rev. Lee ThigVARNADO. Miss. — A rugged, out to honor him
agency's foster parents. Children
Zion Missionary Baptist church.
pen, chaplain of Kennedy Veteran
in care of the Bureau live in foster white-mustached Negro was hon.
iAnd the thing that made "Uncle Hospital. He will officiate during
his
family boarding homes. Foster ored near here recently by
proudest was his store-bought the morning worship hour.
family boarding homes are just friends and family. This Negro"
birthday cake with 106 candles on
Rev. D. M. Grisham is the paslike any other good homes except is "Uncle Ad,- as folks call him,
tor.
homes
Blackwell
their
Adam
but his name is
that they are sharing
Other teachers participating in ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
with children who have lost their and his age is 106,
Delivering the morning message
the Liberian assistance program
own homes temporarily. Foster
Most people at 90 and above were include Walter Hall. industrial ed- at the S. Stephen Baptist church,
parents must be able to give a ex-slaves on some Southern planucation teacher from Lincoln high Sunday was Rev. C. Thomas Page.
child the affection and security he tation. Not Adam, although he was
school Port Arthur. Texas, who The sermon was an inspiring one.
needs and eventually give him up
St. Stephen will worship with
will serve as a machine shop techso that he may return to his own
equipped to meet his individual nician and Thomas C. Jacsson. a Jackson Avenue Baptist church in
people.
and teacher in the public schools at observation of Missionary Day.
Foster parents receive no pay needs. The work of recruiting
Schulenburg, Tex., will teach busi- Rev. 0. C. Criven of St. Stephen
boardfoster
family
studying
new
volunfor their work. Theirs is a
by
the
ness administration and market- will deliver the main address. Rev.
homes
is
carried
on
ing
immeasis
of
teer service which
J. L. Varnado is the host pastor.
ing
agency's
children
they
urable value to the
liomefinder'
community
the
to
serve and
COLORED CASE COMMITTEE
%or
which must provide care for these
The Colored Case Csminittee of
annual picture. Left to right.
Second row, left to right are
HATIONAll,
right are Mrs. Evie Larry,
children. Their satisfaction come Children's Bureau includes Rev.
ADVERYWD
first row are: Mrs. Archie
Sam Howell, Mrs. Marie HerMr. and Mrs. James Garrett.
from seeing children develop in'o A. E. Andrews. chairman, 'Mts.
Moore, Mrs. Mollie Williams,
sey, Mrs. Bessie Wright, Mrs.
Mrs. Bessie Stewart, Mr. and
healthy, happy youngsters.
Minnie Lee Allen, I. S. Bodden,
Mrs. Josephine Andrews, Mrs.
Lucy Matthews, Mrs. Virginia
Mrs. Charles Reed, Mrs. Robhildren's Bureau pay for the Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway, Mrs.
Hannah Moss, Mr. and Mrs.
Smith, Mrs. Isom, loin Moss,
ert Love, Mrs. Stable Starr,
fiild s maintenance and provides W. M. Carothers, Mrs. Houston
Frank Taylor, Mr. L. S. SanMrs. Dewitt Williams and E.
Mrs. Richard Dogan and Mrs•
clothing slid medical care. lhe Collier. Mrs. Marguerite L. Cox,
ders and Mr. and Mrs. Wright.
W. Harris. Third row, left to
Sam Howell.
loving care which foster children Mrs. Gussie Day, Mrs. Lillie Farreceive is the freely given gilt mer, Mrs. Viola Haysbert, Mrs.
Lucille Joyner, Miss Birdie C.
of the foster parents.
ult.-•••..1
,
14.1 by *a (.4..& 11.14 Capons..
Children's Bureau is constantly Lenoir, Mrs. E. M. McCulley.
searching for new foster homes. Mrs. Viola Penn. Mrs. Eddie
The need is a continuing on for Rideouth Mrs. Lithe Rogers. Mrs.
end D.Gramds
a supply of homes must always Othello Shannon, Rev. St. Julian
enlarged le show 0.1,4.
Credit Jewelers
be available so that care may be Simpkins. Mrs. Anne Simpson and
home
provided for each child in a
Mrs. Geneva Williams.
No Carrying Charge
176 SO. MAIN

i
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Reception For Foster Parents
Well Attended At Vance YWCA
r The .annual reception honoring
the Foster Parents of Children's
Bureau, Inc., was held hoe 20,
at Value Avenue YWS7A at 8 p tn.
by the Colored Case Committee
of the Agency.
Presided-by Rev. A. E. Andrews,
chairman of the committee, the
program included a musical prelude by Joseph White; prayer and
welconie by Rev. Andrews: a piano solo by Joseph white; greetings from the Board of Directors
by Alvin F. Tate. Jr., vice president of Children's Bureau, and re-

I

RECEPTION HONORS FOSTER PARENTS — At the reception honoring Foster Parof the Children's Bureau
Riven by the Colored Case
Committee at Vance Avenue
YWCA oe June 20. the following parents were posed for an
•

Adam Blackwell
Thrives At 106
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HARRY LEVITCH

a

•
FOSTER rIIILDREN HONORED — Foster children of
the Children's Bureau, Inc..

are shown enjoying refreshmeats served at the annual
reception given Foster Par-

ents bs the Colored Case Committee, of which Rev. A. E.
Andrews is chairman. The re•

ception was held at N'ance
Avenue 115CA, on June 20.

Yes, economisa
by saving Quality
Stamps

For fn. miesslenelim.
TEN STAMPS with
uwery dollar purchoso
and only 1200
slumps to fill your
Qrobty Stomp look.
All foof•tal finis*
tans aro paid for you.

PROGR %%1 T %LENT—Among
the many features of the program 'rendered by children in
care of ('hildren's Bureau and

their Foster Parents were
members of the above group:
Joseph White is seen at the

piano, who rendered several
musical selections. the Adams
Sisters, Juanita, Cleaster and

Yes Madame,
For a lazy breakfast, f or a
dressed up luncheon or a dinner that lust h a s to be a success—Jack Sprat has IC Serve
these golden - crusted orange
bowknot -rolls made with Jack
Sprat enriched whe a t flour.
T h e Secret is Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour and fresh
orange juice and peel in the
rich yeast dough in the creamy
glaze.
1 cup scalded milk
1-2 cup shortening
1 package granular yeast or 1 cake fresh yeast
1.4 cup warm water
1-3 cup sugar
1 teaspoon salt
5 cups Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
1-4 cup orange juice
2 tablespoons grated orange
peels
Mix together milk, shortening, sugar and salt in a large
mixing bowl. Cool to lukewarm.
Soften yeast in svarm water
and add to mixture. Add well
beaten eggs, orange juice, orange peels. Beat well and add
flour Mix to ,soft dough. Cover, let stand 10 minutes. Kneed
dough well. When it's satinsmooth and plaible place in a
greased b o w I, turning over
once to bring greased side to
top. Cover with a damp cloth,
place in a warm place let rise
to double in bulk. Roll out in

JANA C. PORTER
rectangle shape, cut in strips.
Roll strips and tie in knot.
Place on greased baking sheet,
tuck ends under. Let rise till
double. Bake in hot oven 400
degrees F. 12 minutes. Take
out of oven and place on a wire
rack. Ice with t h e following
orange icing.-B lend 2 tablespoons orange juice. I teaspoon grated orange peel and 1
cup confectioner sugar. Brush
icing on with a pastry brush for
an es-en glare.
T h e small-fry loves these
Jack Sprat Orange Bow Knot
Rolls.
Bye for now,

Jana Porter

Savannah. who rendered trio
selection and the two Smith
Brothers.

•

Bargains For The Family
EVERY DAY!!
Memphis Greatest Bargain -Event!

$DOLLARs GENERAL STORES
350 MONROE AVE. (at
Wellington)
---PLENTY OF FREE PARKING---
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$DOLLAR$ DAY Is Not Just Once A Month,
But EVERY DAY...

OPEN DAILY 9 A.M.'TIL 9 P.M.
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—
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A WONDERFUL PERFORMANCE — These Voting People
turned in a wonderful performance over Radio Station WDIA,
en the Big Star Talent show
June 15. They are, left to right:
William Yancey, of Lester
High school, who gave an Instrumental solo; Melissa COOper, of Booker T. Washington
High who gave a reading;

Vera Edwards, of Hamilton
High, a solo: Elsie Lewis. of
Booker T. Washington High,
who appeared in a duet; Fan•
vie Farmer, of Florida school,
sang a solo; Jo Terrell LaMondoe. of Booker T. Washington High, who appeared in a
duet with Elsie Lewis; and
Ilarold Middlebrook, of Porter
school, who gave a reading.

Parents of the young people
are: Mr. and Mrs. E. F. La•
Mondue, Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
Lewis Jr., Mrs. Mary Cooper,
Mrs. Pauline Fletcher, Mrs.
Lucille Farmer, Mrs. Mary
Middlebrook, and Mrs. Lamella
Yaseey. Last week Barbara
Griffin won the Big Star Stores
prise. One is awarded each

week. If youle interested Iv appearing on the Rig Star Stores
Talent show just contact genial
A. C. Williams, master of ceremony of the show. it Radio
station WDIA. Ile will be delighted to give an audition. Rig
Star stores IS sponsoring the
project to encourage and develop talent In the mid -south.
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MERRYLAND KINDERGAR•
TEN recently presented certif.
kates to its Class of I957
exercises on the campus, 2549
Carnes. The scene had been

beautifully decorated by Mrs.
Mary Bentley, principal.teach•
Cr, and her husband. M r s.
Bentley presented the class to
Prof. William Fleming who in
turn presented'the certificates.

This is vacation time for some friends. Husband, Carl Reid has
but many are putting the time to returned to Detroit after spending
.
good use, that is to increase their several days in Jackson.
education. Off to Washington uni- Mrs. Sadie Glenn has returned
versity in St. Louis, Mo. is Mrs. home after a lovely two weeks
Mary L. Womack and Miss Erma visit in Chicago. She was house
Robinson, both teachers at Merry guest of her cousin, Mrs. Mary
E. Banks, who resides at 7849 S.
High school.
The University of Tennessee Rhodes ave. Mrs. Banks has been
finds Mrs. Christen& Nelson Mit- ill for sometime but her conchell and Mrs. Mildred Shaw Har- dition was found very much imris, Mrs. Odessa C. Beck is en- proved by Mrs. Glenn. Mr. and
rolled in Columbia university in Mrs. Charles Glenn. Jr. and their
New York and Miss Darlene Hut- two children, Charles III a it d
Graduates are seen in Picture
wondra Smith, Guy W a y e
son plans to enter the second
with the principal. They are
Blackman, William Eddins, jr..
session this summer. Mrs. Bernice
Lois Mary Brown, Neomi FosRichard Louis Greer, Janies
Lucas is completing her work at
ter, Linda Fay Dull, W'onda
Jordon, Jr., Donald Jean s.
Indiana univerity.
Pamela Mullin, Dorcas Marie
Story, Malchia Smith. Jr. and
Most clubs are on vacation since
Perkins, Ethel Rockymore, LaJames Randle R.JSS.
many of the members are out of
the city during this season. For
us who are here it gets quite lonesome at times. When the State t
Federation met recently in Murfreesboro, Tenn. those representing
. Jackson City Federation were MesSummer time and the living is mother in Pope, Tenn., over the dames Fannie A. Dobbins, S. Bacheasy — if you can keep cool. Yes week end. Mrs. Ava Ewell Fisher, elor and Miss Darlene Hutson.
it finally came. Summer and hot of Memphis. visited her mother, They report a most enjoyable time
Mrs. Lydia Ewell a few days ago. and stated the annual Fashion
weather. As we say hello from
Allen Wilkins of St. Louis spent
the northern part of Gibson coun- a few days with his sister, Mrs. Show, an outdoor affair,wa a one
ty, we have been basking in the Jerome Ellington and Mr. Elling• of the most impressive to have
been seen at any of the meetsun with much pleasure.
ton.
ings. The member federated clubs
Sunday was Men's Day at the
•• •
in the city have gone on record
CME church, general chairman
Miss Eva Barbee spent weekfor the day's activities was John- end in Hickman, Ky. with friends. for their fine work; especially this
year with the Merry High School
nie Jamison, very ably assisted
Enjoying-en afternoon at t h e
by James Williams, E. L. Wynn, Humboldt Park on Thursday last Band Drive. Through their efforts
Eddie Ball, J. D. Overall and oth- was Sallie B. Burns, Annie B. along with the Parent-Teacher Asers. The men from the churches Fisher, Annette Nolan and John sociation, the band will be attired
in new uniforms which will cerall over the city participated.
Etta Jamison. The trip was folThe guest speaker and pianist lowed by a weiner roast on the tainly be in keeping with the new
was Prof. William Fleming, of Jamison lawn which was shared Merry High school.
Memphis. Tenn. The theme of the by several children.
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
day was "Men The Key". Prof.
James Williams, Artie Gentry, Spending vacations in Jackson
Fleming worked with the men Fri- John Williams and Johnnie Jamiare many former Jacksonians who
day and Saturday nights and the son were business visitors in Memalways say there's no place like
program was practically perfect, phis this week. Rev. and Mrs. P.
the speech instructive as well as E. Bridgeman of Milan w e re home. Visiting Mrs. Maude Trotter and the Shaw family on Stoneinformational
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie wall st. are daughter, Mrs. Ha•• •
Ball and Tern Moore on Wednes- ache Trotter Simmons and h e r
Rev. and Mrs. J. D. Hutson were day last. James Robert Edmonds
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Jeanette Nolan, of Rock. son, Bancroft Lanier. They were
James Harris Sunday. Mr. and ford, Ill, visited relatives here this accompanied by Mr. Simmons who
Mrs. James Williams entertained week end. Mrs. Nolan remained has returned to Dayton, Ohio. Bancroft who recently graduated from
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey West of Mem- for a few days with her
grandphis, Mrs. Clara West of Dyer, mother who is still on our sick high school in Dayton is enrolled
and Prof. Wm. Fleming of Mem- list, Mrs. Adeline Exum. We are in Lane college for the summer
phis on Sunday last. Dinner guests happy to say that she is much session.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Puckett'
of Mrs. Bobbie Harris Sunday were better. Mrs. Ella Ivie is
better and their daughter spent their
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Jamison and also. Added to the sick list
we vacation with Mr. Puckett's parJohn Etta.
have Mrs. Erma Wynn, James
Persona! tttention... Super Selections... Easy Parking. . Satisfaction Guaranteed
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Overall and Harris. Those hospitalized this ents, Mr. and Mrs. Curry Ross on
Stonewall at. The Pueketts a r •
Laymon Overall, of St. Louis. Mo., week are Walter Pfiffer who
un- from Memphis.
visited relatives here over t h e derwent an appendectomy at MaMr. and Mrs. Luther Dodd on
week end. Mr. and Mrs. Charles dison County General, in Jackson
Johnson and Miss -Bertha M a e and Mrs. Alberta Nein who un. Stonewall at. have as their
Wilks visited in Memphis last week derwent a minor operation at St. guests, son and daughter-iii-law,
Mrs. Beatrice Tyree and Less Mary's in Humboldt. Both are do- Mr. and.Mrs. William Dodd of Omaha, Neb. Before coming to JackWord were the guests of Mrs. Na- ing nicely.
omi Thomason in Yorkville last
Will tell more next time. Until son they visited Mrs. Dodd's home
in Dyersburg, Tenn. and felatives
week. Mrs Grace Ball visited her then, ADIOS AMIGOS.
and friends in Covington, Tenn.
Accompanying them are their two
sons.
Mrs. Lelia Reid Lester and her
charming little daughter, Patricia,
are via;ting aunt and uncle, Mr.
and Zs. Eugene Reid on Hale
at, and other relatives in Jackson
They reside in Chicago and are
expecting to be joined by husband
and daddy sometime in July to
return home.
' From Detroit, Mich, Mrs. Var.
nell Holmes Reid and her little
son and daughter are visiting her
mother, Mrs. Sarah Holmes on N.
Church at., sister, Mrs. Juanita
Beasley and other relatives and

DYER, TENNESSEE

message
t church,
las Page.
iring one.
hip with
church in
ry Day.
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it pastor.

ENTIRE STOCK OF MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
SPRING and SUMMER
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KINDERGARTEN ROYALTY
— Merryland kindergarten,
2541 Carnes ave. in Orange
Mound, srowned Richard Louts Greer as king and Rogeuia
Blount as queen and t h e
royal couple led the beautiful
and colorful parade which pre.
ceeded the kindergarten con'.

•l

mencement exercises. M r s.
Mary Bendy is principal-teacher and the certificates vere
presented by another well •
known Orange Mound r e s I.
dent, Prot. William Fleming,
life-time chairman of the junior high school teachers of
West Tennessee.

Food value ?
NATIONAL 'Et
,got'em

LINCOLN
DRIVE-IN MOVIE
Friday and Saturday

THE PROUD ONES
Robert Ryan - Virginia Mayo

HELLS HORIZON
John Ireland - Mario English

best'
Knot

Big
r, the
I 'Meath.

Yes, they've get 'em.
A dozen eggs fresh-frotn-the-farm, a
beautiful cut of roast beef, a pound of
flavor-packed, roaster fresh coffee,
NATIONAL's got 'em all... and at
those low, low everyday prices that
give you•pleasant surprise when you
go past the check-outcounter. Because
value maths keystone of NATIONAL'.
fabulous growth as "food headquarters" for hungry folks. Nowhere else
does your food dollar get you so
much...nowhere else can you buy
staples, meats, dairy products,
fresh fruits and vegetables,
everything the family este at

prices so low that they are almost
unbelievable. Follow the example of
that pert young housewife pictured
below.
...follow her to her friendly
neighborhood NATIONAL Food
Store ... and then follow her to the
bank where she deposits the difference
in the family savings account!

Sunday Only

frter
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HOE
SSTORE

8 So. Main St.
Charge Accounts Invited or Use Our Convenient Layaway.
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Edwin Clapp • Walk-Over • Standish
Palizzio • Walk-Over • Miramar • And Many Others
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James were also visited during,
Mrs. Glenn's stay in Chicago. I
Miss Cathryn Teresa Lan..
at., June 29, 1957
daughter of Mrs. Rose Lane who
formerly resided in Jackson, and
the late Dr. Francis Lane, graduated from Emmanuel college in
Boston, Mass, this spring with a
major in French. Miss Lane, who
was very outstanding in activities
SEOUL — (INS) — The Army
during her college years plans to reported yesterday that Col. Wilenter government service with the liam D. McKinley, great nephew
National Security Agency of the of the late President William Mc.
Central Intelligence Division. She Kinley, was found dead of a selfresides in Roxbury, Mass.
inflicted bullet wound Saturday in
his quarters near the front lines
Korea.
I in
An Army spokesman said that
Words of the Wise
while the faiiil wound was def
A great deal of talent is lost
to the world for want of a lit- lithely self-inflicted, the reason
tle courage. Every day sends to was "unknown."
their graves obscure men
An investigating board was call
whom timidity prevented from
ed to determine the circuit'
making a first effort.
stances.
—(Sidney Smith)
•
Petroleum is produced in 26 a,
the United States

THE LAST WAGON
Richard Widmark - F•leicia Taro

STEEL CAGE
EXCITEMENT RUNS HIGH
when the Greyhounds bound
Into action at Southland Grej
hound Park in West Memphis,
Ark. In the foreground in uppof
er picture is partial s
one of the newest innov ations
for the comfort of colored
racing fans, the outside patio.
When completed this patio will

be one of the be uty spots of
the park. Plans call for beach
umbrella, canopies and a r m
chair concession service. The
many dog racing fans, such as
those seen in bottom photo, experience unparalleled excitement and thrills as they watch
their favorites turn for home.

Attendance at the park this
year has been exceedingly high
and many fans coming to the
park are pleasantly surprised
by the new theatre type seats
Post time for the races is 7: IS
pm. Capacity houses have
been the rule this season, so
come early.

Paul Kelly - Virginia Mayo

4iNsowilmish. THE PROUD ONES
Robert Ryan - Virginia Maya
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS _

Monday and Tuesday
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS

Integration Views No Ground On
Which To Deny UnemploymentPay
A civil district court in New Or- against the Chamber of Commeree
leans has ruled that membership'and !he administrator of th in di.
on the board of directors of the vLsion of unemployment security
Southern Conference Educational of the state department of labor.
Fund, Inc. and association with
The Baard of review of the dithe Fund's officers does nut de- vision of unemployment security
unstate
prive one of the right to
upheld the action of the adminisemployment compensation.
trator in denying Barnes compere
The decision was handed down sation on the grounds that he had
\Sly Jndge Louis U. Yarrut in a been guilty of "misconduct". The
suit brought by Robert D. Barnes, misconduct charged against Barnee
former editor of the "News Bid. consisted of his activities and as,
kith" of the Chamber of Commerce of the New Orleans Area, sociations in behalf of integration.

LAMPS

VACUUM CLEANERS

Barnes had been warned by the
Chamber of Commerce 'in March,
1956 that his continued employmen'
would depend upon (I) giving up
his activities in behalf of integration; (b) resigning from t h e
SCEF board; (c) ceasing to associate with officers of the Fund,
namely kiihrey W. Williams, president, and Dr. James A. Dombrowski, executive director. When'
Barnes refused, he was dismiss-

ed.

-

THE LAST WAGON
Richard Widmork - Felecia Toro

STEEL CAGE
Paul Kelly - Virginia Mayo
ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM $ 95
up
CLEANERS

Semis, yee looter ...
...webs yes ware!

Wednesday and Thursday

0 DONGO
McDonald

Carey-Rhonda Fleming

657 Chelsea
Memphis, Tenn.

APPLIANCES. INC.
A. 7-2631
760 Union 2268 Pork Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Fr*, Parking
Oven Nights

11111111111111MINII

FASTEST GUN
ALIVE
Glen Ford

1

Crain
Convenient [orations... Carry-Out Service...

CARTOON EVERY NIGHT

Everyday low Prices...

Extra Values

••

Sub
Th
Dear Mine. Chante: Would like have a home in St. Louis. At pre,
to correspond with man in serv- ent I am staying in Chicago.
ice. One who is interested in mar- James Williams, 230 N. Sacramenriage, between ages of 32-38. I am to Blvd., Chicago 12, Ill.
•• •
5 feet, 8 inches tall, brown complexion, not bad looking. I do not Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
drink or smoke, easy to get along to get pen pals. I am Jamaican
with. I am a nurses aide. U not born girl, age 33, height 5 feet,
interested in marriage please do 3 inches and my weight is 165
not write. Margaret Couch, 554 lbs. Lucy Smith, 48A Manchester
E. 46th St., Chicago 15, 111
ave., May Pen, P. 0. Clarendon,
•• s
Jamaica, BWI.
Dear Mme. Chante: My interest
* ••
is getting to know some nice Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
friendly girl who is as lonely as to correspond with young women
I am. I am steadily employed. between 18 and 45, who desire earI try to be sincere and am a man ly marriage, with or without
of my word. I do not gamble or means. Light or dark complexion,
drink. Prefer fibr to be 18 to 30. any race. Please send photo in
color doesn't matter as long as she first letter. Please answer at once.
is really seeking a true lover, who Pierce James Griffin, Rt. 3, Box
is looking for a wife to be. I am 185, Marion, Ala.
30 years old, 6 feet, weight 160
* ••
lbs., brown skin, Haitian born, vet Dear Mme. Chante: I am very
in U. S. Army during the Police lonely and would like to meet a
Action of Korea. Girls I wish to nice man who feels the same as I.
find a girl who knows kindness if Would like him to be between 34
given and will do the same as and 40 — one who likes to go to
well. Mr. Richard Dawson, 2392 church and the show. I am 25
1st ave., Apt. 7G, New York, N. Y. with black hair and brown eyes.
S's
I am 5 feet, 8 inches tall, weigh
Dear Mme. Chante: I read the 180 lbs. Please send photo. Miss
Defender each week mostly to Ruth Moore, 309 E. East at,,
see your interesting column. I Bloomington, Ill.
would appreciate your placing this
in your column. I am 36, 5 feet
9 inches tall, 195 lbs., dark complexion and considered not bad
looking. I am a serious minded
personalities.
fatalVarious
living
The Right Influence
person who would like to
are not drawn to creeds, ities such as foods, and fires may spond with females of the Baptist
conest
docti Inc, and philosophies, but to deprive us of material posses- or Holiness faith. Prefer states
sions, but nothing can take from other than Ohio and will exchanee
us the affect a good friend has photos. James Turner, 582/
By ETHEL PAYNE
1
2 W.
out and brought back husbands
had upon our lives.
5th at., Apt. 3, Dayton, Ohio.
with them.
The color bars have been down
It is easy to think of life and
•••
However, two exceptions to this
its needs for ourselves only, for. Dear Mme. Chante: I am very since 1953, but Negroes in Washrule are gals from California who
getting the needs of those who much interested in getting a pal. ington, generally still cling to the
•
came East for positions with Conprovincial ways developed during
will very quickly follow in our foot- Could you enlist
me in your club. the decades of an imposed separgressmen, landed husbands and
steps. The person who devotes so I am 19. fat, dark
with black ate society, which shows that cushave now permanently settled
much of his time to helping an- hair. Never
been married. Will tom is a hard thing to shake off.
down as Washingtonians.
other — to going out of his way answer all letters.
Contralto voiced Juanita Terry
Merle Brooks, Of the estimated 350,000 to 400,to do a good deed, has proven his 4B Lissant
Rd. Kingston, BWI. 000 Negroes here, the vast majororiginally came as secretary to
uorth in the community and his
•• •
Congresswoman Helen Gahagan
ity work in government, but few
faith in God.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 33 bother or are concerned
Douglas. When she was defeated
•• *
about the
Chicago's industries lose mere
years of age looking for a wife workings of national politics.
for the Senate by Richard Si. NixF. B. H. Dear Prof. Herman: Is
than 311 500,000 annually through
on, now vice president, Juanita
between the ages of 16 and 23. This is strictly an 8:30 to
5 pm.
employees' traffic accidents and there any chance of meeting the I have never been married. Alfred
moved over to the office of Sen.
city
and
the
when
household
(evman
who
signed his name "Lone' D. McAdoo, General
traffic violations which are reHubert Humphrey, soon changed
Delivery, erybody works including father)
ly"
sometime
ago
in
your
column?
sponsible for more time lost to
her last name to Terry.
Pasadena, Calif.
comes home they automatically
ANS. No, I am sorry, but I do ,
the job than any other single
• ••
Attractive Iverna Jones e a m •
their
shed
work.
not
think
there
is..
.as
this
per,
exception
possible
with
cause
the
tiere as secretary to Cong. James
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 54 VOTELESS TOWN
son was from another city: But years old, 5 feet,
of the common cold.
Roosevelt. In less than a year's
5 inches
This is the major conclusion of i do feel that you can meet some- and I have four children. I tall, There are many reasons f o r
time she was married to Atty.
am this. First, this is a stateless, vote.
a survey conducted by the Citi- one right in your own home- interested in joining your pen
Frank Bourne. She still holds a
pal less town and home rule is somehive to exert a club.
;ens Traflic Safety Board among town. You
staff position in Roosevelt's office.
I would like to meet men thing talked about, but a long way
companies representative of Chi- little more effort on your own between 95
Another maid who deserted the
and 40. I am interested from the reality of
however. Your Li.i..aer has been
achievement;
cago industry.
spinster society is attractive, pert
In the better things of life. I go hence, the
overall apathy of Wash.
Other conclusions, based on in- one of complete indifference—up to church
Pat Roberts, executive secretary
and I like the movies ingtonians about the
affairs of goes
terviews with more than 50 per- to now, hence you find yourself once in a while.
of Delta Sigma Theta sorority,
Most of the time ernment.
sonnel department chiefs, plant alone. I would be glad to help you I
who won the heart of handsome,
stay home and look at TV with Secondly, there is
an unusually
safety directors, loss prevention further, if you will write in for
affable lawyer Bill Harris.
the children. My children's ages high percentage of
individual home
engineers in insurance cempsnies a private reply.
Pat now divides her time beare 18, 11, 10 and 8. Jean Allen,
•• s
ownership here. This makes for
and authorities in the safety field,
tween herejob and puttering with
1311 S. Catalpa at,, South Bend home living,
and
home
were:
livers
are
Mrs. J. G. For several years Lad.
pots as Mrs. Willbm Harris,
prone to stay at home, putter
1. Management is generally two of my children have given
•••
around the house and garden, enaware that off-the-job accidents unlimited devotion and service to
Dear Mme. Chante: I do hone tertain
contribute to absenteeism. How- a certain person. Does she have
a few friends now a is d
you are well and enjoying the best then, and
forget about the cares
ever. few comnanies attemot tc any influence over them?
of
everything.
I
would
be very of fast urban living.
find out how much absenteeism
tor of Laws degrees during
presence of several nniversi•
A CEREMONIAL CENTER,
ANS. I do not feel that she happy
if
you
would
be
kind
enough
Not that there isn't pletty of
can be charged to traffic accidents has any particular influence over
ties. At a recent ceremony
school's 89th commencement.
to
publish
my
name
and
address socializing. There are more clubs ceremoniesn thhas
and violations, how much from them, but her manner and ways in
herincoitrye
at Howard university, Dr. Mararg
an
Also in photo are Howard Pres"
anryllo
your
pen
pal
column.
I
am
38 here per square yard almost than in the world. Two reasons for
'do-it-yourself" worl,shop acci- have caused them to think a
ident Dr. Mordecai W. Johntin Luther King (left) leader
years
of
age,
light
complexion,
btu*
dents, slips on icy pavements or great deal of her, As long as she
o
istha
erptty
r nlac
son and Patrick M. Malin,
of the Montgomery bus b o yt this is that the town is the
tefer
he couy,
hf
th
nt: ni
, si
an s
in soapy bathtubs, falls from lad- presents herself in the proper nette from the Isle of Paradise, this
capital of a leading nation and
place
cott, and Jackie Robinson, forNew York, executive director,
PRAIRIE VIEW, Texas — Dr.
Jamaica.
I
am
feet
tall,
5
weight
den and the like.
club circuit,
is visited constantly by world
American Civil Liberties union. Emiel W. Owens, professor of
mer Brooklyn Dodger at
manner, there is no need M 113 lbs. Single
Horand seeking mar- PRAYER PILGRIMAGE
2. Although mishaps account for get alarmed:
dignitaries; and because of the
(right) received honorary Docticulture
at Prairie View A & Si
riage and travel. Nedoeia Grant, Recently,
the biggest share of the absentee
•• •
Washingtonians have
college,
has
joined
the
of
staff
the
Malvern ave., Kingston.P• 0• been
2 Mal
problem in industry, management ANXIOUS, I am
lambasted for not Partici- About the hottest thing right now In the latest round of exchange, Besides being a voteless town, Prairie View-Liberian Project,
so excited about
•••
a
spends little time and money in making a trip abroad
grimage rally. Washingtonians are in Washington besides
that I just Dear Mme. Chante: I was
Davidson with Washington is noted for the fe- program of technical assistance
charged
has
Murray
the
weather
company conducted traffic safety can't wait
inpating
in
the May 17 Prayer Pil- Is — believe it or not — not na- inciting Negroes to resist arrest. male of the species outnumbering under ,contract with the Interneuntil the day arrives. formed that you could assist
me
programs compared with effort be- Do you
think it will come true? in getting pen pals, I am desirous not mass meeting folks.
ti
ruonnnailngcivil drbigehttwse,enbupteptpticer latest He said that in the Ninth Pre- the male by so wide a margin thing Cooperation Administration.
hind industrial safety and home
When
you
fill up the MetropollANS. Have no fear, Edward, to correspond with pen pals,
that many matrimonial bent gals, He will serve a two-year tour
gadaccident prevention programs.
chieftan
Baptist
church,
(seating caps- fly, Eugene Davidson, president of cinct lest week where 100 arrests discouraged by the shortage of of duty as Technician in Plant
this trip is planned and t h e ly between the ages
28-36. I am ity, 4,900) for something
Safety
experts
interviewed date set.
people,
colored
of
50
made
were
on a burn- the local NAACP, and the Wash. .unless something un- 20 years of age. I await a reply,
available men, have either given Science at the Booker Washington
agreed with the Board's findings,
per cent of thent had to be handtog issue other than a regular ington police department.
foreseen, such as illness, come Kwesta Gayle Bombay
up and gone back home, or gone Institute located in Kaliata, Lib. .
P. 0. Man church
pointing out that industrialssafetv
resistrestrained
cuffed
from
.
and
eria where twelve other Prairie
up/ you will be able to go thru chester, B. W. I.
s
•
This time, Davidson backed up
programa have conquered the preb•
ing arrest and assaulting police
Furthermore. people were skeli- by the association
View technicians are now serving.
with your plan. It will be a
*
•
deis
board
"on-the-job
of
acedents to a
lem
officers, all because of inflamms
tical and a little frightened of the
Alois A. Lee, maintenance superwonderful experience, I trust you
mending the resignation of Chief
Dear Mme. Chante: I have prayer pilgrimage.
degree not equaled in any other
intendent at Prairie View A&M colThey had dire Robert, Murray on grounds of in. tory statements made by Davidwill benefit from it in many
been reading your column and I misgivings of
area of accident prevention."
lege since 1949, also has been
having the Hatch Act efficiency and condoning police son.
The Board based their estimate ways.
enjoy it very much. I am looking thrown at
granted a two-year leave of ab•• •
them if they showed up. brutality,
Murray said that Davidson and
for a young lady between the Indeed there
of time and money lost to industry
senceto serve in the program of
was ample evidence Murray has fired back a salvo. the NAACP were trying to force
H. Si. Will he take care of the ages
through employees' involvement in
of 23 and 30. I am 29 Years of underground
Technical Education in Liberia.
work dene to scare saying that Davidson should be the Police Department into a cortraffic accidents and violations on children?
old, weight 200 lbs.. medium brown them into stavin
Lee, departed from Washington
where policemen would be toawa
ANS. It seems that you have complexion. height 5
•
Tt, ner
police records, available statistics
feet, 11 inch- In addition,
•
on June 15 for Kakata, Liberia, lotally
ineffective
enforcement
in
of
there
was
planned
a
great
to
go
away
chief
for
a
doesn't
few
intend
says
he
to
from individual company reports,
es. I prefer her to be 5 feet, deal of plain
jealousy among some be intimidated by Davidson or the the law, afraid to make an ar- PETERSBURG, Va. — Curtis C. cation of the Booker Washington
estimates from the Chicago As- days. . .leaving yogi: children in 5 inches tall. She must be nicely of the
ministers
rest, and of no value whatsoever Duke, assistant professor of ac- Institute and Prairie View's tecle
who
the
care
inadvertentof
their
NAACP
father.
.
depart.
and
he'll
his
.He
run
sociation of Commerce and indusbuilt, weigh 170 lbs., and of medi- ly helped
ts
to the responsible and law abid- counting at Virginia State college, nical assistance to the African Res
boycott
and
attendance
the
lady
you
by
have
sees
ment
he
engaged
as
fit.
try and from qualified observers
urn brown complexion. She must sitting on
ing citizens of the District of Co- became the first of his race in public under contract with the Intheir
hands.
Editorially,
the
Washington
EveChicago's
Traffic
Court.
in
have her own home or business. One
Virginia to qualify as a certified ternational Cooperation Adminisprominent high cleric who ning Star has demanded that Da- lumbia.
An average of 112 man-hours is Institute At Harvard
She can have two kids or less, could
tration. Lee will serve as heavy
have said the word to bring vidson put up or shut up with some Davidson owns a real estate public accountant.
lost to industry for each traff.c
would prefer a photographru out at least
equipment technician.
5,000 of the faithful documented evidence supporting company. His wife, Mrs. Edmon- Duke passed the examination
Willy involving an employee. An GREENSBORO, N. C. — Dr. mail and telephone number. I will
given by the Virginia State Board
got piqued because he wasn't ask- his charges.
la Davidson, a prominent YWCA of Accounting in
estiniated 23.400 persons in the Willa B. Player, president of Ben- answer all
1955. From that
letters and will ex- ed to appear on the program and Gene,
always one to appreciate and social worker before her mar- time until the receipt
Chicago employee mem were in- nett college, was one of 36 college change my
of his certiphotograph also. She left town the morning of the
presidents attending the Institute
pil- the printed word, whether it be riage, recently completed a nine ficate
Jared in 1956.
he was successful in acmust be a religious person who grimage. The Hatch Act forbids
praise or damnation, realizes he months survey of migrant workers quiring the
Thus. 2,620.900 hours were lost for College and University Adminnecessary experience
likes entertainment. I am also in- employes of government to partic- has
stirred up a hornet's nest, but In the South under a grant of the realmired by law.
to Chicago industry last year istrators at Harvard university. terested
He is now fully
in school teachers who ipate in partisan nolitics.
Is dill busy adding fuel to the National Council of Churches in
through traffic injuries. Another June 18,26.
lified
to hold the CPA' certi.
don't have any responsibilities. I DAVIDSON FEUDING
blaze.
America.
8e3.000 hours were lost in traffic
ficate
CINCINNATI, Ohio — Lack of
court appearances and in prmserty
A native of Louisa County, Va., communication between Negroes
damage accidents for a total of
and
Duke
a
whites is "the most tragic
graduate
is
of Virginia
BO' WHERE ti ASKS
I KNOW —RUT 'me
YOU vosert A 101 or
3,466,900 Man-hours lost to t h e
State college and New York uni- element" in the whole problem of
M UC
Y.4HAT S100R11N G Pk?
Sze MERE Tiller
mossEy COWSiDEAING vvoLoc,Is
jobs of employees in Chicago's
HAROER
YOU'VE NEVER WORKED
versity. He has done further study race relations, a Jesuit authority
Ntgotii..0 You
TOU HAVE NO
industries.
1N AN At/111Pa MING
?
at New, York university and Case on the subject lipid here.
EXPER1ENCE
This lost time cost Industry nearOFFiCE
Institute of Technology.
Father John TetFarge, S. J., a
ly 57.000.000 based on 92 per manHe is a member of the Delta founder of the Catholic Interracial
hour lost — a conservative estiOmega chapter of Omega Psi Phi Council of New York, and author
of "The Catholic Viewpoint on
fraternity.
The actual figure Is probably
Race Relations," said in an inter.
much higher. the report stated.
view here:
Gets Fellowship
Views.' from the National Safety
"One of the council's basic prim
Council, the United States Bureau
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Joseph L. ciples Is that nothing good can
be
of Tabor Standards and from inHarrison, associate professor of accomplished in this field
unless
surance company statisticians inbiology at Knoxville college has both races wink together."
dicate that the "hidden or Indirect
been granted a National Medical Sitting around a table
and saycoats" of total time lost to a comFellowship effective in September ing "we love you"
does not solve
pany because of an employee's in.
to complete his study toward a the problem, he explained,
"but
jurvitt work, at home, or in traf07
doctor's degree in zoology at the becoming involved in a
326
Common
fic Fee at least four limes as great
State University of Iowa, Iowa task does help to transcend
difCa Om direct cost of the accident.
City.
ferences."

Prof. HERMAN
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Our Opinions
The End Of The Reign Of Terror
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a veritable reign of terror striking fear
everywhere i n the hearts of the people.
They exercised no restraints and had no
regard for the rights and the dignity of
persons called upon to give testimony before them and in full public glare.
An insatiable lust for power and personal elevation had driven them into an
unrewarding search for sins and sinners.
Their ordering was given the authority of
the Holy Writ. But the men who conduct
those Congressional hearings are not stirred by a lofty sense of legislative responsibility; and they are not agitated by a
consuming passion for safeguarding public interests and the national security.
Having no particular marks of distinction even in their own neck of the woods
whence they came, they have resorted to
a theatrical display in which they occupy
the center of stage with all the klieg lights
focussed upon them. Reason: quite obviously to advance their political fortunes
on the ruined reputations of their helpless
victims.
Well, the Supreme Court has put an end
to this terroristic extravaganza. Chief Justice Warren remincKI these wild Congress
men that their "power" to investigate was
"broad but not unlimited," that Songress
was not "a law enforcement or trial agency" and that "investigations conducted
solely for the personal aggrandizement of
the investigators or to punish those investigated are indefensible."
With this judicial admonition the Congressional reign of terror comes to a dramatic end. Long live the Supreme Court!
Long live DEMOCRACY!
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The problems in human relations This status - hunger conditions
are perplexing to man the world judgement on all issues. It makes
over.
for a form of social consciousness
The two-laced effections shown which indicates immaturity a n el
the
with
contacts
the pergola lized
social flattery. In this state of
mechanical, the transitory and the thinking one is not sure of his incommercialized fashions in which tegrity Ind virtue, therefore, he
men deal with men daily are pro- needs the support of flattery. Men
ducing faceless, nameless and neu- will pay much more tor social
ter situations in human relation- prominence than they will for soships.
cial security. The average workThere is a growing tendency to er spends more than he earns for
recognize only those close up to a front only.
us as being human !Jenks. 'I here'. The tension which exists in the
fore, to confront others with hie' community, the state, the nation
man affections is almost impossiand the world had its beginning
ble for them. There is a high emo- in the family, then spread abroad.
tional sensitivity towards those of The problems facing relations bea certain group or race which tween nations and the pronlems
leads to all kinds of indifarences
facing America in racial integraand grudging acceptance to any
tion stems from the high emotionchanges in contacts which will alal sensitivity family and social
ter the status quo. Not only dues
status. Men are more concerned
this high emotional sensitivity
with whom their children assocause exaggerated and fearful preciate and marry than they are
occupation of the minds of people
about what they associate with
socially, civicly and politically but,
and what their children marry.
in
injected
the religious
it is also
DENY THYSELF
lives of men.
Moral and spiritual standards
This type of phobia has its tie•
ginning with the family, especial- are ignored in favor of social and
standings. Man's great
political
ly small ,families. The eagerness
and social exfor recognition and social status anxiety for domestic
to his great
produces class consciousness in clusiveness gives rise
kinds of exclufamily apirations — creates Uie fight for all other
idea that there are only two class. sivenesses.
The highest social mark that any
es of people: high society — those
in a class to themselves socially human family can strvive to reach
and the rest — those who are not, is state of perfection to which any
the low class. The high class is and all men can aspire, a social
symbolized by club memberships, status wlich may seem expensive
residentiLl surroundings and the but in reality is the most inexpensive.
circle of visitors and friends.
......
DENY THYSELF!!
SOCIAL FLATTERY
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LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Ibit by a dog in front of
Life Is Too Short For Simple make romance in the dark a beingHotel
Theresa. But in front of

daytime in the
"A man might only live to be nightmare. Then in the
l
all kinds of almost any farmhouse, a manda
70 or 80," said Simple, "and that the country there are
all is horse- minding his own business is
is too short a time to waste it in flies, but worst of
to be dogbit.
flies.
the country."
'I do not wish to run that risk
never
"What do you mean, waste it "Daddy-e, if you have
10 spending my vacation in TObeen stung by a horsefly, you have
" I asked.
,
in the country'
eountry. Fresh air or no fresh air,„
"I Mean that is too short a time not been stung at all. To tell the I do not want to. get hydrophobia.'
truth, a horsefly does not even
and
goods
better
and
more
country
tog
the
to
going
be
even
to
Enterprise
Pride In
"You exaggerate the dangers'of
services, regardless of the race on vacations," declared Simple. "I sting, it bites. And there are little the country," I said. "Thotiaands
There is a noticeable trend
botbuzzflles,
sandflies,
of the ones seeking to provide do not see any use wasting any old pesky
of city folks go to the hinterlands
among Negro business folk to
them.
of my life in the rurals when I tleflies and waterflies.
•
_c
for vacations."
make their places of business
to
go
to
need
no
see
I
"Man,
All this is proof positive of def- can stay in New York City and
"Hinter, I will not go," IlaTer
more attractive.
inite racial and grctup progress. have four times as much fun. In the country where all them flies Simple. "Let whomsoever wilt gu.
Here in Meniphis there is a May the day be hastened when
Lenox
the country there is nothing to see Is when I can stay right on
but not I. Another thing, there is
small, but growing, and certainly Negroes themselves will complete- but nature.
ave. and be bothered with nothing
country. Rain
important group of Negro-owned ly stop expecting to make headbark is worse no sidewalks in the
whose
barflies
but
'In the city you can look at
comes, wade in the mud. There
and oPerateci businesses which way in business and the profesthan their bite
are no street lights. Dark comes,
peoples. In the country there may
"And speaking of barks, fellow,
The decision to admit Rodney J. Miller, calculated risk whose compulsion, under give evidences of this trend. There sions with less than first - rate
be chickens, but in town there is every farmer in the country has fumble home the best way you
are better appointed offices with goods and services.
a white applicant, as a student at the Agri- the pull of the historical forces, made no a more business-like atmosphere,
can. There are no ticker stores.
the country there is two or three big, bad, loud-barkstores.
cultural and Technical college of Greens- other alternative expedient or desirable. To Some stores look more like gro- There are ways in which each chicks. In
will
which
et
some
dogs,
old
ing
ii
o
e
n
take
I'll
but
"Drink up what you brought with
boro, N. C., was a courageous one. The reject on whatever grounds the application cery-stores should look, and less Individual Negro can help hasten moonlight,
out
just
atranger
coun
the
a
at
rush
Besides,
mine.
taking
for
signs
you, from there on in — get along
faculty deserves the warmest congratula- of a qualified white student would have like junkshops. Some of the better the coining of ttat great day. One
his
tear
to
try
and
walk
quiet
a
"
dangerous
is
try
for
the hest way you can. Just go Orr.
aktiOns for taking a long step toward the amounted to an inexcusably blind repudia- barbershops have a touch of gen- is by showing appreciation
leg off.
or drink spring water, of which I
tion of the broad principle of cultural inte- teel-ness about them. An intreas, the Negro business or profesional "Dangerous?"
Wonset of the new era of enlightenment.
fiercer
more
nothing
is
"There
person who tries to make his place
had enough in my youthhood. Also,
man might get snake-bit,"
No doubt the decision was reached with gration for which we have fought hard and ing number of doctors' and den. of business or office up-to-date.
said Simple, "else stung in the than a country dog, he it fice or it can get so lonesome at night
tists' offices have a bright, cheersome difficulty compounded of misgivings long.
of
one
be
it
let
appredon't
hound.
this
And
show
The best way to
in the country.
a bee or on the elbow by a
Nevertheless, it took fortitude, uncom- ful, efficient, clean, and get-well ciation is by patronizing such a eye by maybe
and dissents that probably gave way to the
even on the bohunk- them bristly-haired mongrel kind, "And who says it is quiet? Criewasp,
preponderance of wiser counsel. While mon clarity of vision to break with the look about them. They are de- place . . . and by helping it to us by a hornet. Oh, no, I do not whose fur stands up like a por- kets chirping, frogs croaking,
partures from the day of looking
North Carolina is in many ways different past. And, this break is a happy augury like
up-to-date.
like country! There are too many cupine when he sees a Negro like mosquities buzzing, cows bawling.
ante-rooms to the graveyard. stay
me coming down the road.
new
T.'s
and
A.
administration
of
the
for
segits
yet
from Mississippi and Georgia,
dogs howling, chickens crowing
In too many instances, a Negro varmints."
Some of the beauty parlors in
regative pattern follows along the line of and scholarly president — Dr. Warmouth these parts are beginning to take who tries to set up a first-class "In the American•countryside," "Sometimes I think country dogs long before day. Oh, no, man, no!
dog
a
seed
I
prejudice.
race
to
educator
the
is
trained
are
who
first
Gibbs
"I can sleep so much better in
Dixie's social traditions. There are reacon a pleasingly pleasant, a n d place of business is dicouraged I said, "there are very few wild
down in Tidewater once, the dark- town with nothing but taxis going
tionaries and rabid racists who are so ir- occupy the presidency in the long history even fancy look about them. And by Negro patrons and customers animals."
he
louder
the
was,
Negro
a
er
his
mistreat
They
"No, but there are mosquitoes,"
by, fire engines sirening, neighrevocably committed to the separation of of the Greensboro institution. The faculty even some of the Negro restau- themselves.
bors cussing, and folks fighting
the two races that they may waft a whis- of this college ranks academically and tech- rants and taverns are permitting place. If it's a restaurant, they said Simple, "and they are vicious would bark.
enough for me. I was setting on "Of course, that dog belonged outside my windows. Them is natpering campaign that could find sympa- nically among the very' best in America. less grease to accumulate and clutter it up with unnecessary
a porch swing wit.h a girl out to a very mean old white man, prat noises. But country noises of
So, Miller could not have made a better se- stay put. Some of 'em are even filth, noise, and lewd behavior.
thetic ears in the state legislature.
Much too frequently a Negro op- In the country dcwn In Virginia 60 I reckon it were trained that things in the dark unseen, them
A. and T. is not a private institution. lection. We congratulate him upon his putting clean tablecloths, out for erated
business place may be one night when a mosquito stung way, to express prejudice. Well, kind of noises can make the hair
It is a land-grant college whose fiscal ap- sound and rugged judgement. It is men of the customers to see, and keeping found which has literally been me so hard I thought the chick anyhow, one reason I do not like rise on your head. I do not like
And
minimum.
a
at
smells
kitchen
propriations are susceptible to all sorts of the stature of Miller and of the intellectual
it might be well to mention in destroyed by the carelessness, ill- had stuck a hatpin in my arm. country Is on account of loose dogs. no noises I cannot spy with my
capricious legislative actions. Reasoning prevision of the faculty at A. and T. that this connection that it was the manners, and even maliciousness "Mosquitoes go for blood. They "In Harlem, dogs have to be eye if I want to, guy — which is
from this premise, it follows that the ad- give contagious warrant of a new day and local Negro undertakers who took of other Negroes who ought to can also make 3 man a nervaus on a lease, else have a muzzle why, let all who wish go to the
parks. coqntry, BUT NOT I' PERIOD!
ministration of Miller is a risk, yes, but a a new deal for the emergent South.
the lead in this trend toward bet- know better . . . and who ought wretch. Z-zzz-zz-z — they sound if they run loose in the
ter appointed and better looking to know or realize that the more like dive bombers. Mosquitoes can and I have heard of nobody yet NOT I!"
Negro business premises. Just there are of first class establishcheck it and see if that isn't true. ments operated by "us", the more
Of course, a number of factors and better jobs, respect, opporhave a bearing on this happy tunities, and progress there will
reports
news
been
(There have
by the armed forces to deny
By ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
trend. Perhaps first and most im- be for "us".
that white GIs in Japan are
merchants and sometimes whole
to the first class,
The armed forces which usual- communities lucrative GI patron• finding more and more doors portant is the fact that the Negro So, here's
business and professional man and clean, thoughtfully and cleanly oply have a lackadaisical attitude
nags when they fall to comely closed to them because of tenwoman are earning more for their erated Negro business establishwith regulations set up by the sion built up over the explosive
toward reports of racial discrim•
goods and services. Second, an in- ments and offices in Memphis ...
case).
Girard
army.
ination or segregation against
and all over. Selah!
But the most surprising part creasing number of Negroes are
It is a very effective means of
Negro personnel off bases, has forcing merchants to cooperate of Gen. Bastion's report was that doing business with them. Third,
Most Negroes who reach mid- the Negro middle-class Dr. Frazier never achieved social acceptanell
.
.
become concerned about condi•
11 other places don't want the the business and professional folk Lightning
with the army.
in the United States dle-class status, says Dr. E. Frank- states: "The single factor that has himself. These are the reasons,
they
what
about
are
more
know
colored
patronage of white or
Secretary Brucker ordered an
ions existing In Japan.
does an estimated $12,000,000 lin Frazier of Howard university, dominated the mental outlook of they claim, that he lashes out so
swamped
with investigation made of conditions GIs and would welcome being doing, and know more about what
Apparently
.
worth of damage to farm build- soon learn to live in a world of the black bourgeoisie has been bitterly.
fourth,
And
Negro
takes.
it
the
limits."
"off
complaints by Negro GIs in the
about which Rep. Powell commake-believe and gradually be- its obsession with the struggle for
I do not agree with this view.
each
year.
during
ings
calendar
demandis
customer
and
patron
about
curious
newspaperman
A
Bastion
E.
Tokyo, Camp Fuji and Camp
plained. Big. Gen. 3.
come insufferable, insipid and in- status. The struggle for status has I was a student in one of his classthe unusual request of merchants
Otsu areas In Japan that bars
had the provost marshall and
expressed itself mainly in the em- es 27 years ago when he taught
significant.
Japanese police make a survey. not to get a share of the miland cabarets either refuse them
Somewhat like hop-heads out on phasis upon 'social life' or 'so- at Fisk. He was an interesting
service or discourage their pa. The findings were surprising not lions of American dollars being
Cloud Nine, most of our high so- ciety'. The concern of the Negro teacher, witty, humorous and detronage, Rep. Adam Powell only to Powell, but to army au- spent by GIs in the area, made
ciety folk are, according to Dr. for 'social' life and 'society' has lightful. Of course, my view may
inquiries.
wrote Secretary of the Army thorities as well.
Frazier, bird-brained brothers who been partly responsible for t h e be biased because he gave me
"It's not that we don't want
According to the report sent
Wilbur Brucker.
run away from the real world of failure of educated Negroes to an A for the course.
American money," one barkeepSecretary Brucker, only inc CaAmong other things, he decontributions
important
A few years ago I was eating
the black masses in order to frolic make
fir mended that all places of enter- baret or bar was found hat ac• er said, "and we're not mad at
within the fields of science or art. breakfast with Mrs. James Welin a fog of foolishness.
tainment that refuse to service
tinily barred Negro GIs alone. the Americans about anythir.
In his new book, "Black Bour- Educated Negroes have been con- don Johnson at Frazier's RestauWe'd juat like to„have a few
However, the report, also stated
Negro troops be placed" off
places where we can be to ourgeoisie," Dr. Frazier states "Ger- stantly subjected to the pressures rant across from the Theresa hothat there are 14 such places
limits," meaning that the place
selves without any Americans
trude Stein would have been near- of the black bourgeoise to conform tel, on Seventh ave. in New York,
which cater to Negro GIs hut
would be closed to all military
around like it used to be a long,
which discourage the patronage
er to the truth if she had said of to its values. Because of the pres- when the Professor joined us for
personnel.
long time ago."
of white GIs.
the black bourgeoisie what she sures some gifted Negroes have a moment. He had just been electThis is a technique employed
said of Negroes in general, that abandoned altogether their artis- ed president of the American Sothey 'were not suffering from per- tic and scientific aspirations, while ciological Society and Mrs. Johnleast five years of work in- the
they were 'suffering from others have chosen to play the son congratulated him and then
secution,
disbecame
you
before
years
10
role of phony intellectuals and ca- made some reference to her late
nothingness.'"
abled. At least a year and a half
Dr. Frazier devotes about half ter to the ignorance and vanities husband's efforts to get learned
of that credit must be for work
the book to the historical devel- of the black bourgeoisie in brder societies to recognize Negroes. Dr.
during the three years just before
Frazier became irritated immedopment of the Negro middle-class to secure 'social' acceptance."
your disability began.
Dr. Frazier has written an im- iately. He told me later that the
and the last half to a description
In addition, you must have a
of the upside down world in which portant book which deserves a lady was always giving her late
disability which, in the words of
the black bourgeoisie lives. He ri- wide audience. His indictment may husband credit for something for
the law, makes you "unable to
dicules the pretensions of "Negro not be as "scientific" as one might which he did not deserve credit.
gainful
' More than 100,000 severely dis- been disabled for six months or engage in any substantial
Dr. Frazier simply has a pasBusiness" and calls it a myth. expect from a former president of
of
kind
the
be
.must
It
activity."
his
with
abled in communities all over the more should get in touch
He charges that the Negro press the American Sociological Society, sion for setting mereeord
which
condition
mental
or
physical
nation will receive their first so- social security office.
hut he gives middle-class brother straight. He abhors sham and presupports the myth.
If he is between 50 and 611 years will show up in a medical examcial security disability insurance
Under the chapter "The Negro hell and that is just what he needs. tense. He is disgusted with the
have
must
it
and
tests,
or
ination
for
eligible
be
may
checks in August, but many other of age, he
Press and Wish-Fulfillment," Dr. My only defense of the Negro false claims made by Negroes and
eligible disabled workers 50 to 65 monthly disability insurance bene- lasted for at least six months and
Frazier writes as follows: "Its ex- press would be that ills designed whites. He feels that it is a crime
long
a
for
continue
to
expected
be
be
may
he
SO,
under
is
he
years of age, have so far failed fits.)!
aggerations concerning the eco- to be a supplement to the general for Negroes who have suddenly
time.
indefinite
and
security
social
his
have
to
eligible
to make application to their social
nomic well-being a n d cultural press and not a substitute for it. gotten out of the breadlines to
If any disabled person you know
record frozen to protect his fusecurity offices.
achievements of Negroes, its em- Its exaggerations are like those throw away their fortunes and tatuneligible
be
might
he
that
feels
payments,
disability
to
right
ture
disabled
been
Those who have
phasis upon Negro "society" all of labor press or religious press eats in imitating the equally stupid
of the
ior work for a long time must and also his and his family's rights der the disability provisions
tend to create a world of make- in that they are special-interest Babbitts of Main at.
get
should
he
Act,
Security
Social
benefits.
survivors
and
will
old-age
to
they
or
30,
June
The only regrettable thing about
AP apply before
believe into whieh the black bour- media for those whose interests
,
lose their rights to these hew To get social security disability in touch with his nearest social
geoisie can escape from its in- are ignored in the general press. Dr. Frazler's boot is that DO many
office before June 30, 1957
security
or
50
age
at
benefits
insurance
members
of middle-class to whorls
payments.
benefit
Some critics have charged that
feriority and inconsequence in
phone, or in person. If
the book is addressed have not
Any severely disabled person over, or to have your social se- by letter,
frustrated,
bitter,
a
is
Frazier
Dr.
load
society."
...
upstairs
American
But
a
anything
get
have
...
not
may
"She
else may
who has worked under social se- curity record frozen. you must he is not able, someone
; In concluding his indictment of middle - class profeuor who has learned to read, not books• anyway.
of that ',skean!"
him. curity for at least five years has have social security credit for at make the contact for
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The democratic process, as vouchsafed
by fundamental constitutional guarantees,
was sagaciously vindicated by the Supreme
Court when it reversed, by an overwhelming majority, the conviction of John T.
Watkins, a Midwestern labor leader, for
contempt of Congress.
Our concern, however, is not with Mr.
Watkins' personal victory, but with a larger
and more significan,t issue: the curbing of
the rambunctious Congressional Committees which have been gnawing at the foundations of democracy. The ceiling on their
disordered authority came none too soon.
There can be no doubt as to the legitimacy of Congressional investitative committees to probe into matters incidental to
public welfare; nor can there be justifiable
objections to their quest for appropriate
remedial legislations. It is, however, their
constant usurpation of judicial functions
that were never meant for them and their
Akinsistent invasion of private rights that
.1711ave brought consternation even to the
most fanatical patriots.
Hiding behind their Congressional immunities, the investigative committees
have revelled in wholeslle character assassinations to justify their fishing expeditions. Witnesses after witnesses have been
badgered, intimidated and affronted. The
Committees' inquisitorial methods had the
ominous character of an irresponsible partisan military tribunal bent on reckless
liquidations of the innocent and the guilty
alike. Their language was intemperate,
abusive to the point of nausea. These inquisitors left, in the wake of their rampage,
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By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON

Carolle became one of his leading
malls and also an instructress in
HOLLYWOOD — Here are a
his charm school.
.eouple of thumbnail sketches on
CAROLLE IS TOPS
two of Hollywood's new faces, that
Carolle, still carries her charm
• ,have followed the time worn script, and
is a wonderful girl, whose
;of having to go away and come
fortune in pictures is well on the
back again, before anyone realized
road to being made. Born in
that they had acting ability and
Thomaston. Ga., She attended For
,talent.
Valley State College and studied
Tommie Moore, who has gone
home econcmics. But modeling was
"BAND OF ANGELS" the verY
from "Band of Angels," to "Tenher first love; and she was one of
interracial film that stars Clark
, der Fury," had been with us for
the first of her race to model furs
some time, in one capacity or anGable and I'voune De Carlo is
She
cencentrated
chieflg
on
fashother—but it took a long time and
set for world premiere soon. The
ion,
rather
than
photographic
modmany trips to all parts of the
picture, most of which was shot
world, before she was finally re- eling and has avoided posing for
on location in Baton Rouge, La.,
•
cheesecake
pictures.
•
turned to Hollywood, to play, for
also features veteran actor Sidney
When Director Walsh saw her
the past four years, the part of
Pottier and newcomer Carolle
Andy's girl friend in the Amos 'n' photo in a newspaper, he sent for
There are other
Drake, left.
her to portray Michele in ';Band
Andy radio series.
Sepians in the cast including Russ
In tht two forementioned screen of Angels," and arranged four
Evans, center who won berts in
plays, you II have a chance to see weeks study in Warner Bros. studio
the Warner Brothers' spectacular.
and hear her, Tommie is fiVe feet dramatic schocl. When the film
On right, Tommie Moore, who
tall and fun-loving, born in Long test was given her, she passed with
appears in the role of "Dollie" is
high
praise
from
W.:Ish.
Beach, California, she was named
shown with show's female star,
Carollc,
who
is
rather tall, 5 feet
Tomiwitta, because her father had
Yvonne DeCarlo in a more or
,. hoped for a boy tori was set on 9, plans to continue her acting caless exciting "too tight" or "bus.
reer,
but
will
not
abandon
her
naming him Thomas
tle" scene. Because of the very
Miss Moore attended John Muir high-paying modeling work. "This
careful handling of the picture's
is
a
beautiful
role,"
said
high school in Pasadena and wog
Carolle,
Interracial aspect, plus fact that
every opportunity to appear in "and I am grateful for the oppormost of it was filmed in 1,01.1is•
school plays. Intent on an acting tunity of playing it. It carries a
1TTA BEN'. — Mississippi Vo- Laboratory school.
Lana Dixie censors may okay it
career, she shortened her name great message and is very timely. cational college held its first AlThe clinic was first in a serics for their screens. Pis has, of
to 'Tommie' following her gradu- I am lucky to be able to begin My umni Clinic recently as an edu- of educational services tor
the course, the perennial steamboat
ation, and joined a group of Negro. actIng career With Such a strong cational service for its graduatet continuing development of
the al- scene, always acceptable below
actors whose productions were pop- part."
on campus at the L. S. Rogers umni
Mason and Dixon line.
ular, but financially unsuccessful.
Later she went to New York and
tried her luck, joining up with
Powell Lindsay, a stage producer
who took several Broadway shows
to the South, with Negroes in the
• casts. Tommie starred in the role
of "Claudia," and in "Night Must
Fall," and "Murder Without
Crime."
HITS BROADWAY DATE
In 1905, she got her first Broadway role in "Beggar's Holiday."
With her savings she went to Paris to live and study, and
found
work at the Houef Sur La Toit, a
cabaret staging French and American plays for the customers. While
she was 'the only Negro in the
Ivory Joe Hunter the piano first job was with Slim Jenkins
troupe, she stayed on for two stylist-composer is considered a in Oakland. He had gigs in
all
years.
prize catch by Atlantic Records the San Francisco clubs and then
Orson Welles Sass' her in the for which he now records after cleaned up in Hollywood (The
cabaret and engaccd her to work having appeared on several other Oasis, Radio Room, Crystal Bowl,
in his company polling on two labels including his own, "Ivory Cricket Club, etc.).
plays, "The Blessed" and
h e Joe Records."
Ivory Joe made his first record
Damred," at the Edward VII
Recording is nothing new to in 1945 in Oakland. He had startTneatre.
Ivory Joe. Nor is music. Recent ed his own label and called it
Tommie returned to Pasadena guest star appearances on tele- Ivory Records. His first
release
after this run and four years ago vision including the Ed Sullivan was a song of his
entitled "Blues
began appearing regularly on the show; radio's Monitor and other At Sunrise."
AMOS and Andy show. She
can outlets have increased his popu- The most notable thing about
look forward to other important larity but only among those who
Ivory Joe is that he is an artistmotion picture roles, as she feels never chanced to hear his records
composer. Hhis fame rests as
(hat 1917 is her lucky year. We or see the guy in person.
solidly on his achievements as a
certainly hope so.
"Almost all my early memories writer of songs as it does
on his
"""Another brown skinned beauty, have a connection with music,"
as a singer.
-Who has hit her mark in this pie- Ivory remarked in conversation accomplishments
Every
one of his big hits has
'tore business is. Carolle Drake. a recently.
been material which he created
krmer model, who has made the
His father, Dave Hunter, was a for himself. It is interesting
that
big step from modeling to that of guitarist, his mother
was a spirit- so many other sineers should he
acting in films.
ual singer, and both parents en- equally taken by them,
so that
—Miss Drake's debut in nintion couraged the
musical 'earnings today most of his records are
CALYPSO SINGER Lord Flea,
pictures comes In the part of an of their children.
Ivory Joe was immediately "covered" by other
kneeling at right with guitar,
attractive slave working in the born in Kirbyville.
Texas, and artists.
with his calypso crew, prepares
Angela." a role that would test he recalls
that the house in which
As a writer, Ivory Joe is very
to board a Pan American
the ability and talent of the most he
lived as a boy was alwLvs prolific. In two weeks last
year
experienced player.
filled with music. He had nine he turned out 29 songs.
The songs
Carolle began her modelirc, ca- brothers
and four sisters, and in just flow out of him, he says,
-seer in New York. after having
the evening they would sit down "I Need You So" and "I
Almost
been teen by Ed Brandford, who
with their parents and sing. The Lost My Mind"
were written
,saw her in an Urban League cosharmonies they made caused (words and music) in a
tume ball, and invited her to work
space of
for him. Mr. Brandford was op- people from miles around to come 15 minutes' time.
and listen. Ivory Joe says advice' Most of Ivory Joe's lyrics
have
..ezating the first Negro modeling
agency in the United States. and from his ma and dad have been an optimistic quality to them,
of )invaluable service to him in They reflect the composer's
hap.
IVORY JOE HUNTER
his rise to the top as a musician. Py, outgoing spirit. "The
songs
4
When he was barely 20, Ivory that have always appealed
to, me
Joe formed his own band in Dieu- most are those that come to grips
NEW YORK — Three outstanyl
1
mont. In 1936, he moved to Hous- with real, true-to-life situations. 1
mg Negro performers will have
;on with this band where they That is what I conspicuously
sueprincipal roles in the Guy Lomwere in continual demand at the cessful because he has always
bardo spectacular production of
best clubs. He was held over at been able to find the right melody
the Uptown Tavern for five years. for his words. Invariably it
"Show Boat."
has \
By 1942, Ivory Joe had decided to a simple but memorable 'quality
The famed Jerome Kern—Oscar
I
try his luck outside the Lone Star that sticks with the listener
Hammerstein 2nd, musical extraafter ,
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
State, and went to California. His the first hearing.
vaganza based on a novel by Edna
HOLLYWOOD — Louis A r m•
Ferber, and starring Andy Devine
JOHNSON
strong, opened at Frank Sennes• in love with her husband, wanted
in the role of C;mtain Andy
Moulin Rouge theatre-restaurant to sell her home here,
and
DETROIT — Miller and Gibson's year I will be, as I've never been Hawkes, presented at the Jones
...Oat night, and practically blew the South America and make go to
Stadium, nightly
a homel
1"Highlights" will definitely open so many different names in all Beach Marine
-place apart — Old Satchmo. was for the man she loved.
through September 7.
She was
at his excellent best and stayed es-en willing to give up an estabin Atlantic City, July 2. I get it lily
Veteran performer, Wiliam C.
Althougth I had planned it closeSmith,
on for over one hour, before any- lished career, and follow
as a
from the lady herself.
will once again return to
McGrath
By AL MONROE
surprise to even those very
one realized that he had privately from country to country. Perhaps,
I the rote of•"Joe" in this season's
Incidentally, it was nice seeing
to me, .Nat King Cole, my old presentation.
taken over a very good show. The it is better that she found
The part is by no
out
Val Talley, Clinicce Townsend classmate, was to slip into the
cabarets and show here in Holly- now, rather than at a later date,'
DINAH WASHINGTON, this cor- and Ines Clinscales-Faikir on the 1 town with his wife Marie for just means unfamiliar to Smith
wood, are beginning to feature the when all was lost.
ner's favorite blues chirper may sceen Sunday. As the song goes, two hours to put in an appearance having played it more times than
big name stars as headliners in
any other bass.
On the other hand, Ma Ray Hut- have added a gold mine to her "It seemed like old times."
. at the Latin Quarter last Sunday
competition with thoie big shows
Another prominent personality
ton's estranged husband, Randy act. — sLAPPy ,WHITE, who is
interestnight. The following was given returning
Arthur Bravo was so
en Vegas,
to the fabulous LombarBrooks. a former band leader, is , part of. the Washington touring ed
Barbara
,
in
to me by my landlord, Jose Al- do production at Jones Beach this
the singing of
Louise will be followed by Anna asking
for e3.50 separate main- "package" believes he Ilas bought
Wilson, he dashed backstage aft- veranga:
Marie Alberghetti, Danny Thomas
season will be Helen Dowdy, who
as he is no longer able interest in a gold mine out on West er her first chorus and said,
, and ma.ty others
Dear Ziggy: No one came by will again give her inimitable porLena Horne tenanee.
to support himself, having lost the Coast. TELEVISION
VIEWERS "Ziegfield, what have you been to take my message for your prois still packing them in at the use
trlyal of "Queenie." With a father
of his left arm and leg.
• are wondering, to no avail; WHAT holding back from me? Count gram. Want
Ambassador Hotel, and Cab Calloyou to know I am hailing from the Virgin Islands,
Ina has worked very hard, and HAPPENED to the adv,ertised ap• 'me in, she s got
way and his Cotton Club Revue it
with you all the way. Give my a mother straight from South Caroit."
at the Royal Nevada Hotel in Veg. stood by her man, but now he pearance of harry Belafonte on
Comedian Pat Taylor looking love to all the pretty little girls lina and Helen, herself, a native
as. Larry Steele is preparing a is asking the court to enjoin her CBS-TV two Sundays ago.—WIRES at the inscription on the plaque and fellows in the show. Success of New York City, she originally
frbm
returning
their
to
$75.0001
SENT
out from this desk brought given to me by the Idlewilders is the fruits of honest labor. Headnew show here in L. A., which will
set out to become a concert artopen in Vegas during the next Northridge home, where he is liv- I no satisfying explanation of why and presented by the president ing back to the coast from here, ist. She Wag chief soloist with the
mg. Ins it present is living in Harry failed to show. — DITTO
Sunnie Wilson and Sadye Johnson would be there if it weren't for famous Eva Jessye Choir and the
few weal' By the wa y, after Las Vegas, where she and her all- EDDIT
HEYWOOD on the Spec- and said, "Jim, they sure love my show Monday night emanating late George Gershwin sought
watching Larry put his troupe
her
tacular (NBC-TV) last Saturday you..,
through their paces, I can now girl orchestra are working.
from the West Coast. Groups of unusual talents for the part of the
It will be interesting to see, night.
See, Wily he has come up with
Without fiends how could any luck and everything.
"Strawberry Woman" when the
what else, Randy Pill allege, if he .SFUNNY WHAT Hollywood man get
such wonderful shows.
Signed, Nat King Cole, Chez famous composer was casting
along in this big old
•••
loses this first bout.
makeup artists can do to change world? My
Paree, Chicago.
Gene
son-in•law
"Porgy and Bess." She has played
looks and charm of an actress.— Wright came over to assist my Chicagoan Cinemascope Basco
feel for Terry Moore, who has
prominent roles in "Rhapsody in
POINT AT It %ND is Dorothy Dan- daughter in her chores on my making an impression on some
fled a divorce suit in Satita Mon. n
of Black," "Cabin In The Sky,"
r
s appearance in a television School of the Theatre musicale the Powell models but little does "Mamba's Daughtera," the 1946
Ica against her husband million- Way" is a synonym for Broadway it ridge's
!ire Charles McGrath
eharg: is supposed to have been coined movie (an oldster) recently as a and said "What do you want me he know that the word "one night revival of "Show Beat," "Kiss Me
ing him with "Notorious associa- In about 1901 by 0. J.• Gude who
to do? And my reply Was just stand "don't fare too well hefe in Kate," "Mrs. Patterron" and all
tire'' and 'Illicit relations' with was engaged In the advertising
Petroleum is produced in 26 of 1"be my guest." After Sunday the Motor City Thank you, Mr. subsequent productions of "Porgy
other women. Terry, who was SO I business.
the United States.
night, his remarks were, "next Kelly.
I and Bess."
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Ivory Joe HunterSays Hard Work,
Early Paternal Advice, His Tonic
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ami International airport on a
sort of reverse lend-lease proi•
ect. The Lord Flea group is
making a series of appearanc•

es in Jamaica. one of the
Caribbean islands which gave
birth to the catchy calypso
melodies.

Helen Dowdy, Wm. Smith'
In Lombardo's 'Show Boat'
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HELEN DOWDY
Another familiar figure to Broad- as previous productions of ' Huss
way and movie audiences who will of Flowers," "Inside USA," "South
make his first appearance in Pacific" and 'Fintan's Rainbow."
"Show Boat" this season is Albert His versatility was highlighted by
Popwell in the part of "Dahomey appearances with Katherine Du
King." Mr. Popwell recently re- ham and Pearl Primus. In mov
ceived critical kudos for his danc- he has played in "The Joe Lou
ing in this season's "Shinbone At Story" and "The Harder TIalli7
ley" and "Mr. Wonderful," as well ,Fall."
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The U. S. aircraft carrier Saratoga measures 187 feet from water-

Elect D Stokes Wilberforce President

Tennessee

Succeeds Late
Dr. (harks Hill

from Omaha, Neb., where he conJOHNSON CITY
ducted quite a successful revival,
By CORTLAND It. RHEA
!
Rev. W. P. Wagner occupied the and was blessed with many conpulpit of Friendship Baptist church verts.
Youth Day was observed at Libon June 9, Rev. Wagner conductWILBERFORtE, Ohio — Dr. supported Wilberforce univet sits
ed the service at Shiloh Baptist erty CME church. The young peochurch in Kingsport, Tenn., on the ple had charge of the services the
Rembert E. Stokes, a native of separated in 1947.
prinDavis,
Prof.
T.
day.
entire
Bight of June 12,
Dayton, Ohio, was elected 16th
The third action taken at th,
P,oi. Harold Murray has return- cipal of South Jackson Grammar
president of Wilberforce university board session came in the torn
speaker
the
for
guest
school
was
atwhe're
Chicago,
he
Ill.,
ed from
at the annual meeting of the beard of a statement from Bishop S. I.
tended the University of Chica- the morning service. The evening
Greene, chairman of the Genera
of trustees here recently.
service
was
an
exclimaxed
by
student.
Fellowship
as
a
go,
Dr. Stokes has served for six Board of the AME church. In th
Miss Freddie Williams has gone cellent local talent program.
university's
of
statement, the prelate said t h .•
the
years as dean
Prof. and Mrs. W. P. Newbern
Payne Theological seminary and church would take immediate ster
to New York.
Ira Jones is on the sick list and their two sons, W, P. Jr.,
had been acting head of the school to eliminate the remaining indebI
and little Marvin motored to Li..•
since the death of President edness.
as a patient in the hospital.
The Langston High school, sen- banon, Tenn., last week to spend
Charles L. Hill in December. 1956.
A report of George II. Valentin..
Two other events occurred at the secretary - business manager. di
ior class roll for 1957 is as fol- a few days with Mrs. Newbern's
mother,
and
leave
the
children
lows: M. R. Dudley, B. J. Gilleshoard meeting One was the adop- closed that the indebtedness ha
pit, B. J. Johnson, treasurer, C. there, then she (Mrs. Newbern)
tion of a resolution to accept a been reduced from $99.534.60 at ti
went
to
Nashville,
Tenn.,
to
take
C'. Rhea, secretary, P. R. Rut$112,347 appropriation by the state. close of the last school year t
son, who delivered the Baccarents and friends at the re- ' school. Left to right are Dr.
DR. W. K. PAYNE, president,
ledge, A. A. Stevenson, vice pres- a six week's course at the A&I
The state grant was in compen- the present $47,258.43.
laureate sermon.
following
Cobb,
Mrs.
the
college,
ception
Montague
State
P.
A.
BarSavanState
77th
Savannah
W.
'
university.
Prof.
Newbern
ident, J. A. Stevenson, W. D. Boyd,
Wilberforce currently Is In tk
sation for what has been termed
calaureate
Patteralumni,
will
go
Rev,
to
e
par•
services
receives
P.
Patterson,
A.
at
th
Ga.,
Nash
nah,
Memphis
for
treatC. W. Brady, H. D. Brady, W. 1'.
a "moral claim" which originated midst of a $.5u0,000 capital caps'
ments
at
the
Veterans
hospital.
Let
J.
president,
Bridwell, F. Evans,
when the state school and church- sions drive which began in Ma..
us pray for the family for God's
L. Hall, J. E. Wagner, C. Warthem.
lix, D. A. Young, T. G. Young, guidance over•
••
assistant secretary, and A. C.
Long. Rev. E. W. Norris deliver- JACKSON
ed he baccalaureate sermon for By MRS. GEORGIA MCVEIGH
Mrs. Diner Cook had a party
DAWSON
7t41.
the 1957 Senior Class of Langston
Well we are happy to say that
B, ems,
for the Red Circle Girls and the
By BEATRICE FAIR
N RINGGOLD
Hiah school.
the time has conic for our sweet
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bell Mantic,
PONTOTOC
. Sunshine Band Friday night
Mrs. M. L. Dagner is on the girls and boys men and
Sunday was pastor's day at Ft.
An unusual and interesting meet- ncss but has proven her ability
women
Mrs. Erlean Dukes died in Pon-I of Carbondale, Ill, are visiti•
Worthy Matron, Mrs. Esther
sick list.
wine
years.
She
who have been cooped up in school James AME church. Alter Sunthe
during
totoe Community hospital la st their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Walker had a call meeting for the ing was held in the home of Prot. in and
Mr. and Mrs. Clenzo Miles. and for nine months, to
school. pastor Jefferson Eastern Stars Saturday evening. and Mrs. J. B. Moore Mon- in the Business Department of sev- Thursday night. She leliVeS 1.0 'Matthews and Mr. and Mrs. Day •
have a fine day
eon Avery, have returned to Wash- recreation program. How
JefferRev.
message.
the
colleges.
brought
nice!
day morning when retired teach- eral
cladldnrend, Slade.
hme°rurnmohtelirerpaasnsding
Mrs. Linghton joined with us.
ington, D. C., abcompanied by
Mrs. Mabel Golden, is supervis• son was accompanied by his wife.
•• •
The families of Mrs. I.iszie Ger.
ers from this parish organized and
father
Those who attended the tune.
Mrs. Annetta Smith.
or of Recreation and Mrs. Jessie
Crop:
At Hopewell Baptist Sunday DEVALLS BLUFF
Miss
Martha
many
and
of
planned activ ities for the future.
two brothers and other relatives of Mr. Carter Thompson from o
Johnson City was host to the Bethel is assistant Seoervisor
Sept
by
order
the
was
called
to
01'41
consoled
school
being
still
Committees
Means
were
of
are
Ways and
and friends.
By DEMORMUS THOMAS
of-town were his sons. Charlie a
"Leadership Training Congress" Recreation, Prof. J. P.
Bingham, Dickson. We had a large attend.
Mrs McGuffey and children have Ernest and families from Chicas
Tiie Rosie Arc club met in the eected. Plans were suggested passing of their loved ones last
of the Bethel Baptist District from is Instructor of Rhythms. Will pore.
o
lose
t
w
we
Prikcipat
consideration.
do
Seldom
week.
their
for
returned after visiting relatives Buford and Jessie Thompson
home of Mrs. Georgia Stidhani
June 3 to 7 which was held at write the full deteils
a which was enjoyed very much by objectives of the organization were Christian women of this type so in Kentucky.
of the variRev. Gerald and wife. h
Flint, Mich. and Lonnie Thome:
Thankful Baptist church with Rev. ous activities next
week. The se mother and brother motored to all. A nice prize was won by Mrs. outlined. Then officers for t
s closely together. Mrs. Germany
Leonard Ilayden is not doing so from Buffalo, N. Y. Oilier re
F, Birchette, jr., host pastor. programs of the activities
are be- Marlin. Texas Saturday and re- Eftie Curlett.
year wete elected and their duties was a loving wife and moher, Miss well at this writing.
tires are Messrs. Thomas, Luc,The officers are as follows: Rev. ing held at Lincoln Park,
Merry turned Sunday afternoon
Mrs. Leahman Stange of Mt. and Beatrice Jones and fain
Mrs. Henry Newson and Miss discussed. Judging from the inter- Cross WAS a loving daughter and
H. Stokeley, president Rev. High apd Washington - Douglas
BYPU was called to order by Bobbie L. liarris have returned est and enthusiasm shown, this sister. Both had many, Many rela- Vernon, N. Y. sent a beautiful from
Memphis: Melvin and V
(
0
73. B. Gaines, vice president, Rev. schools.
'William
President al. Wilsen.
home from the State Sunda y promses to be a very useful tives and friends who a r bouquet of flowers In memory of non lhompon of Memphis; 1 •
J. F. Birchette, Jr., dean, Miss
The Sewing Circle of I.iberty
Mrs. Issac Mae Cook of Dallas Scnool and BTU Congress held in group that refuses to let their re• grieved over their passing.
father
away
who
passed
Mar.
lie, Cibbie and R. L. Thompson
her
Faye Ruffin, secretary, and Mrs. CME church, celebrated
Our niece, Mrs. Mildred Goud•
its 44th visited in the home of Mr. and Texarkana, Ark.
tirenient hamper them, nt prevent
31 to the Second Baptist church. 'Hernando, Miss.; Clarence S i
E W. Norris, treasurer.
anniversary Sunday afternoon, Mrs. Garrett Campbell Sunday.
surgery fairly well
the
stood
useful,
chaux
in
engaging
from
them
lovely
William
Howard
A
Mrs.
mons, Ernest and Willie „I on'
Children's
and
Day p r o
Mr.
Men's Day was observed at followed with a tea in the
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Crowder and gram was held at Mt. Olive Bap• helpful activities.
basebut Is not pass the serious illness Ingram of Beloit, Wis. are visit- from Holly
Springs; B. A. and
Tnankful Baptist church on the aft-, ment of the church
of
all
from 4 to 6 Mr. and Mrs. Melton Bell.
The Youth Group of teenagers stage yet. As the children say "We ing Mrs. Ingram's parents, Mr. thur Lee Woods and family is
ernoon of June 9 by the rendition ' p.m. The proceeds were $40. Mrs. New Mexico are visiting relatives list church, June 9. Mrs. Julia
are still praying and "pulling" for and Mrs. Willie Bell.
showing
inare
still
•
Howard
YWCA
was
in
the
in
Memphis.
charge.
of a program. Prof. P. E. Christ- Emma Myles, president.
in Dawson.
s ••
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Hurry's terest and doing a remarkable her. Fortunately she is now able
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Listenbee of
man Was the principal speaker.
Mr. Hardy Marshall, formerly of
moGilson
is
all
worst
Mrs.
the
Boyd
that
appreciate
Mr. and
grandchildren, Ntary Ann and Eu- amount of work in Art, Home- to
Beloit, Wis. are visiting Mr, and LUMBERTON
The music was furnished by the Chicago, died Monday
mornine, tored to Dallas to visit Mr. and
eRoacrke visiting them snaking. Music, Jewelry making over. It is hard to determine who Mrs. Listenbee's mother and faBy NANCV FOWLER
Men's Chorus. Prof. D. R. Reed June 17, 1957 at the home of his Mrs. David Daniel.
operas
through
the
most
suffered
front Little
and other activities of their sether, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bell.
was chairman.
father, Mr, Eugene Marshall. We
Mr. NtePrice of Dallas w a s
her
husband
or
her
or
Miss
she
lion.
Della Lee Marsh from I
lection during the Y•Teen Instruc•
Father's, day program was held
Mrs. Josephine Soloman has re- extend our heartfelt sympathy 'xi home an vacation visiting his fain ayune, Miss, is visiting in i
lion period this month The girls, mother.
at Second Baptist church last Sun.
turned from lila Bens, Miss., Mr. nasshall and family.
seeopportunity
of
ily.
We
had
the
home
of
her aunt and uncle, a .
their instructors and the staff of
where she was engaged in school
day night.
There was a Cat and Kitten Tea
Sirs. M C. Price spent the week
and Mrs. Hubert March.
•••
the YWCA deserve no little credit ing throueh the beautiful, modern.
work,
given on the Lawn of Hikdreth end in Dallas with her husband
and
Mr.
furnished
of
home
well
for this month of free instruction
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Ban •
air and Mrs. Arthur Belford, Clime Sunday afternoon
CANTON
Hopewell Bible School wa a a
from 4 to
in whatever type of activity se. Mrs. Piper Coleman last evenint.
front Hattiesburg spent a few ho '
By B. H. WARNADO
from Lyons, Ga., have spent a 7 p in, Each member was
asked great success with 68 in attend BARTON
even
the
car
so
beautiful
is
It
different
girls.
lected by the
visiting in the homes of his i
few days in the city with Mrs. to give $1.00, each child 25c. The ance. The white teachers w er e
BY JULANIE LAMPKIN
Henry Bell Cooper, Exalted Rid- sisters and his daughter,
The Summer schools being con• port is modern.
Relford's parents, Mr. and Mrs. money raised was
Min
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil R. Surnney ducted are meeting many needs
given to the Rev. Baggett. Mrs Ackers. Mrs.
The lone man in the group of er of Excelsior Lodge No. 834, I. Jean. His
son, Hollis, jr., is i
Carl Briscoe.
pastor to help him pay on the Osburn, Mrs. Seals, Mrs. Lockwool of Bartow have announced the en• here where boys and girls some Baton Retirants in yesterdays B. P. 0. E. of W. attended the
•••
Bing in Laurel, Miss.
debt he owes on the chairs and and Mrs. Tanner. Colored ,teach• easement of their daughter, Miss times do not properly finish pre- meeting. Mr. T. .1. Jordan, hnd Elks State convention at Natchez
JACKSON
Mrs. Willie Bell Pettere, bet
ers were Mrg.'Diekson, Mrs. nor. Annie R. Surnney, to Mr. Willie scribed.cpurses during the regular many plans for the activities of last week. Other delegates were
in the fellowship room.
tables
By MRS. GEORGIA MCVEIGH
There was 29 men who site Fa- non and Mrs. Matthews. Everyone H. Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs. session, and have this means of the group. We are thinking of Clyde Johnson, Prof. Samuel A. known as Miss Smith, who I e
Birthday Club entertained Mrs. ther's Day breakfast
came the bride of Edward Jost t
Willie L. Anderson of Bartow.
in the Fel- enjoyed themselves.
askine him to donate land for a Gathings.
making •Itp requirements.
Bertha Mallon her birthday. June lowship room at
Peters, visited her mother I t.
Miss Surnney, is a graduate of
Berean last
Frank A. Cottrell is on leave
'Retired teachere building a n d
.
Carmichael
spaces
A.
Blanks
Mrs.
are
G.
now
out
with
and
Dr.
S, in the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. Sundpy. It was amazing
to see from Germany visiting his parents Jefferson County Training If g Ii
nlarground" since he could so attended the North Mississippi Sunday and her husband's sist •
Anderson, 511 S. Liberty st. Games what success
Mrs. Lucille Washington's t .
school, Louisville, (;a., and a for-,fnoorminnaaM
was had. Then we Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cottrell.
s easily do this.
teedsforofdifdfelfrfeenret nptosi°tfiorinese'lo
medical meeting at Carver's point,
were played and the prizes went had an excellent
grandsons, Billy and Pudding, i
••
nice student of Paine college in
Stinclay school
Mr, and Mrs. William Dunn of state park last Wednesday.
be held in the National Associato Mrs. Ezell Robinson, Mrs. Ma- after which we heard
returning to Washington a f t i
a dynamic add arkaneaa GRDY JUNE St G Augusta, and will be ao August tion of College Women for the next Carolina Street left on their tisuel
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Tolliver had'
bel Hurt and Mr. Earl Anderson. sermon by the pastor,
graduate of Albany State college. three years. We are urging a II Summer vacation trip to northern as theire recent house guest, airs. spending a long vacatiorr w
Rev. Camp WEST HELENA
After which the club members. bell, from "The Father
her.
Albany, Ga.
Who Had
By S'ADIE E. BLAKELY
branches to fill them at once and and eastern sections this week.
J. L. Allen and her charming little
sang "Happy Birthday" to Mrs. A Favorite Son." We
Anderson is also a graduate of send to chairman of nominating
should think
Mrs. Sic Hasley will be leas'
Little Gloria Jean Brady of Madaughter, Mildred of Columbus,
Bertha Hall. The cake was cut
much on favoritism.
for Washington to attend h
rianna, Ark., was a recent ski. the Jefferson County Training High committee, that all may he'in orby Mrs. Hall. Mrs. Robinson pre• •
tor of her uncle, James Brady school and of the Fort Valley State der for this summer's session. Co!
Ruby C. Boyd was called daughter Rosie's wedding.
sented the beautiful gifts to Mrs. CLARKSVILLE
college, Fort Valley, Ga., and is lege women are generally peacteof this city.
Rev, W. D. Jones died June
to Nets Orleans to the bedside of
B. Hall, andthen a party plate,
By EDWARD II. BROWN
Floyd B. Brinkley of the Army now a student at the theological al, so we are sure this will he MO
her sister, who was critically in- after being rushed to the Lau
wag served with fruit punch and
on furlough seminary at Anderson, Ind.
here
was
Force
Air
done
in
the
ime.
earliest
possible
accident.
automobile
hoT
sphietaslwoenetJB
an
Caljured
in
Charlie Washington 304 N.
unceulal4h. eNho
The Garrett Hollinsworth Post
cake to the following members:
otiice
r ssoofg .
The wedding will be an event time.
wife and child.
Miss RachleA.rePyr ofiliCeo ag neral arrangements at a later da
vin ave., an employee of MonaMr. and Mrs. Garlin Collins, Mrs. No. 978 VFW and its Ladies Auxil- to see his
Bell Williams recent- of .luly 14 at the Ebenezer CME
Annie
Miss
teenagers
Baton
are
Rouge
feelaccident.
automobile
in
an
jured
Co.,
reBottling
hens Coca Cola
Lola Hampton, Miss Lucille Bent- iary won another Community Sere,
visited her sitter. Mrs. Alice church in Bartow.
ing proud of the many new activ- ceived a 10 year service award
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A fashion sewing progra,m kit
Charles Smith, director of ,t h
for the Federatfon by
Federation's junior department, at developed
Vogue, contains among other
the convention meeting held hen things a suggested wegdrobe fur
in Asheville, at the Hotel Battery the clubwoman — for home enPark.
tertaining, meetings, or for any
In making the announcement, of the other activities of her busj
the Federation officers stated that day.
Sewing hints, fabric sugges,
"Vogue Pattern Service, which
ASHEVILLE, N. C. — A nation- prepared the fashion sewing pro- lions, costume accessorizing, sect
al sewing contest in which thou- gramfor the Federation this year, material for panel discussions on
contesdt, with19‘5v8in: sewing are also included in the
sands of members of the Goner- will sponsor the
kit.
eta d sthad
in
to be announce
al Federation of Women's clubs They
Over 3,000 clubs with a memer
e-tthhee F
will participate, was announced by test will be released boyf
bership of several hundred thouMrs. W. Bradford Cushman, chair- eration at the opening of the fall sand women are expected to participate in the program.
man, crafts division, and M r s. club season.

•

Vogue Opens
National Needle
Competition
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i While whirling around on the Little Rock, Ark. chapter of
Merry Go Round, the following Links. Mrs. Walker and Mrs. Lsh
bits of interesting news came our left by plane Thursday; Mrs. Kelso and Miss Gentry left via Easway.'
,
tern airlines Wednesday. . .and
LITTLE KAREN ROSE
J. E. Burke of Forrest City, Ark,
WILSON CHRISTENED
, Last Sunday was an eventful who is the delegate from the
day in the household of Defender Memphis chapter, left Wednesday
Editor' and Wife, Mr. and Mrs. by train.
L. Alex Wilson, as their pride VISITORS
and joy, little Karen Rose Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. DeBerry Able and
W115 formally christened at Ern- Mr. Duncan Able, all of Detroit,
.,nel Episcopal Church at the Mich., had a delightful stay in
;10 o'clock service. The bouncing Memphis visiting their brother
• little charmer performed inagni- and family, the Emerson Ables on
:ifierty through it all, and was Speed Street.
:beautifully attired in a long heir- The A'oles were entertained by
loomn christening dress of beatiti- old friends of Orange Mound, toe
:ful batist!, with appliques of linen Rogers and Foster families. Golf
Walker, third place. The bas;Sowers bordered with rare lace. was enjoyed each morning at . BASKETS FULL OF MONEY
ket they're holding between
are carried here by baby con• Sponsors for the little Miss were Douglass Park with
Messrs.
them belongs to second place
lt.
261:. Roberts, godfather; a n d Pyles, Crawford and Tuggle. .. test winners Armour Lee
winner Lynn Cecille Owens,
Crump, two, son of Mr. and
* • Isabelle Greenlee and Mrs. all memhers of the Sam Qualls
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob1Suby T. Jackson, godmothers.
Mrs. George L. Crump, of 1295
Golf Club. The Detroit Ables are
m; FOR ATLANTA
ert Owens, of 586 Mississippi,
Edith, first place winner. and
now returned to their home.
S CONFAB
Arnita Brooks, almost two,
who was not present. First
SOROSIS' FASHION SHOW
s Fabulous Atlanta, Ca, ,vill be
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
place prize was a $25 Defense
Curries supper club will be the
Ube scene of the national convenFreeman Brooks, of 848-A
scene of Sofbsis social club's
:lion of the Links, Inc., and as French inspired fashion show.
t everyone acquainted with t h e "The dream of a career girl,"
Skew York of the South realizes Sunday, June 30. Besides the an•
. .Society - with a capital S - nounced models will be Hoover
bounds the metropolis.
Sumter, of the Las Civic social
Possibly no other city in the club.
. S. can boast of more magnirent homes and businesses. . . Mr. and Mrs. John W. Williams,
former Miss Willene
Mesdames Shaw and Williams of school, Memphis. She is a memend its social leaders are unques- his bride the
Chi- Memphis, announce the marriage ber of Alpha
tioningly some of the best in the Bolden. who were married in
Kappa Alpha Warbeen
have
cago last November,
of their niece, Mrs. Sadie Sey- ily, the Clara Barton Health club
ountry.
) Amid the beautiful garden par- recent visitors, where they were mour Mays to Rev: Van J. Ma- and the YWCA.
by Mr. lone, sr., pastor of the First Bap,lies, patio affairs,
brunches, extended social courtesies
REV. MAI,ONE
:breakfasts and other social high- and Mrs. H. A. Collins and Mrs. tist church. Chelsea. son of Mrs.'
Williams is Sarah J. Malone and the late WilRev. Van J. Malone, sr. is a nalights that will attract Links from Louise Westley. Mrs.
tive Mississippian, who did his cols the four corners of the USA, will a frequent visitor in the Bluff liam L. Malone 'of Knoxville, Tenn.
The ceremony took place Fri- lege work at Knoxville college.
:be some of Memphis' own soci- City.
day, Jure 7, at 9 a.m. in the sanc- and did further study at Fisk and
:*ty matrons, including Mrs. John- WHERE THEY WENT
he
Mrs. Ruby Gadison is vacation- tuary of the First Baptist church Harvard universities here
data Kelso and Miss Jewel Gentry
completed requirements for t h c
: vho will be the bouseguests of ing in Detroit, Mich., following , of Hernando, Miss. Rev. A. McChaplaincy of the U. S. Army.
:Bin and Mrs. A. L. Thompson, a stop in Chicago, *here she was Ewen Williams, of Memphis, officHe received an honorary doctor
•former Memphians, at the beau- the guest of Miss Vivian Douglas, iated.
of divinity degree from the R. R.
;tiful ultra modern split-level home former Memphian. Up NYC way, THE BRIDE
The bride is a member of the Wright School of Religion. He was
• tri one of the swankiest sectors of Mrs. Zernia Peacock and Miss
•
• he famed 'Gone With The Wind' Velma Lois Jones are slated for Frist Baptist church, Chelsea. She a chaplain and rose to the rank
„pity. Other Memphians attending their masters degrees at Colum- is a native of Memphis, reared in of lieutenant colonel, which he still
• vill be Mrs. Harriette Walker and bia U. Also matricultting at the Knoxville. The bride received her holds in the Reserve Corps of the
bllrs. Addle 1). Jones. Mrs. Walker famed center are Miss Gerry early education in the public U. S. Army. He is actively engag; Will be the guests at Dr. and Mrs. Polk, Miss Cecelia Willis Mrs. schools of Knoxville, AB degree, ed in ministerial, civic and relig- TL4.'Yancey, along with Mrs. Evelyn Robertson and Mrs. An- Knoxville college, and a master ious duties throughout the city,
of science degree from Tennessee state and nation. He is a member
G.W.S. Ish, the president of the Me Belle Saunders.
State university, Nashville, Tenn. of the Omega fraternity.
She taught in the public schools
Rev. and Mrs. Van J. Malone,
of Knoxville, Meanings and at pres- Sr. are at home to their many
ent is a teacher at Dunn Avenue friends, at 1806 Edmondson,

Ar

Rev. Malone, Mrs. Mays
Exchange Marriage Vows
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Grand Opening
JoANN'S OYSTER BAR
At 580 Beale Street
MRS. JoANN SANDERS, Proprietor

Bond. Finals of the contest
were held Saturday night at
4750 Getwell. The contest was
sponsored by the Yankee team
of the Anna S. Church Temple
and the West Tennessee Past
Daughters Council along with
the Civil Liberties Department
of the Elks. (Newson Photo)

Sorosis Club
Slates Big
Fashion Show
The Sorosis Social club has slated a fashion show, The Dream of
a Career Girl, for Sunday evening, June 30 at Currie's Club
Tropicana. The show will last from
6 until 9 p.m. and dancing will
follow until 1 a.m.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ross, club reporter, said the following models
would appear in the show:
Miss Leona E. Cleaves, M r s.
Annie Emmerson, Mrs. Doris Jean
Scott, Mrs. Odessa Dickens, Miss
Helots Boddie, Mrs. Thelma Dayidson, Wilbun Bonds, Robert Mayfield, Mrs. Annie Parker, Miss Andrea Green, Miss Francis Dom
lass, Miss Sandra Douglass, Miss
Delores Cleaves, Miss Evelyn McGhee, Mrs. Polly Carradine, Mrs
Doris Bowers, Mrs. Mable Winfrey, Miss Helen Duncan, M r s.
Mary Del Gilliam, Mrs. Loraine
Boggan, Miss Carlotte Hayes, E
H. Hayes, jr., Timothy Motlow,
James Sheaves, Mrs. Thelma
Knight and Mrs. Adelaide Ragland.
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With LEODA GAMMON
MOLDED CHEESE SALAD
MAIN DISH SALADS TO
WITH VEGETABLES
BRIGHTEN SUMMER MENUS
Summer menus will be bright- 1-4 cup flour
ened with nutritious main dish'2 teaspoons salt
salads made from a variety of l'a teaspoons dry mustard
dairy products. Salads which are 2 tablespoons sugar
made from milk and cheese are Few grains pepper
both satisfying and delicious and 1 envelope unflavored gelatin
are substantial enough for t h e 2 eggs
main course of a summertime 2 cups milk
1 cup very sharp American chedMeal.
Milk and cheese combine well dar cheese, grated
with Venial seasonings to make 1.4 cup cider vinegar
a smooth molded salad from this 1.4 cup well-drained pepper relish
particular recipe. The dairy foods 1 cup diced celery
are both high in protein, and add 1-4 cup diced pimiento
many other important nutrients Tomato slices, asparagus or oth-

or
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STOCK UP ON COKE!
Big thirsty holiday ahead!
Going places or staying home ... esirybo4'11 be wanting Coke
again and again. Coca-Cola ... so good in taste,
in such good taste. Make sure there's plenty on hand ...
ice-cold, all ready. Stock up ... lots of Coke!
..out••

such as vitamins and minerals.' er vegetables
Mix together flour, salt, musVegetables and pepper relish add
texture and a tangy flavor to the tard, sugar, pepper and gelatin in
top of double boiler. Beat eggs,
salad.
For a Sunday night supper or! add milk. Gradually add egg mixspecial occasion luncheon, the sal- ture to gelatin mixture; cook over
ad will be perfect. It can be pre- boiling water, stirring constantpared An advance, and arranged ! ly, until mixture thickens. A d d
with greens just before serving cheese, stir until melted. Add vintime. Crusty bread or rolls with egar; cover. Chill until mixture
butter make a fine salad accom- is consistency of whipped cream.
paniment. Fruit a la Mode and Add pepper relish, celery and pl.
milk for a beverage will make a went°. Pour ipto Ph quart mold.
splendid menu for warm weather , Chill until firm. Unmold, garnish
meal. Use "our favorite mold for with tomato slices and cooked,
a salad that will be both delicious with French dressing or mayon.
and nutritious.
imam. Makes 8-10 servings.
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SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

imliod undo,oulfsortl, of The Coca•Colo Company

by

Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis, Tenn.

IDEAL PLACE TO EAT—That
place is JoAnn's Oyster Bar,
now open at site Vance ave.
Too photo shows exterior of
the new restaurant and meg.
JoAnn Sanders t h e owner,
with a waitress. Second photo
gives a view of the attractive
Interior of the Oyster Bar.
Mrs. Sanders beams welcome

to the public. Bottom photo Is
another view of the smart and
luxurious dining facilities. The
restaurant specializes in ov.
sters, shrimp. barbecue, chicken and broiled steak. Serves
three meals daily and wIli
serve anytime during ope n
hours. The Oyster Bar is open
from R a.m. to 2:30 a.m. It

also caters to small private
parties. Nice waitress gives
"topnotch" service. You'll find
ice cold beer available, and
2 beautiful bar with upholstered leather. There's parking
space aplenty. In addition
Mrs. Sanders has 17 newly fur•
nished rooms available f is
rent.

VISIT JoANN'S OYSTER BAR
580 BEALE STREET - MEMPHIS

•
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WANTS ATTENTION, TOO —
as these newlyweds sat down
after Ireeting many weddiva
reception guests, Vela, t h r
family pup, wearing a hi.w in
the colors of the bridesmaids'
dresses, vets into he show.
The two ring eerelliony i n

Knox%ille linked Miss Perri
Morgan Green, of Knoxville
and Edward DeVaughn Belton,
I a.
of Tuskegee Institute,
They will make their home in
Washington, D. C. (Leslie PM'
to)

MAMMOTH LIFE & ACCIDENT
INSURANCE CO.
Announces a new service which is being offered to the
people of Memphis and the Tri-State area.

•

Mammoth's Monthly Ordinary Plan

114

1
•

man, officiating, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Driver are seen with
the members of the bridal
party before the sanctuary

BRIDAL PARTY — Following
their wedding at St. Anthony
R. C. Church, Saturday, June
22, with Father Herndel Con'

that was beautifully decorated
with yellow gladiolus. Front
row, left to right are: Miss
Betty Jean Driver, Miss Mat.

40 To Fly To HST
Library Dedication

Chinese Hats
Passed Out At
Indoor Picnic

CONTRACTS UNDER THIS PLAN INCLUDE
Educational Program—Hospitalization
Twenty Year Endowment—Five Year Term
Twenty Pay Life—Juvenile Twenty Pay Life
Endowment at 65—Endowment at 85
Endowment at 18—Fifteen Year Endowment
Juvenile Estate Builder—Mortgage Redemption

Prizes Part
Of Lawn Party

••
Recipe of the Week •

•

MAMMOTH MEANS MORE
Any one of our well trained representatives is ready to
serve you. For information call: JA 5-7161.

depending on the flavor of gelatin you use. But whether it's pink,
green or yellow, your family will
say it's one of the best-tasting
desserts anywhere!
PINEAPPLE DELIGIIT
3.4 cup Pet Evaporated Milk
1 pkg. fruit-flavored gelatin (any
flavor)
la cup boiling water
1 cup midget marshmallows
9-oz. can crushed pineapple, not
drained
'12 cup broken nuts
Chill milk in ice tray until air...at frozen around the edges. In
a 2-quart bowl, dissolve gelatin in
boiling water. Stir in cold water.
Add marshmallows, pineapple and
nuts. Let stand at room temperature until needed. Whip ice-cold
milk in a cold 1-quart bowl with
a cold rotary beater by hand, or
with electric beater at high speed,
until stiff. Fold into gelatin mixture. Cover and chill. Makes average servings for four for two
meals.

WHAT THEY'RE SAYING ABOUT
THAT GOOD PET MILK
"IT HELPS ME GROW THE WHOLE DAY LONG—
HELPS MAKE MY BONES SO SOUND AND STRONG!"
You can't buy a better milk anywhere than Pet
Evaporated Milk. It's always easy to digest':..always
uniformly rich ...and it has all the vital milk nourishment babies need to male the best growth!,

SAFE
DEPOSIT

"IT'r WHArMY'DOCTOR-RECOMMENDED.
IN EVERY WAY, PET MILK IS SPLENDID!"
Doctors and hospitals all over
- ,the • country recommend Pet Milk as an ideal food for bottle-fed babies.
In fact, hospitals send more babies home on Pet Milk
formula than on any otheriorm_of,milk. Ask about it
for your precious baby!'
Always Good
Always Delicious
MILK

What'll
YOU Have?

M

nii2111111=1•1111113M

TRI-STATE BANK
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Milahr

PHONE: JA 5-7161

"IT'S FORTIFIED WITH VITAMIN D...
AND JUST AS SAFE AS SAFE CAN BE!"
Every baby must have Vitamin D,the sunshine vitamin.
And your baby gets extra amounts of it in Pet Evaporated Milk—completely safe milk, sterilized right in
its sealed can!

MONEY

386 BEALE STREET

OFFICE: 386 1 2 BEALE AVENUE

••••••••••••••••••••••
If there's one thing I can count
on to bring "oh's" of delight from
my family, it's a colorful, "whipped" dessert. And that's specially
true when they recognize their
favorite—PINEAPPLE DELIGHT
made with any Pet Evaporated
Milk recipe. As soon as you try
it, you'll see why,
It's just delicious — fluffy and
rich-tasting with bits of marshmallow, nuts and pineapple a I I
through it. That rich, fluffy texture is what makes this dessert
so extra tempting and the secret
behind it is whipped Pet Evaporated Milk, Double-rich Pet Milk
whips up far higher and lighter
than whipping cream, a nd of
course there's nothing handier
than taking a can of Pet Milk
from your pantry shelf and chilling
it for whipping, Another thing you
will like about PINEAPPLE DELIGHT is that it's such a colorful, pretty dessert.
You make it any color you like,

COMPLETE BANKING SERVI
CHECKING
ACCOUNTS

Cahill Barnes, the best man:
J. C. Haywood and George
Huff man.

drive-in. Chinese son hats were manager: Audrey Mitchell, chaplain; Otha Greene, Elaine Field,
passed out as souvenirs.
Campbell, Juanita
Guests seen playing cards and Elaine J
otherwise enjoying themselves in- Young and Alberta Mickens. Hattie 'Lynn is reporter.
cluded:
Frank Delk, Booker Hodges,
George Gwin, Thelma Fields, .lean
House, George Cox, Robert WilThe Elite-Acquaintance Society
liams, William Huggins, Gloria
member of the advertising departentertained friends at an White, Logan Mitchell, Catheryn.
recently
ment of the Tri-State Defender.
Mr. Driver is a postal employe. indoor picnic held at the Whip M itchell, Samuel Chambers, Mary
Sylvia, Lawrence Seymour, Ben- The Keel Handicapped club will
nie Crawford, John L, Sermons hold its first lawn party Saturday,
••••••••••••••
•••
••••
•
and Malchi Prent.
June 29 at the home ig the secMembers of the young society retary, Mrs. Dorothy Thomas, 792
ale Fannie Mitchell, president; N. Claybrook..st., beginning at 6
• Janet A. Seymour, vice president; p.m.
• Billie A. Crawford, secretary; Prizes will be given away.
tifeZIa4zoe,46.44".
•
• Justine T. Beteers, treasurer; Jo Mrs. E. Ware is president, Mrs.
Bernice Chrysler, parliamenta- D. Thomas, secretary and Mrs. A.
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST
rian; Cynthia A. Green, bitsiness Williams, reporter.

Miss Maxine Brown Be comes Bride Of
Mr. Driver In Lovely Ceremony
St. Augustine R. C. Church was Iron And Charlene Scott were the
the setting for the wedding of flower girl and train bearer, and
Miss Maxine Brown znd Edward were attired in yellow and white
Driver, Saturday, June 11, at 11 organdy respectively.
GROOMSMEN
,'clock in the morning.
Serving Mr. Driver as best man
The bride is the daughter of the
fate Mr. and Mrs. Allan Brewn was Calvin Barnes, and grumiti
Sr., and the niece of Mrs. Ray men were Tom McGhee, Timothy
Parker, and the bridegroom is the Brown, J. C. Haywood and George
son of Mrs. Gissie D. Lester and Huffman.
the late Reuben Driver.
PARENTS AND
Father Herndel Cosmas, OFM RELATIVES
officiated and music was presentFor her niece's wedding, Mrs.
ed by Frank Lockhart, organist. Parker chose a dress of yellow
taffeta and a corsage of whitc.
THE BRIDE
Given in martrage by her broth- carnations. The groom's mother
er, Theodore Brown, the bride wore gold linen and a corsage of
wore a gown of white chantilly white carnations.
Among relatives of the bride atlace over taffeta, fashioned with
a deep yoke of illusion appliqued tending the wedding were her siswith irridescent sequins on lace ter, Mrs. Wilma Brown, her brothroses and long lace and illusion er and his wife, Mr. and Mrs,.
sleeves and a demi-train. Her fin. Brown: her aunt and uncle, Mr.
gertip veil of French Illusion fell and Mrs. Henry Brown; and her
from a coronet of pearls and grandmother. Mrs. Hattie Brown.
Members of the bridegroom's
rhinestones; and she carried a
bouquet of valley lilies and a family included Mrs. Addie Grant
and Mrs. Una B. James, aunts,
white orchid.
and his cousin, Samuel James.
ATTENDANTS
A reception was held the followAttired in blue, the maid of honJune 23, at the
or was Miss Delores Jennings; ing day, Sunday.
the bride's brother and
and wearing frocks of yellow, home of
Mr. and Mrs. Allan J.
bridesmaids were Miss Betty Jean sister,
Brown, of 896 Polk.
Driver, Miss Mattie Drumwright,
The couple *ill live in Memphis,
Miss Ray Parker and Miss Gissie
Mrs. Driver is a
Mae Driver. They wore waltz where the new
length frocks of eyelet organdy,
fashioned strapless with full circular skirts and matching cumber.
bonds that tied in large bows witlA gr o up of 40 Chicago civic
sashes extending to the end of tile leaders will fly to Independence,
skirts, and matching short bo- Mo., on Saturday. July 6, to parlero jackets. Their headpieces ticipate in the dedication cerewere circlelets of white and yel- monies of the Harry S. Truman
low on the bridesmaids and blt)e Library, County Board Piesident
on the maid of honor. They all Dan Ryan, chairman of the Allcarried formal bouquets of shasta Chicago Committee for the Harry
S. Truman Library, announced
daisies.
The Little Misses Marilyn Ca- Tuesday.

Mae Driver. Back row, left to
right: Tom McGhee, Timothy
Brown, Theodore Brown—who
gave his sister in marriage:

tie Drumwright, Mr. and Mrs.
Driver, the maid of honor—
Miss Delores Jennings, Miss
Ray Parker and Miss Gissie
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PET MILK
THE "HAPPY GROWING" FORM OF MILK
FOR 50,000,000 BABIES!
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Wall Pwels Can Be Installed
For Attractive Effect In The Home

4
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Rich, wood-paneled walls are the
latest trend in home decoration.
They give warmth and luxurious
beauty to every room, traditional
or modern. Now anyone who can
handle an ordinary hammer can
install Savannah Oak panels, easily and quickly, with professionallooking results.
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First, measure height and width
of your walls to make sure you
get the right amount of paneling.
This Savannah Oak paneling is
now available in do-it-yourself kit
form. Each kit includes specially
grooved furring strip, a supply
of patented metal application clips
and enough easy-to-handle, 8-foot
plywood planks, in random widths,
to panel 96 square feet of wall.

SUMMER SALAD — For a
new idea In summer salads.
here's one that homemakers
are going for in a big way for

it combines wholesome ingredients and it's perfect for a
picnic or as a last minute salad because it's just as good

t-sZ•rt.
not too cold. Serve it as a
patio supper and use your
imagination and artistic touch
when it comes to the garnish.

Ironing Board Takes New Shape
For Maxima* Comfort, Efficiency

WOOD-PANELED WALLS
Especially attractive in any
home are formal— dining rooms
panelled with plywood paneling.
This provides a distinct contrast
to the living room. At the same
time, the rich textured finish of
the grain of the wood creates the
luxurious atmosphere which was
so popular when wood-paneled
dining rooms were a "must" early in the century.
But just to keep a step ahead
architects are now designing thousands of homes with sunken living
rooms dropped one or two steps
below the dining room level.
Interesting wall and ceiling
treatments can be created by imaginative householders if they use
small wood panel squares installed
in a variety of special decorative
effects, including strips, squares,
diamonds and combinations of panels. Its texteured finish is &leafly at home in traditional or contemporary decor.
Other clever do-it-yourself ideas
in wood paneling are available
wherever Georgia-Pacific hardwood is sold.

' The biggest development in more "grafi" each other and prevent the board to and from its storage
than 90 years for reducing the iron- cover from slipping while in use. space when it is folded and on
Because its on wheels, the new end. The board also is adjustable
ing work load of the housewife has
been introduced by Arvin Indus- Ironing table never has to be lift- and can be set at any height from
It's
Ind.
Columbus.
ed or carried about. Two wheels 24 to 36 inches above the floor.
tries, Inc., of
an ironing board with an entirely operate when the beard is set up
"Principal aim of the new board
e
allows
t
h
that
shape,
and in use, allowing the housewife is to reduce the housewife's work
one
new
natural
with
a
to
move
iron
it
back
to
housewife
and forth instead load," Bridges says. "Every new
swinging motion of the arm in- of shifting her own position when feature incorporated, from t h e
stead of in an uncomfortable el- using various parts of the board. shape to the wheels, helps us
Two others are used to roll the achieve that goal."
bows akimbo position.
' "It's the first basic change in
Ironing table top design in history
as far as we've been able to
learn," says Orphie R. Bridges,
Arvin vice president.
Instead of being symmetrical,
the new board is arc shaped. The,
working side is straight from one
end to the other while the opposite side is in the form of an arc, ST. LOUIS — Trading 'ztanips, and helps her out of Wonderland I The home economists who will
curving out gently from the nar- and the consumer's dilemma of by advising her on consumer purI be in the audience as Dr. Camprow end and swinging back sharp- how to shop wisely will be two of chasing practices, and the consumbell gives good advice to Mrs.
ly at the broad end.
er's role in our economy.
he problems under scrutiny by
Consumer will come from all over
This shape allows the housewife t
to glide the iron along with a almost 4.000 home economists at
the U. S. and its territories.
'winging motion. She no longer t he annual meeting of the Artier'.
Among them will be high school
has to keep her elbow up and over can Home Economics Association
teachers, college professors, exthe iron to guide it in a straight in St. Louis, June 25-28.
tension workers, home economists
line. It also provides a wider work-,
On Thursday morning, June 27,
home economists in institution ading surface at the center of the
board where it is needed for iron- these professional women will see
ministration, social welfare a n d
ing such hems as linens, shirts, a skit entitled, "Mrs. Consumer
public health worker, and home
di esses, and skirts and 28 per , in Wonderland." The skit, presenteconomists in homemaking —
cmt more total working space. ed by the AllEA Consumer Interall graduate home economists.
Several other firsts also are in- ests Committee, depicts the- myriin business, research workers,
corporated in the new Arvin board. ad decisions today's consumer
• There will be a group of college
These include a foam rubber-like must make. Should she shop where
students who are majoring in home
plastic top, honeycomb interior trading stamps are given? Should
The latest room divider is prac- economics, and
a few visiting
construction, and a combination she choose fresh, frozen or can- tically a one-room apartment—it
pad and cover that won't slip when ned fruits and vegetables? Can has space for everything but a home economists from other countries.
in use.
the new clothing materials really bed.
During the rest of the week of
According to Arvin engineers, be worn without ironing?
You can hang your clothes in it, home economics meetings, there
this is the first time an ironing tadine
high
off
it,
spots
keep
One
of
your
the
of
china
the
and
ble has been built with other than
will be general sessions, business
a wood or metal top. A polyureth four-day conclave this skit is ex- books in it.
meetings, and programs for the
pected
to
shed
some
light
on
these
see foam provides a firm ironing
The wall-sized furniture cabinet, professional and subject - matter
surface that still is
resilient consumer problems, Through one introduced at the International sections of the Association. Disenough to permit the housewife of the characters in the skit, the Home Furnishings Market in Chi- cussions will cover a wide range
to iron over buttons and zippers author, Mary B. Wood. Food Mar- cago, is equipped with a pull-out of family living topics — A Reketing Specialist, Extension Serv- dining table and four folding search
without damage.
Foundation for the AmeriThe table is formed by bonding ice, Ithaca, N. Y., points out that chairs.
can Home, What Can We Expect
plastic impregnated cellulose hon- trading stamps cost the retailer
You dress on one side and eat of the Newer Synthetic Fabiics,
eycomb material between a top $2 to $3 a thousand. Some one on
the other—with your eye on the Educating Women for a Changing
sheet of aluminum and a sheet muet bear that cost. But another clock,
World, The Importance of Corntoo.
sugg,sis
of steel. The plastic top then is of the slit's characters
The table pulls out with the munications for World Understandapplied. An aluminum border strip that the increase in sales volume dishes handy in a
glassed-in china ing, Working Wives, and Better
fits around the edge, adding to may pern.it free use of trading cabinet right over It and a
clock Living Through Good Housing and
Dr.
Richthe attractiveness and finished ap- stamps. The narrator.
Household Equipment. The home
right over it.
the
DeMorse,
Head
of
L.
D.
ard
pearance of the table.
On the other side, there is a roll- economists will be learning of new
Family
Economics,
partment
of
The combination pad and cover
developments in their areas, comIChar- out clothes closet, a wardrobe unit
Is made in three layers. First Kansas State
of drawers that also slides out on paring notes with others in their
Consumer
man
the
AEA
of
comes the silicone cover which is
casters and open shelves for books profession, and seeing the latest
In common usage. Bonded to this Interests Committee approves the and knicknacks on top.
products displayed at the large excomparison
characters'
decision
to
Is a laver of fiber glass which
The unit, seven feet wide, six hibition which accompanies t he
that
do
and
shop
seises
stores
acts as an insulator and allows
feet high and 22 inches deep, was meeting.
the housewife to iron at lower tem- that do not offer trading stamps.
designed by Henry Class of Chicaperatures than usual. The final
The real heroine of the pro- go (for Sagiraw). It will sell for more than just mark the place
layer, which comes in contact gram is Dr. Persia Campbell, Con- about $500 when it reaches stores
where a wall isn't. Most have cabwith the top of the board, is poly- sumer Counsel to the Covernor throughout the country in August. inets for storage, at the very least.
urethene foam. Thousands of tiny of New York. Dr. Campbell comes
Other new room dividers at the And one model even comes with
"fingers" in the two foam pads to the rescue of Mrs. Consumer market also are designed to do a bench attached,
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NAIL special furring strips horizontally to wall studs to be-

gin your do—it-yourself bard
wood wall paneling.

LOCK panels firmly to row of
clips placed between each two
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INSERT patented clip, contained in the do-it-yourself kit, in

groove of each furring strip.

I FINISH your paneling with
moldings and trim of match-

HE'S THE "t wit," ONE —
Representing the "cool," pro•
gressiie school, so much in
print from coa.t in coast Is
John Payne, member of Call-

celebrated
Antler
braise
Guard. In spite of the kitbit,
sing on the part of Louise
Hemphill and Radell Johnson
(right), John (his immaculate-

ly coiffeured whiskers et all,
pla3s It "real cool," with no
change in expression. — .lulius
Holder Photo.

tog Savannah Oak.
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HERE IS your finished room
with wood paneling -you can in-

stall yourself, Savannah 0 a k
panels do not need staining or

painting. They are factory
prefinished and waxed to pro.

Comfort And Versatility Keynote
June Furniture Market Designs

CR ELT NEP7VNE with glamour.
Brilliant offers a one piece Lastex
swimsuit with French boy's shorts.
The deep plunging "V" with leafy
embroidery at the bodice points
up a slim waist. Featured is the
"birdcage bra" of pellon which
retains its shape permanently and
the side zipper closing exclusive
with Brilliant. As ailable in most
sportswear shops in red, royal,
aqua, and black.
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Home Economists To StudyShopping
Problems At St. Louis June Confab
LatestRoom
Divider Is
1-Rm. Apt
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Comfort and versatility keynote' ing lounge chairs, which are now
the new upholstered furniture de- being designed with slimmer
signs being shown at the June Fur- lines in a variety of furniture
styles that wives will at last be
niture Market.in Chicago.
As comfort is re-emphasized, glad to let in their living rooms.
Sculptured,
Scandinavian wood even the arty functionalism sof
stark modern designs has given framed designs, gay "y oung
way to a true functionalism in modern" contour chairs, and a va
which the designer returns to com- riety of modern and traditional
fort as the function of upholstered styles are interpreted in these new
reclining chain designs that will
chairs and sofas.
Handsome examples of this en- end the battle over where Dad's
couraging trend abound in the favorite chair will go All the cornnew designs which will be arriv- fort features of feet-up lounging
ing in the stores in August and and multi-positions are retained,
September In addition to building but guests will never guess that
deep, old-fashioned comfort into these new designs recline.
A new type of chair, the cockslim, lightly-scaled„sofas a n d
chairs, designers have created tail chair, has been created to
many new upholstered pieces to meet the need for comfortable,
fill special contemporary needs.
pull-up occasional chairs. CombinTo ease the backache ills of ing upholstered comfort with lighta great percentage of the popula- ly-scaled wood frames, these new
tion, some new comfort-conscious cocktail chairs are slightly lower
sofas incorporate "Relaxa-Pads” for attractive and convenient
which are raised foam rubber pan- height 0 when grouped around a
els that function like a chair's kid- cocktail table. Ideal for adding exney roll to support the small of Ira upholstered seating in small
the back. These bas-relief panels living rooms or family rooms,
add decorative design interest they also lend themselves for fire.
skle use, as suggested by one cockalong with comfort.
Men and women will both re- tail cbair called "The Shin-Warmjoice over the new look in reclin-

feet their beautiful grain pat.
tern.
posite directions as in "tete-a-tete"
love seats. The combinations ot
chairs and "floating" table tops,
besides saving space, eliminate
the cluttered look of too many legsChairs may be purchased without
the table attachments.

Filling a special need for long
Another fresh idea planned to
ease casual entertaining and save TV Wittig-sessions is a new "TV
space are new chairs designed so Family Lounge" designed with two
that removable "table tops" can seating depths to comfortably acbe slipped in place between a pair commodate both children a n d
to double as snack or lamp ta- adults. The sofa's shallow central
hies. These suspended table tops portion lets children and, shorter
are attractive left permanently in adults sit all the way back on the
place for chairside conveniences, sofa without their feet projecting
or they may be brought out only awkwardly out in the air. T h
for party use as snack tables. Sur- ends of the sofa are styled like
faces are resistant,walnut-grain lounge chairs and are four inches
deeper for average and tall adults.
plastic.
The chairs are offered in three 'Matching ottomans on casters
fully upholstered, contemporary complete the lounge chair idea,
styles, a high-back and two low- and a coffee table for TV snack
back models. All have walnut- fits neatly between the ottomans,
finished, sculptured legs capped The extra length of sofa makes it
with brass at arm height. The ta- possible for the whole family, or
ble tops fit securely in place over two couples, to enjoy comfortable,
the decorative brass caps, which ring -side sofa seating while watchare an integral design accent when ing television.
the chairs are used alone. Table
To withstand the increased wear
panels are offered in rectangular upholstered furniture receives in
or wedge shapes so they can be this TV age, more durable fahused to create straight, circular or ries are constantly being developserpentine arrangements with ed. Several invisible fabric finishchairs for conversation groupings, es help protect fabrics from soilballs, corners or bay windows.
ing, and a new long-filament nyAttractive alone, the chairs can lon yarn called "Caprolan" is
be connected with the tables to ing used for long-wearing, snit
form any length unit, and can even resistant, washable
upholstery fahbe combined with chairs facing op- ric.
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Their Eat-O-Rama Helps Kids
THE SCCAGS, a Southside Community Committee auxiliary group, are
sponsoring a novel idea to raise funds to provide camping for deserving
children on Chicago's Sputhside. Through the assistance of Green Act es
Farms restaurants, the group is in the midst of its Eat-O-Rama project,
which is scaled to provide camping for 25 children. In photo are Mildred
Little Mary ,talcric, Florence Car:er, Verron Hall, Williim Trimble and
H.S. Malone.

WITH CHICAGO'S Adler Planetariur• in the background, Cook County
Sheriff Joseph Lohman inspects his w 'Iway Police, who are wearing
their new summer uniforms and equipment. On display for the first time
was a new feature of standard summer uniform. The conve”fional lunge

•

sleeved shirt is being replaced this year by a sport shirt, worn open at
the neck without a tie. Assisting Sheriff Lohman were Undersheriff
Thomas Brennan; and Chief Clifford Dreyer. Defender staff photo by
Rhoden.

Highway Police Don Summer Garb

IN HOLLYWOOD, Margaret Mavoureen O'Brien, (photo at left) 23-year-old daughter of film star Pat O'Brien,
and Maximilian Garten, a public school teacher, obtain
a license to wed. In photo below, Rex Harrison, star of
smash Broadway musical "My Fair Lady," is shown
with his own lady fair - his bride Kay Kendall - as they
arrived at Mark He!linger theater, New York, for a performance of the show. It's third marriage for Rex and
the first for Kay. Both are British born. INP Soundphoto

Love Is The Thing

Four With Stars In Their Eyes

Portrait In Poise
INGRID WEISS holds her "Miss Europe" banner high
after being chosen winner of a contest in Paris, France.
A rival organization will elect its own "Miss Europe"
&idea-Baden Germany. INP Soundphoto

- I f 111II!'11 II 11

at right, the dog comes down supported by ropes, as it
is lowered safely to the ground. It reached the ledge
through a vacant store. INP Soundphoto

- What Goes Up Must Come Down

IN PHILADELPHIA, animal shelter agent Thomas
Christo (photo at left) goes to aid of a dog (see arrow)
trapped 15 feet above the ground on a ledge. In photo

•
Governor
Tries On
A Trkon

•

GOV. AND MRS. Robert
Meyner of New Jersey are
shown outside the Colonial
Capitol
in Williamsburg,
Va., as the governors of the
United States meet for the
49th annual Governors conference. Mrs. Meyner is puttiqg one of the colonial tricon hats on the governor's
head The Colonial Capitol is
shown in background. INP
Soundpholo

•
•

standing committees of the college. He has previously
received several others for outstanding ability. With
Richardson are (from left) William H. F. Anderson,
Rocky Mount, N. C., James E. Shields, Ahoskie, N.C.,
and Frank Lewis, Columbus, Ga., all NCC student*

He's Still Going Strong

•

ALFRED E. RICHARDSON (3rd from left) of Schenectady, N.Y., a senior at North Carolina college, Durham, displays first plaque awarded him by NCC's Men's
Assembly during college's recent Awards Day ceremonies. Plaque was awarded Richardson in recognition
of m1 for participation in student organizations alp

•
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Mayor Orgill First Pitcher In Thurman Asset
Third Season Of WDIA League To The Redlegs •

Sat., June 29, 1957

Mayor Edmund Orgill got his .league in 1955. This season, the
sign from Parks Comniission Supt. I third, found 35 teams lined up
II. S. Lewis and let got a pitch Ito take part in the season's planthat officirlly opened the WDIA ned program, which necessitated
little League baseball season last by the fast growth, demands a junWednesday at Lincoln park.
ior and senior league. 'rhe age limOther officials on hand for the it is from 10 to 15.
opening, viewed by a large crowd
A total of 600 boys are particiof fans, included Marion Hale, superintendent of the recreation de- pating in the program this year.
Gdmes will be regularly schedpaitment; Lloyd Sowell and E. T.
Bunt, both of the Park commis- uled at Klondyke, Douglass and
and
Dillard,
B:nghampton
diamonds in North
sion; Comm, Stanley
Bert Ferguson and Frank A r m- Memphis mid at Lincoln, Orange
Mound and Orgill Field in South
strong, representing WDIA.
. The 9/DIA. Baseball league was Memphis. The first games begin
organized in 1955 by WDIA in co- at 4 p.m. followed by a nightcap
operation with the recreation de- starting at 5,30 p.m. Fans are
partment. building on a nrIcleus invited to see the youngsters play.
formed by ...T. D. Williams, now There is no admission.
commissioner of the semi-pro baseMr. Ferguson. co-owner and genball league.
eral manager of WDIA, announced
-690 BOYS
also that WDIA baseball has been
Fourteen teams entered t h e extended to Shelby county with the

One of the toughest things for a
formation of two teams each at
Millington, Woodstock and Mt. Pis- ballplayer to do is to come off the
bench cold and start swinging,
gah.
but Bob Thurman makes PinchFUN FOR 1,000
hitting look easy.
4
During the last two years the
The Cincinnati Redleg slugger
WDIA league has furnished fun is coming through with pinch hits
and recreation for more than 1,000 regularly this season and curNegro boys. WDIA has provided , rently is within reach of It least
one major league record.
uniforms, bats and balls for all
The Redlegs were losing by
the players in the league, com- three runs Wednesday night when
posed now of 41 teams in Mem- they called on Thurman to get
phis and Shelby county — the first them back into the gate. The
league of its kind in America.
southpaw swinger belted a twoLeague commissioners are Mr. run pinch homer and before the
Armstrong, sports director o f Redlegs were finished, they had
WDIA, ant Mr. Hunt, represent•
scored four times to beat Brooking the re reation department.
In an exhibition game played lyn, 4 to 3.
It was the fourth pinch homer
Wednesday night, the Southside
seniors of the South memphis this season for the six-foot-one
League triumphed over the Klon- native of Wichita, Kans., who
dyke team, last year's north Mem- now is only tv..o short of the season record set by Brooklyn's John
phis champs, 20-7.
Fredericks in 1932.
Thurman is 34 and has been
married 10 years. He is the father
of a son and two daughters and
currently lives in San Francisco.
Cincinnati manager Birdie Teb-

Playgrounds List Winners Of
Hockey Contests, Bike Rodeos
FIRST PITCH' of the season
in the %DIA Junior Baseball
league is on its way here as
Mayor Edmund Orgill starts a

By JOYCE M. BLACKMAN
ern dancing have a special invi- Our pet show is Thursday of this
MAGNOLIA
I tation to come out and join this week.
Hockey tournament winners fun at our park.
BEALE PARK
were Georgia Terry, first, and NEW CHICAGO
Box hockey champs on our park
David Williams second.
Charles Cox was high point man are Charlie Ford and Auden King.
Winners in the bike rodeo, which in our rodeo and Leroy Johnson Some of the expert riders in the
consisted of riding around obsta- dominated the box hockey. Some bike rodeo were Alfred B row n,
cles, breaking slow speed, balance of our girls were in there pitching, Aaron Evans and James Price.
and maneuvering, were John Han- too, and Frankie Matthews a n d BOOTH
fast ball to Parks Commission
al manager of WDIA, and a
Supt. H. S. Lewis at home
non, first, and Charles Walker, sec- Gladys Johnson were unusual in Just a warning for the volley
group of junior leaguers. (WI.
plate. Looking on are Bert
ond.
thers Photo)
ball players of Kansas (we met
the track events.
Ferguson, co-owner and gener.
Lots of activities for young and ORANGE MOUND
them Monday and they probably
old, so join in.
Joe Smith, without a doubt, was can bear us out now), beware ot
MANASSAS
the most skilled among °yr hockey our Shelia Rice. She's mean on
H. Willie rode off with the top players. Top girl player was Miss racking up the points.
prize in our bike rodeo
L. E. BROWN
Autherine Holman.
ROBERT HOWZE
Walter Collins showed his skill
PATTERSON
Hockey winners were Costelo Here are the champs in the In the hockey tournament and copJones, first, and Tommy Jones. various divisions of our bike rodeo: ped first place.
Victorious in the bike rodeo were Ralph Williams, William Cain and
Tops in the bike rodeo were
junior racing — Robert Scott, Wil- Thomas Harris came in the list- James Thomas and Wallace Tripliam Hardy and William Carter. ed order in the obstacle division; let.
Intermediate — Tommy Dicker- William Cain, Joe McKinney and FOOTE HOMES
son, Jerry Philips and Jim Exum; Andrew Jones finished that order
Junior olymplcs proved a big
Senior boys — William Yancey, in the braking, and Nevelle Gar- thing this past week. Dash winCostelo Jones and James Flood. rett, Yvonne Mitchell and William ners were Roy Bradford, 50 yard
Other winners were William Cain, led in the grand division. midget boys; Joyce Porter, 50
Hardy, Robert Scott, Sims Flood, DOUGLASS
yards midget girls; Harry RobinJames Clark, Herbert Johnson,
hoc. son, 100 yards junior boys; Larry
Mr. and Mrs. Owens Chears of jr., to Mr, and Mrs. George W. Johnny Lewis, John Franklin, Tom- Josie Nickleberry won the
key tournament. In the boys con- Robinson, 100 yards intermediate
826 Hilton.
Guyton of 364 Linden.
my Dickerson, Lee Jones and Wil- test of the bike rodeo winners boys, and Arthur Dowdy, 100 yards
A daughter, Birds Tradene Clay, A .son, Tommy Lee Cathey, jr. lie Gilliam.
1st; Sam- senior boys.
to Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Clay, of to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Lee Ca The Pet Show is scheduled for were George Whitmore,
my Watson, second, and T. Ivy Over in the bike rodeo winners
1420 Hyde Park.
they, Sr.,. of 917 Mason.
5:30
p.m.
Friday, June 28 at
and Roosevelt Sykes tied for third. were (7-9) Joyce Porter and B.
A son, Arthur Lee Smith, jr. to MELROSE
A daughter, Thelma Jean John
For the girls: Ethel Marie Jones, Draper. In the 10-12 age group it
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Ben John Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Smith of Our champion bike riders were: first and Florence Burton, second. was Bobbie Jean Fletcher for the
407 N. Main.
son of 2179 Eldridge.
Kenneth Cox, maneuvering; Ifene HYDE PARK
girls and Melvin Porter for the
A daughter, Glenda Kay Ivy A daughter, Patricia Ann Branch Ferguson, obstacle; Ted McDan- Some of the dash winners in boys. In all, 23 participated.
to Mr. and Mrs. Silos J. Ivy of to Mr. and Mrs. William Branch, iel, slow riding, and Cheryl Davis, Wednesday's track and field jtm- In practice athletics, the Foote
2996 Autumn.
of 718 East st.
braking.
ior olympics were Mary Durant, Homes Flyers defeated the Foote
A son, Michael Keith Lee, to Mr. A son, David Qualls, jr.. to Mr. Barbara Wilson and Robert Ev- Percy Clemnon, Olivia Craft and adults 5 to 2 and L E. Brown,
and Mrs. Tommy Lee, of 892 Alas and Mrs. David Qualls, of 487 Lin ans came out ahead in the hockey Maxine Benard.
10-9.
matches.
ka.
den.
Winners in Thursday's hockey UNMAN
A son, Ira James Blair to Mr. A daughter, Sharon Denise Mar Young ladies interested in mod- tournament (12 and under) Percy
Jessie Carter took honors in the
and Mrs. James E. Blair of 7581 shall to Mr. and Mrs. Walter L.
Clemmon and (13-16) Willie How- box hockey meet over fierce comComo.
petition offered by Edward JunMarshall of 2986 Autumn.
A son, Quintella Freeman to Mr. ze.
A son, Raymond Odell Claxton,1 A daughter, Dorothy Jean Snipes and Mrs. Homer Freeman of 1405 Clyde Stokes, Earl King a n d ior, Maurice Willifred, Billy Rodto Mr. and Mrs. Odell Claxton of to Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Snipes, Hemlock.
Johnnie Williams were top riders gers, Spencer Goodman, Robert
Allen, Raymond Walls, James Elof 1001 Richert.
369 Ayers.
A son, Kenneth Ray Davis to in the bike rodeo.
more, Tony Cox', Henry Woodson,
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Ruby Jean Howard, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis of ICLONDYKE
Robert Anderson of 820 Edith.
Hockey tournament winners were Robert Boyd, James Clyde and othto Mr. and Mrs. Walter Howard 3583 Appling rd.
A daughter, Dorothy Loriane of 622 N. Center Lane.
A son, Jimmie Lee Huddleston, Nathaniel Finnie, first; James ers.
Laird, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. A daughter, Shelia Ann Brown. jr. to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie L. Hill, second, and William Fitinie, DUNN AVENUE
There were 128 kids on hand for
Laird of 452 Walker.
to Mr. and Mrs. James Brown of Huddleston of 1304 Michigan R. third.
A daughter, Mary Elizabeth 243 Dixie.
A son, Oliver Lee Jones, jr. to
Top places in the bike rodeo
Smith, to Mr. and Mrs. Russell A son, Gregory Walton to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver L. Jones of went to James Boswell, senior;
Smith of 144 W. Utah.
B e n Young, junior, Lemon Theand Mrs. Eli Walton of 1313 Breed 2988 Broad.
A son, Terry Neal to Mr. and love.
A son, Frank Tyrone Dorsey, us and Gwen Bowie tied for first
Mrs. Clarence Neal of 2872 Doug
A son, Larry Collier, to Mr. and to Mr. and Mrs. John Dorsey of in the girls competition. •
las.
WASHINGTON
Mrs. Robert H. Collier of 431 606 E. Georgia.
A son, Carlton Reynolds Burn Vance.
A daughter, Debra Denise Me
We have approximately 35 boys
ette, to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
A daughter, Glenda Fay Swan Kinney, to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron and girls in our dancing class.
Burnette of 173 W. Holland.
to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Swan of McKinney of 232 Pauline Cir. E. Winners in the box hockey tourA daughter, Mychell Mays, to 1628 Miller.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. John H. nament were I. C. Phillips, mid'
Mr. and Mrs. Oris L. Mays, of
get, and Ed Laird, intermediate.
A daughter. Crystal Ann Tucker Smith, of 255 Pauline Cir E.
154 Monteverde.
A daughter, Yvonne Sherrod, to Girl winners were Mary Alice Gibto Mr. and Mrs. Willie Tucker, of
A daughter, Sherry Denise 132 W. Frank.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest L. Sherrod son, midget, and Cleo Price, in
Bridgeforth to Mr. and Mrs. Ho
termediate.
A son James Louis Hicks, jr. of 155 Concord (R).
Lie Bridgeforth of 1383 Eloise. to Mr. and Mrs. James L. Hicks
A son, George Washington Smith of 970 Marchalneil.
Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. George Wr., . JUNE 21
Smith, of 1333 Sample.
A son, Tyrope Wayne Pigues,
A son. Melvin Maco Bosuell to to Mr. and Mrs. William Pigues of
Mr. and Mrs. Winston Boswell of 879 Trask.
7224 Eldridge,
A daughter. Sharon Kay Jones
JUNE 20
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones of
A son, George Winston Guyton. 583 St. Paul.

Stork Stops

the opening of Dunn Avenue park.
Dunn Avenue is off to a flying
start.
DIXIE HOMES
Our pet show is scheduled for
this Thursday night.
LEMOYNE GARDENS
Winner in the girls hockey tournament was Fannie B. House and
Leroy Miller for the boys.
Track meet stars were Sam Armour, Raymond Barbee, Jimmie
Jackson and Sam Wade, members of the relay team.
RIVERVIEW
First Place in the bike rodeo
went to Roosevelt Cody. George
Schullark came in second a n d
Curtis Upchurch.
-

betts calls him "one of the oojt.
standing utility ball Players and
pinch-hitters" in the league.
He dropped out of organized
ball during the 1953 and 1954 season and eventually pLoallesed his
contract from Charleston. Ho
later signed with Cincinnati as a
free agent.

British Team
Wins Le Mans
Auto Classic
LE MANS, France — (INS) —
The British team of ROD Flockhart and Ivor Bueb won the 24.
hour Le Mans auto racing classic
as British-built Jaguar sports cars
swept the first four places.
Flo:khart and Bueb smashed
the record for the gruelling endurance race with an average
speed of 114.13 miles per hour.
Flockhart won the Le Mans till
in 1956, driving with Ninian Sa
derson. Sanderson joined with
John Lawrence to take second
place in this year's ran. Firenchman Jean Lucas' car took third
money followed by Belgian Paul
Frere.
Flockhart and Bueb drove a total
distance of 2,729.06 miles on their
Way to victory.
Many of the original starters,
including such favorites as Britain's Make Hawthorne and Peter
Collins, were forced to drop out
of the race when their cars developed engine trouble.
As usual, there were some collisions and other mishaps and a
few drivers suffered injuries. For
a change, however, no driver or
spectator was killed.
STARTS SUNDAY
JUNE 30
4 BIG DAYS 4

"

Born At John Gaston Hospital:
JUNE 15
A son, Darrell Dewone Bell to
Mr. and Mrs. William Bell, of 294
tlecatur.
I A son, Carselne Echols, to Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Echols, of 2226
$tovall.
A son, Lemmi• Christopher
iGriggs, jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Lem
tale C. Griggs, of 430 Foote Park.
- A son, Larry Lavell Gathing to
Hr. and Mrs. John W. Gathing
of 1892 Carver.
A daughter, Barbara Joy Faul
kner to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Paul
kner, of 5570 Lamar.
' A daughter, Shirley Ann Sher
Than to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sher
man of 1993 Jefferson.
I A daughter, Gwendolyn M aria
Spiller to Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Spider of 584 Handy Mall.
I A daughter, Cheryl Denise Ma
lone to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L.
74alone of 1209 N. Evergreen.
:A daughter, Dorothy Nell Alex
ander to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Alex
anaer of 222 Turley.
; 'A son, Joel Frederick Wakefield
to Mr. and Mrs. Turen S. Wake
add, of 489 Leath.
';A .son, Herman Adams to Mr.
md Mrs. Ben T. Adams of 997
Pdach.
JUNE 16
son, Billie Roy Fitzgerald, jr.,
to:Mr. and Mrs. Billie R. Fitz
serald of 1636 Pecan.
'
daughter, Birdie Mae Joy to
Mt and Mrs. Martin H. Joy of
3715 Sewannie.
' A daughter Beverly Joy B o v
kiss, to Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Boy
king, of 131 E. Olive.
A son, Michael Anthony Johnson
to. Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Johnson
of 433 Tillman
A son, Charles Edward Smith.
to Mr. and Mrs. Odell Smith, of
158.9 Fred.
' A daughter, Cheryl Ann Forman.
to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar B. Forman
of. 60 E. McLemore.
Twins, sons, Robert and Ralph
Jamison to Mr. and Mrs. Freddie
Jamison of 1403 Horace.
A daughter, Peggy Jean Frank
• to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Franklin of 1899 Castalia.
A son, Jessie Earl Williamson to
Mr. and Mrs. .lohnny B. William
son of 631 B. McKinney.
A son, Larry Stacks, to Mr. and
Mrs. Exel Stacks, of 500 Tillman.
A daughter, Darlene Fulton, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fulton of
1662 Kansas.
A son, Eddie A. E. Thomas. jr.
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie A. E. Thom
a4; Sr., of 487 Beale.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
L. Matthews of 744 Chestnut.
JUNE 17
A daughter, Luecretia Wiggins
to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd J. Wiggins,
of 2603 Spottswood.
A son, Rickey Robinson, to Mr.
and Mrs. Nathaniel Robinson of
4785 Walnut Grove rd.
A daughter, Gwendolyn A n n
Ford, to Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Ford of 1603 Florida.
JUNE 111
' A son to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
I. Barfield of 1572 Hanauer.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
L. Davis of 1100 Kansas.
A sea, James Edward Parker
I. Mr. riAd Mrs. Sammie J. Park
d 235 Turley (RI.
A Ian, Earnest Lanier Cheats to

r
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STARTS THURSDAY, JULY 4th - Three Big Days!
George Montgomery - LAST OF THE BADMEN

COMING SOON!
ONE BIG WEEK!
WORLD PREMIER SHOWING!
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BOURBON
de
Bourbon
LUXE
Aficc
TILE LUXURY ROURBC,
tienhicky
ShriglIt
Bourbon
Whiskey

At that special time of day when
you drop worries and rare....
that.* ilie time for Hourlong de
Luxe. 1CA, relax de luxe ...
enjoy Bourbon de Luxe.

S.

f

KENTUCKY'S BEST—YET COSTS NO MORE,

2Mal

THE BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY, DIVISION OF NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS
CORPORATION, LOUISVILLE, KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
—86 PROOF

Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
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Sat., June 29, 1957

AY LOC/YEN/A I. CLARK
a ry.
Mr. and Mrs. Esau Latham of
Mississippi recently visited Mrs.
Latham's family and friends here.
Mrs. Latham is the former Miss
Nellie J. Edmonds. Mr. Latham
is also enrolled in school in Colorado.
Mrs. Carolyn Williams Deal and
son of Los Angeles, Calif. are visiting parents and grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. dent Williams.
Mrs. Pauline Smith is spending
her vacation in Chicago, visiting
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crumbley
Philander Smith college's off
are the proud parent's of a baby
campus session is now in I ull girl, Rosalind Lureace.
swing at I.incoln High school. In
service teachers from all over the
Eastern Arkansas area are in attendance, The instructors t is i s
summer are Mrs. B. S. Moore,
l'rofs. Charles Wilburn, Roy McBeth and V. T. Armstrong.
•• •

Mrs. Tommye N. Blount and
sons,.Homer and Scott, bit the
city last week to take up residence
in Detroit, Mich.
A going-away party was given
for Mrs. Blount at the beautiful
home of Dr. and Mrs. J. E.
Burke on Tuesday night. The Scraper Fidelis club members a n d
their guests were on hand to wish
her "bon voyage". Mrs. Blount,
who was an instructor at Stewart
school, was very active in religious, civic, and social affairs here
and will be sorely missed.
•••
1 STAG BARBECUE honored
H. F. Patton, retired Pullman
porter. last week. It was sponsored at the Masonic Temple
by members of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters
of Memphis and top photo
shows mentbers and guests
who were present. In second
pix Mr. Patton (right) receives
donation from group from liar•
ry Fletcher. Lower picture
shows music makers for the
'event. From left: Floyd S.
Newman, violin; Miss Myrtle
Tyus, pianist; Miss Doristme
Shelby, vocalist, and J. B.
Johnson, trumpet.

•
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Sleeping Car Porters Brotherhood
Honors Patton At Barbeque Stag

The Memphis Division of t h e a veteran member of the griev- Calif.
Mrs. Vester Lee Suggs proudly
He succeeded the late Frank
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Por- ance committee.
Others remembered how he had Koffman as president after Mr. announces the marriage of h e r
ters hot:tired their local president,
daughter, Brooxine, to Herbert ArH. F. Patton, at a barbecue stag sparked civic and community ac- Koffman died in office.
Mr. Patton is a 32 degree Ma- thur Munn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
party held Thursday in the social tivities, how he stood his ground
first
vice Willis A. Munn of Memphis. Mrs.
room of the Masonic Temple Build- some years ago when the City of son, a Shriner former
Memphis was against the interna- president for five years of the Munn is a graduate of Lincoln
ing on Fourth at.
trusa
is
branch,
NAACP
Memphis
n.
a
R
Philip
High school and is now enrolled at
Mr. Patton retired from t h e tional president, A.
for an addres3. tee at St Andrew AME church AMAN college as a senior, majorPullman service in May this year dolph, coming here
Sunday School superintendent ing in music. She is a member of
it
that
and
agreement
was
There
after around 46 yeah. He has
Vacation time is here and evhard job to find a there.
the AKA sorority. Mr. Munn is
been president of the Memphis lo- would be a
long been active in or- a graduate of Booker T. Wash- eryone is enjoying them, having
has
He
as
shoes
Patton's
Mr.
fill
to
man
cal for about 20 years and his
gani,ed labor. The Brotherhood is ington .High school, Memphis, and a swell time at thetr different hobsteps down.
current three-year term as presi- president when he
the largest Negro union in the U. a senior at AM&N college, major- bies. 1Vednesday last was a fine
tho
gave
local
the
of
Members
dent is up in 1950.
hobby.
S.
ing in business administration He and fair day for most any
His retirement from active Pull- honoree a donation.
Fishing was it for this group;
Mr. Patton and his wife, the is president of the Alpha Phi AlMEN
REAL
NEED
man service does not mean he
Mrs. Osie Wolliace, Mrs. Anna
Mr. Patton, obviously touched by former Miss Alva Hill. of Memphis pha fraternity. The marriage was
automatically gives up his office
have one daughter, Miss Santa solemnized Dec. 28, 1956.
Campbell, Mrs. Minnie Davis, Mrs.
as president and at weekend Mr. the warmth of his fellow workers
them
with
resides
she
and
Patton.
•••
Kate Coe (and well guess who,
Patton said he did not yet know and other friends, told them "This
at 1033 S. Wellington.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Dailey of the man who's always busy hookif he would resign the office or is an extraordinary occasion in
Mississippi spent a few days visit- ing the tires on the cars, well he
serve out the term. Officers elect- my life. I am so happy for many
ing Mrs. Dailey's grandparent, derided to try hooking some fish)
ed hefore retirement usually serve reasons and I'm thankful that God
has enabled me to be associated
Mr. and Mr. Albert Parker, re- George Coe, of course.
out their terms.
The laymen are in charge every
cently. Mrs. Dailey is the former
The stag party was a tribute with you fine citizens."
Mr. Patton said "what this comMiss Doris Jean Parker. They Wednesday night at Morning Star
Is Mr. Patton's long and outstandwere en route to Alamoso, Colo., Baptist church. George Coe, presiing service as leader of the local. munity of ours needs today is more
WILLIAMSBURG, Va. —(INS)— where Mr. Dailey is enrolled in dent, invites all men to attend be.
The welcome was by Alfred Cham- lull-fledged 100 per cent neeh."
Mr. Patton is a native of Cam- T w o Southern governors have school. After the summer session, tween 8 and 9 p.m. Rev. J. ft.
bers.
de,', Ark. and attended the public vowed that teir states will not in- they will return to Mississippi Halliburton is church Triinister.
GUEST SPEAKERS
tegrate white and Negro children where he has accepted a teaching
Prof. J. C. ?rent and his family
Speakers paying tribute to him I .thoels there. He later attended
in public 'schools.
Rock,
position at Mary IltImes Semin- are home from the Riverside hosincluded Clinton Jones, vice presi- 'barter college in Little
Mississippi Gov. J. P. Coleman
pital in Nashville.
dent of the Illinois Central Train HIS LAST RUNS
Everyone was being urged to
When he retired from the Pull- declared: "A baby born in Mis- The two governors were interPorters of Memphis; L. Alex Wilsissippi today will never live long viewed in a nation-wide television send his children to the B I b 1 •
son, editor and general manager man service this May it repreat
news program which originated
school whish began at Morning
sented a tenure of 46 years. His enough to see integration."
of the 1'ri-StaLa Defender; Henry
Virginia Gov. Thomas B. Stan- the Governors' conference in his- Star Baptist church on June 24.
'White, labor organizer and field last nine years were on a route
Williamsburg.
about
ley,
the Su- toric
when asked
Rev. H. Y. Brown, of Halle.
representative of the AFL-CIO; between Memphis and St. Louis
Coleman said Mississippi h a d Tenn., pastor of Spring Hill BapWillie E. Smith, secretary-treasur- He has had other runs across the preme Court ruling on public
er of the I. C. Railroad Train lo- country, such as between Mem- school desegregation, said, "We "no intention of complying with tist church in Eton, Tenn., died
cal; C. James, C. F. Oglesby, phis and Washington, D. C. and will operate as we have in the a decision that we feel is uncon- while enroute to church Wednesstitutional."
day evening, June 19.
grand secretary of the Prince Hall from Memphis to Los Angeles. past."
•
Masons of Tennessee, and Ernest

County
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King Cole
Gets Longer
Weekly Show
A new, expanded version of
The Nat "King" Cole Show will
debut on Monday, July 1 (NBCTV, 10-10:30 p.m., EDT). The program will be a half-hour presention of the popular singer-pianist
his dynamic song stylings. Each
*eek Nat will have a guest star.
Nelson Riddle and his 16 • piece
orchestra and the Randy V a n
Horne choral group will back Cole
musically.
The program will include the
songs that have made Cole famous and he will continue to sing
and play as he did on the early
evening quarter hour program,
which will be replaced.
The new Monday quarter hour
program on NBC-TV (7:30 pm
EDT) starting July 1 will be aqother musical, with star and details to be announced shortly.
The "Nat King Cole Show" will

lit

RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE

Withers, commercial photographer
all of whom were guests at the
event.
Music for thy program was provided by J. W.-Johnson. on trumpet, and the Brotherhood;Unsophisticates, featuring Miss Doristine Shelby as vocalist; Miss Myrtle Tyus at the piano, and Floyd
S. Newman, jr., on the violin.
Mr. Newman, secretary-treasurer of the local, served as master of ceremonies and chairman
of the entertainment committee. E.
Hunter is first vice president of
Teaching, Program Desalopment, the local and Harry Fletcher is
Supervision and Record Keeping,
second vice.
Reading Clinic and a Science and
Other members of the entertainArithmetic Clinic.
ment committee were Mr. JohnThe program was under the suson, C. F. Reeves, B. L. Watson,
pervision of the Division of EduW. H. Crawford, C. A. Austin, II.
ITTA BENA — The Mississippi cation.
Fletcher, A. Jones, I. Jones.
Vocational college held its first
LOCAL MEMBERSIIIP
Alumni Clinic June 12, 13, 14 as
The local nosy has a memberan edub'ational service for its grad,
ship of 158, including active and
uates on campus at the L. S. Rogfurlough men.
ers Laboratory school.
Among active and retired memThe clinic was first in a series
bers appearing on the program
of educational services for the conNEW YORK — (INS) — The were:
tinuing development of the alum- possibility that Evangelist Billy
Robert Crittenden, retired; Mr.
ni.
Graham would personally head a
a reading, "A Glimpse
Founded in 1950, MVC has grad- "repeat campaign" in New York Fletcher,
of Life"; C. E. Hatcher, local
uated approximately 148 students
in October was broadly hinted by group's reporter; c, cooper, a
which make up its General Alumhis associates yesterday.
member of the grievance commitni Association.
Graham, whose drive to "Bring tee of the local; Jimmy Wells and
The returning alumni for t h e
Neil, both retired.
clinic represented approximately God to New York" is scheduled Joe
24 per cent of the total graduates to end July 20, spoke of the re- "COURAGEOUS, RELIABLE"
Mr. Patton was called "a courof the institution. The first class peat drive in an appearance on
the TV program "Way to God." ageous, reliable roan of wondergraduated in 1953.
The clinic saw five areas dis- "My job is to help the people ful character."
Speakers recalled that he had
cussed before the group. These change themselves," he said.
areas covered New Techniques in "They will then change the city at times brought back to the loconditions. I believe a follow-up cal funds he received for expenbe produced and directed by Bob to the Crusade sometime in the ses to trips but felt he did not
Henry, with Hal Kemp as execu- fall will help keep things mov- need to spend. Others spoke of how
he had stood up for porters as
tive producer. The series will run ing."
through Sept. 18.

Vow To Ignore
Court Ruling

MVC Launches
Alumni Clinic

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA.4-5557

Billy Graham To
Repeat Crusade

You'll Smile
too...with
Oertels'92

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay in her new home,
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you lost as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando, Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West MeMphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
oft at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours • a.m, taB p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
1 don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right nude.

°ERTEL BREWING CO,INC„ LOUISVILLE. at

v- •

,•

Name Tillman
Graduate Dean
At Atlanta I!.

:16 TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., June 29, 1957

Poise is a wonderful quality to
cultivate. Besides giving you the
Musing: Belief is a happier state serene look that foils wrinkles, it
of mind than doubt and suspicion. helps set you up for emergencies.
By this I live, for if I do not However, good looking serene peohave faith in others, who will be. pl are frquently targets for slings
Deve in me? There are some dark ' and arrows of discontented types
corners which do not react to ' who always abhor the unknown
sweetness and light. None knows quality represented by poise. Then
'mother's heart, his grief, his strug• you asked how to develop poise.
gle, his despair and motivation. Stop thinking about your own imNot all our geese will become portance. On the other hand get
swans, but one swan will atone confidence in yourself so that you
tor many flocks of geese. So I feel surefooted in what you do.
'Would rather be disappointed than If you think you are doing the
afraid of disappointment. It is the right thing you won't worry about
'second mind that counts, for the what others think. And you will
end maybe more rewarding than start to think that other people
can be wrung and that your own
you have dreamed.
decisions are important too. When
',Dear Carlotta:
I How can I develop poise? Do you walk into a room act like
You think that poise is really nec- you can control any situation you
essary? To me it makes a person meet. You will find that if you
think you can, most likely you
*old". Puzzled.
will be able to
! Dear Puzzled:
- By CARLOTTA STEWART

ATLANTA, Ga. — The appointment of Dr. N. P. Tillman as dean
of the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences has been announced by
President Rufus E. Clement of
Atlanta university.
Dr. Tillman has been serving as
acting dean since the resignation
of Dr. S. M. Nabrit to accept the
versity two years ago.
Dr. Tillman has been chairman
of the department of English at
Atlanta university since 1941, having served the two previous years
as acting chairman. A graduate of
Morehouse college, with the M.
A. and 'Ph.D. degrees from the
University of Wisconsin, he has
been chairman of the English department at Morehouse college
since 1922, a post which he will relinquish.

ST. JOHN BAPTIST church's

Allen Prof To
Aid Workshop
COLUMBIA, S. C. — Dr. Sylvia
P. Swinton, professor of education
at Allen university, will be assiat.
ant,director of the Supervisor's
Workshop at Tuskegee Institute
this summer.

vacation Bible school closed Its
annual session last Friday.
There were 185 youngsters enrolled in the two-week classes.
Miss Mary F. Cotton served
as principal. During the two
weeks the youngsters, divided
into beginners, primary, junior and intermediate groups.
had Bible study, Bible stories,
. music, arts, crafts and recreation. (Withers Photo)
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j Mrs. Ora Lee Fitzgerald a n d spending their vacation in MemChildren, Ella Jean. Mary A a n, phis, with their mother, Mrs. De.
Barbara and James Fitzgerald, jr. lois Walls. Mrs. Walls is a beau110•AG CONFEREES POLISH
of 402 N. 9th at., are spending tician at lnola's beauty ship, 211
HANDBOOK TO BENEFIT
Fitzst.
8th
The
S.
Chicago.
in
vacation
their
1700 — When 11 vocational ag
Jethro lerrell, of 816 S. 13th st..
gerald' ire guests of Mrs. Wilriculture teachers held their
lie B. Thomas, sister of Mrs. Fitz- has taken his job back again at
annual five day conference last
gerald.
the Watkins Cafe. Mr. Terrell is
week at Tennessee State uni•
tha
of
member
and
sophomore
a
S.
802
of
Lee.
Miss Rosie Mae
versity, they developed a hand'
Pine
college,
AM&N
at
band
High
Wonder
at
13th st., junior
book on planning and managschool, is spending two weeks in Bluff, Ark.
It was 3 fine June day for Miss era of the Crittenden Cc only Times
Mississippi with her grandmother,
Mrs. Sarah Burn. Miss Lee is the Lula B. Shannon last Friday when started a fund to send Miss Mandaughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. Lee. the postman came with a letter non to nursing school and with
Mr. and Mrs. Ilurbert Sussun, of congratulations from the Arkan- the help of the local office of tive
of 2215 Autumn had as their guests sas State Board of Nurse Exam-I Arkansas Rehabilitation service,
Sunday, Mrs. Mary Brown, of 1434 iners notifying her she had pass- she was sent to the Dunbar School
for practical of Practical Nursing in Li t tie
B. Cooper st., Memphis, and a ed the examination
nurses and is now a licensed prac- Rock for a one-year course.
friend of Mrs. Brown's.
tical nurse.
„,,Si,pee her graduation last NoThe Stitch and Chat club gave
Miss Shrnnon is the young worn-, -vep%er lie has been employed by
an entertainment last Saturday
the Crittmden Memorial hospital
night at the home of Mr. and an who a year ago last July, was
her on the strength of her temporary
Mrs. Williams Burke, 1502 Live- severely burned while rescuing
her' license presented at time of gradvet cir., Memphis. Barbecue, cole young nephew and niece from
read- I uation. Haying successfully passed
slaw. spaghetti, pickles. hot rolls burning hcme. Sympathetic
and drinks were served and games
were played.
Mrs. Ishella Sussun, of 2215 Ae.
tumn, and Mrs. Mary Brown, of
1484 S. Cooper st., Memphis, and
• friend if Mrs. Brown was Sianday guests of mother Taylor, and
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Parker, sr.
of 208 N. 14th st. Mother Taylor
Is the aunt of Mrs. Brown, and
Yrs. Parker is Mrs. Brown's cou-

ing farm business. As an out•
growth of conference work centered around farm planning
and management, these teach cry evolved procedures, ways
and means of assisting somt
Payne, William
Meachelle
1,700 adult farmers organize
her examination she is now ready
to proceed with plans to continue
her education and become a registered nurse. A savings account tor that purpose was started by Miss Shannon last winter.
Thomas and Summers, Memphis
gospel singers were al the New
Mt. Zion MB church last Sunday
evening for the Willing Workers
club. Mrs. Lula Bell Olive, president.
Rev. II Boykins is the church
pastor.

their total farming programs.
Considering aspects of the final draft of the handbook are
J.
sitting (1. to I%) — Di.
Paulus, agricultural education
professor, and Clinton Shelby,
assistant state extension econ•
omist, University of Tennessee
at Knoxville; Dr. Henry L.
Taylor, agricultural economics
head, Tennessee State univer.
sity — consultants — and David Hamilton, agricultural education head at Tennessee
State, conarence director.
Standing are VO AG Teachers
and NFA District Advisers II.
M. Johnson, Barrett's Chapel
High school, Arlington, Tenn.;
E. A. Gray, Union High, Gallatin, Tenn.; and Julius W.
Sims, Webb High, McKenzie.
(Gunter Photo)

IN APPEAL — Dr. Charles F.
Golden, associate secretary of the
Division of National Missions of
the Board of Missions of the Methodist church, and son of Dr. and
Mrs. .1. W. Goldea, of Memphis,
Tenn., said in an address on June
14 that "more and more persona
ol color are going to have to be
used as missionaries a mind tbe
world."

Library Speaker
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Mrs. Whately
L. Chandler, former president of
the eighth district Missouri Federatian of Women's clubs, will be
gust speaker on "Bookmark," a
television program sponsored by
the St. Louis Public Library,
June 27.

aunt.

Sothcr Ingram, of S. 17th st.,
Was rnshed to Chicago, to be at
the bedside of her sick son. Ben
Ingram. Mr. Ingram is in the ho'•
Niel on the critical list. Ile is
also the son of Bro. Arther In
gram. Both are members of tho
Morning St:4 mil church.
Ark.. Rey. C. Bolden. pastor.
Mrs. Matnme Terrell, supervis
eft of Wonder High school playgitenind, Is askIne all girls to come
eilitt to Die playereeind.
Lima Henry and Joan Marie I
Walls, of Forrest City. Ark. are

immommasa

WDIA;
MEMPHIS NM
1070 on your dial =
-mamma

PHYSICIST Robert Bundy is shown here with
his oscilloscope —a device which makes electric currents visible to the eye. Mr. Bundy's
work inelectronics ishighly secret —but there's
Ito secret about his choice of cigarettes. "I've
been smoking Luckies for years," he says.
"They really taste better."

TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE

iin.
Miss Eddie Mae Iceson of N.
eth at . is spending her vacaiton
with her grandmother in Darling,
Misr. Miss Iceson is a student at
Wonder High schoal. She will be
gene for two weeks.
, The state modern farm degree
was awarded to the following boys
of the U. S. Phelix High school
Chapter of New Farmers of Amer.
lea at the state NFA convention
held at AM & N college in Pine
Bluff las,. week: Isaac Parker,
Lnnis Jamison, Luke Stewart and
Willie B. Harrison. The modern
farm degree is the highest gives
by the state association. It is eir•
en to boys who have done an out.
standing job over a period of two
or three years with their supervised farming program.
The Crittenden County Negro
Fair will be held in Earle, Sept. I
19-21: This is the first time in
the eistory of the 17 years of the
fair that it has not been held in
AI arion, Ark. According to information receivd from the fair
association president. Luke Anthony, the association had no plice
for the fair. Due to the building
program now in progress at the
Pbelix High school in Marion the
fair could not be held there.
Robert Smith jr.. of 401 N. 11th
et., second grade student at Win•
der High school, is on his vac.
Hon in Chicago. He is the gui
of his father. Robert Smith. •-r.
His mother, Mrs. Mullie &Mole,
resides at 401 N. 11th St. Robert
will be gone until September.
Maxine Baldwin of 105 S. nth
is visiting her father and step
mother. Mr. and Mrs. McKinney
Maxine lives at 105 S. 15th st. with
her aunt and uncle. Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Baldwin.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Cray and
their daughter, Johnnie Mae were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James
Carr, of 125 S. 12th st.. a few
days ago. The Grays live in St
Leitiis. Mrs. Carr is Mr. Gray's

'WEND

A TECHNICAL and PROFESSIONAL COLLEGE
Master's Degree
in
AGRICULTURE, CHEMISTRY, EDUCATION
And
HOME ECONOMICS
DVM Degree
in
VETERINARY MEDICINE

•

GRADUATE CERTIFICATION

in
HOSPITAL DIETETICS
Bachelor's Degree
in
HOME ECONOMICS
AGRICULTURE
INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT
COMMERCIAL DIETETICS
MECHANICAL INDUSTRIES
EDUCATION
NURSING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Diplomas and Certificates in Trades
Vocational and Rehabilitation Courses
Registration 1957-58
FIRST SEMESTER — September 16
SECOND SEMESTER — January 27
Reserve Officers Training Corps - Army and Air Force
Carver Foundation Research Fellowships- Scholarships and Self-Help Available

"IT'S TOASTED"
to taste better!

Pot hobbles include recording on tape (above).
improving on sports cars (below. But when it
comes to smoking, Mr. Bundy Dees no tom for
improvement: "When you've got Luckies,"
he says, "what more could you ask for?"

.r/sef..'r

1.

II

LUCKIES
TASTE
BETTER

A Lucky is all cigarette ... nothing hut. One,
mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED
to taste even better. Says Mr. Bundy,"Luckies
are the best-tasting cigarette I ever smoked!"

Cleaner, Fresher,
Smoother!

LUTHER H. FOSTER
President
For Further Information, Write

THE REGISTRAR
Tuskegee Institute, Alabama
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